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Sport:Art Attracts
Two Opposites
by Matthew Daniele ’15
News Staff
Art
Colleges and universities, despite being comprised of
thousands of people, are surprisingly fragmented when it
comes to academics. Each department functions as its own,
separate entity without much interaction with other fields of
study. While understandable, there is an evident truth that
most peoples’ future jobs and interests usually do not lie
strictly within their major.
Providence College’s Departments of Art and Art
History have teamed up with the Department of Athletics
to bring students an educational collaboration of these two
opposites. “Sport:Art” features various events and art pieces
dedicated to capturing the image of sports, both here at PC
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Pre-Law Society Emerges DWC To Be Revamped
by Christine Rousselle ’13
Asst. News Editor
Clubs and Organizations
Are you interested in a law career,
but the thought of applying to law
school makes you shake in your
boots?  Were you stunned to discover
the LSATs are not as easy as Elle Woods
made them look in Legally Blonde? Fret
no more, as Providence College now
has a brand new pre-professional club
to help those who seek possible careers
in legal studies—the Pre-Law Society.
The Pre-Law Society is headed by
Marissa Louro ’12, a political science
major from South Dartmouth, Mass.,
and advised by Dr. John Scanlan of the
Department of English. Scanlan also
serves as the College’s pre-law adviser.
The Pre-Law Society seeks to help
students through the process of applying
to law school, as well as provide
networking opportunities, resources,
and forums to discuss current goings-on
in the legal world. The Society also seeks
to host various events related to law,
such as speakers, test-prep events, and
debates over current issues.

The Pre-Law Society has been in the
back of Louro’s mind since her senior
year of high school. She recalled that
“the first question I asked on the tour
was if we had a pre-law program,” and
was shocked to discover that the College
had no formal club. When forming the
current pre-law society, Louro looked at
the pre-law societies at other schools to
get ideas for the club at PC.
The society’s first event will be held
in March in conjunction with Kaplan‘s
test prep, and will involve preparing
for the LSATS, which is an exam that
every prospective law student takes
before applying to law school.
Scanlan got involved in the society
after Louro approached him. As
the pre-law adviser, Scanlan meets
with pre-law students to help them
determine their future careers.
Scanlan does not have a law degree,
but he took courses at the law school
at the University of Michigan while
studying for his doctorate. Scanlan
said that he feels it is important that
the College had assigned an actual
professor as the pre-law adviser, as
some schools use an area lawyer.
The diversity of majors interested
in law is something that Scanlan
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by Andres Taborda ’15
News Staff
Curriculum
Coming into Providence College,
you may have heard just how extensive
and well known the curriculum is. You
were probably intimidated when the
tour guide on your first tour of the
campus explained the Development
of Western Civilization program and
what seemed like a never-ending list of
core classes. While the classes of 20122015 are in the process of completing
the core curriculum, the College has
kissed it goodbye.
When Rev. Brian J. Shanley, O.P.,
arrived at the College, one of his
main goals was to revise the core
curriculum. Committees, through the
faculty senate, were formed to take
on this task and propose legislation
with a curriculum that would please
both the members of the senate and
the administration.
The Development of Western
Civilization is one of the programs
that will look very different beginning
next year. Traditionally, DWC has

been a two-year program going from
first semester freshman year until
second semester sophomore year, and
amounting to 20 credits.
Although the program will still be
four semesters, it will be downsized
to 16 credits and will include one
semester of colloquium. Students will
take three semesters of the traditional
western civilization. On their fourth
semester, they will take a course based
on a certain subject with a connection
to the west.
Students will have approximately
30 different colloquia to choose from
according to Dr. James F. Keating,
chairman of the Core Curriculum
Committee (CCC). The courses
will be of contemporary interest
with themes that will hopefully be
attractive to students.
The
Liberal
Arts
Honors
Program will continue to have a
20-credit program for DWC. “We
reformed the general DWC and left
honors DWC alone credit-wise,”
said Keating.
Aside from DWC, another major
change was made to the Natural
Science core. Currently, students must
take two 3-4 credit courses relating
DWC / Page 4
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CampusCalendar

Sunny

48°
33°

7:00 p.m.
Men’s Hockey vs.
Maine, Schneider
Arena
9:00 p.m.
Comedy Day
With Uncle
Joey—Dave
Coulier, Peterson

Sat 11

Snow

39°
18°

2:00 p.m.
Rejects on the
Rise Alumni
Show, Aquinas
Lounge
8:00 p.m.
Winter Skate
Night, Schneider
Arena

Letter Policy

Sun 12

Partly
Cloudy

Earlier this week, we received a phone call
from an alumnus from the Class of 1997 who was
interested in tracking down a cartoon that a friend
of his had drawn and that had been printed in The
Cowl during his senior year. We were happy to look
for this cartoon in our archives, and although we
haven’t found what we are looking for just yet, we
did come across something that brought smiles to
our faces. We love just about everything we find in
the old issues of The Cowl, but we were particularly
enthusiastic about finding the letters written by
Russell P. Demoe, one of our most loyal and valued
contributors today, from 1997.
Finding Mr. Demoe’s letters from so long ago filled
us with a sense of depth of the paper we put out
each week. We know that The Cowl is 76 years old,
but seeing these letters in print provided a unique
perspective. Mr. Demoe was writing to The Cowl when
we were both eight years old. We looked into it a bit
further, and found a letter of his from 1992–when we
were three. We don’t know the exact number of years
that Mr. Demoe has been contributing, but we imagine
he had been writing to The Cowl even before 1992. We
would love to know for sure.
So, Mr. Demoe, if you are reading this, the two of
us would like to give you an emphatic “Thank you,”
from the bottom of our hearts and on behalf on the
entire Cowl, for your consistent contribution and
your investment in our paper. We encourage you to
keep having strong opinions about PC happenings
and to keep sending them to us. Readers like you are
who make our work on The Cowl worthwhile.
					— C.S. & C.N.

The Cowl is a proud member of
the Associated Collegiate Press

Fri 10

A “Thank You” Long Overdue

Mon 13

27°
16°

Sunny

37°
28°

12:00 p.m.
Alumni-Family
Weekend,
McPhail’s

6:00 p.m.
Yoga, Peterson
Group Fitness
Studio

11:30 p.m.
Post Mass Bash,
Campus Ministry
Center

9:30 p.m.
Zumba, Peterson
Group Fitness
Studio

The Cowl welcomes guest commentaries and letters to the editor from members of the
Providence College community and outside contributors.
All submissions must include the writer’s name, a phone number, and an e-mail address
where he or she can be reached. Letters should be no more than 250 words in length and will be
printed as space permits. Guest commentaries should be limited to 700 words in length, and
only one will be published per week. The Cowl reserves the right to edit articles for space and
clarity. Submissions must be delivered, mailed, or faxed to The Cowl office no later than 5:00
p.m. on the Monday before publication.
Mail submissions to The Cowl, 1 Cunningham Square, Providence, R.I. 02918; fax to
401-865-1202, submit online at www.thecowl.com, e-mail to thecowl@providence.edu, or hand
deliver to The Cowl office in Alumni LL06.

Tues 14

Cloudy

45°
32°

10:00 a.m.
Blood Drive, ’64
Hall
8:00 p.m.
P.S. I Love You,
McPhail’s

Wed 15

Partly
48°
Cloudy 32°
9:30 a.m.
Breakfast of
Champions,
McPhail’s
6:00 p.m.
Step, Peterson
Group Fitness
Studio

Thurs 16

Partly
Cloudy

41°
29°

5:00 p.m.
Friars Club
Sophomore
Interviews,
Feinstein 400
7:00 p.m.
Byron Motley:
The Negro
Baseball League,
Smith 106

Accuracy Watch

The Cowl is committed to accuracy and carefully checks every article that goes into print to ensure
that the facts are presented clearly and truthfully. If you find an error in any article, please e-mail
the Editor-in-Chief at thecowl@providence.edu. Corrections will be printed as necessary.

Advertising

Contact The Cowl with advertising requests and questions at cowlads@providence.edu or,
if necessary, via telephone at 401-865-2214. Visit www.thecowl.com/advertising for rates,
publication dates, and other information about advertising with The Cowl.

Subcriptions

Subscription rate for a weekly issue by mail is $30 per year. Send payment to The Cowl, 1
Cunningham Square, Providence, R.I. 02918; make checks payable to The Cowl. Student
subscription is included in tuition fee. Issues are available around campus on Thursday nights.
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Printing a Priority for Student Congress
by Micaela Cameron ’13
News Staff
Student Congress
Students living on lower campus
will no longer have to travel to Accino
or the library if they wish to print on
one of the College’s printers. This week,
Congress passed SCRC 62-05, allowing
for a printer to be installed near the
convenience store in Davis Hall.
Prior to voting on SCRC, Congress
welcomed
Christine
Baccari,
administrative coordinator for the
Office of Academic Affairs. Baccari
addressed Congress about the recent
incident regarding racial graffiti found
in a residence hall on campus.
In response to the campus-wide
e-mail sent out in regard to the
incident, Baccari received three
kinds of responses from the College
community. The first type of response
was sent in gratitude, thanking the
administration for going public and
addressing the issue first-hand. The
second type of e-mail sent questioned
the administration, asking why they
did not release the nature of the graffiti
in the campus-wide e-mail. Baccari
wished to keep this information private,
because she felt as though it was not
her right to assume universal consent
for the entire College community. The
third kind of e-mail received asked
what the administration would do if
they caught the perpetrator. Baccari
said that the incident would be handled
seriously as it did not wound only an
individual or a specific group, but the
entire College community.
Steven Sears, Dean of Students,
informed Congress that he had already
met with resident assistants on campus
in order to look for feedback on the issue
and address concerns. Sears also stated

that he had already met with the floor
where the incident took place along
with Tiffany Gaffney, the Hall Director,
and the resident assistant assigned to
the floor. During the meeting, the floor
had an open dialogue in which the
residents recognized the seriousness
behind the incident.
Following Sears, Rafael Zapata,
Chief Diversity Officer, introduced
himself. Zapata noted that students
that attend the College bring
themselves to campus with different
experiences, attitudes, and values
from their home communities,
resulting
in
diversity.
Zapata
expressed his wish to meet with as
many people as possible in order to
know the community as well as to
address the needs of the College.
Next, two pieces of old business
were discussed. First, Congress voted
on SCRC 62-05, regarding printing
on lower campus, which passed
with a unanimous vote. This piece
of legislation was sponsored by the
class of 2012 and the class of 2015, and
was introduced by Danielle Ladd ’12,
Hannah Wallis ’12, and Alex Acunzo
’15. This piece of legislation would
allow for a printer to be installed
outside the convenience store in the
lower level of Davis Hall in order
to increase printing accessibility to
students on lower campus.
Wallis addressed the issue of cost,
stating that the total finance would
amount to $1,300 for the printer and
$500 for paper and ink. Residence Life
has agreed to finance the printer. The
convenience store will maintain the
printer during its operative hours,
and the resident assistant on duty will
maintain the printer at night. Students
will have access to the printer 24/7, and
an e-mail will be sent out to all students
with instructions on how to print

wirelessly from a personal computer.
The next piece of legislation
addressed was SCRC 62-06, regarding
free printing for education majors.
This piece was introduced by Ladd
and Krystyna Marini ’12, and passed
unanimously. With the addition of
this piece of legislation, professors
in the Department of Education will
be required to state the locations
and times when education majors
are able to print free of charge. This
concern came to the attention of Ladd
and Marini when they learned that
education majors were unaware of
their options for free printing.
Congress next discussed new
business, beginning with SCB 62-05,
the proposal of a photography club at
the College. This piece of legislation
was introduced by Kathleen Boccia ’12.
Boccia stated that the purpose of the
club is to engage the student body in
the common interest of photography.
The proposed club is open for all
majors and all grades, and would
meet twice a month. The club will
have a theme for the week and will
discuss the theme at the prior meeting
so members will gain an idea of how
to portray it through photography.
The club has proposed an on-campus
scavenger hunt, and faculty members
have already agreed to teach students
about photography. The club aims to
be fun and educational.
Members of Congress wondered
if the club would be independent of
the photography class that already
exists at the College. Boccia stated
that it would not be related to the
class, and would be open to anyone
who wants to learn about camera
functions and photography. Members
also questioned Boccia about the
proposed budget of the club. Boccia
stressed that the club was not looking

for allocations. Students would
be able to use their own digital or
disposable cameras, or borrow them
from the art department.
The next piece of new legislation
discussed was amendment SCA 62-11
regarding studying abroad and the
election of class representatives. Tim
Morris ’14 introduced this piece. As it
currently stands, class representatives
are not allowed to run for Congress
if they know that they will be abroad
during the semester they are to be
elected to office. Morris wishes to
change this in order to allow class
representatives to run and serve while
studying abroad.
Morris
argued
that
the
responsibilities
of
the
class
representative would be able to be met
while the representative is abroad.
He proposed that the representative
could cast their vote on pieces of
legislation through an online source.
Members of Congress questioned this,
stating that class representatives have
more responsibilities than merely
voting on legislation. Members were
concerned that a class representative
who was abroad would not be able
to attend mandatory events, such
as office hours and clean ups, which
would put a strain on members who
were able to attend.
Members of Congress who had
already studied abroad spoke from
past experience and stated that the
internet is often unreliable when
studying in a foreign country.
Other members suggested that the
representative should note that they
are planning to study abroad on the
ballot if they chose to run. Members
did not vote on the proposed
legislation, but were asked to keep an
open mind when doing so.

A Letter from the Associate VP and Dean of Students
Dear Students,
Welcome to February. Just like us, it has a lot going on.
There is a lot of celebrating going on this month. African-American contributions and achievements are honored throughout every echelon of education, and “the
Father of our Country” is remembered for the leadership and courage that catalyzed American history. In a paradox, the frigid transition from autumn to spring
yields the warmest emotion on the spectrum for Valentines, and all around the world, Christendom unites in virtuous commemoration of the prayerful days leading
to Easter.
In addition to these celebrations, this year features a leap day—a fact, I’m certain, that is significant only to those opportune few that can boast having a February 29
birthday. A fact, perhaps, that has eluded your consciousness until this very moment, as you read the words “leap day,” and subsequently sought to scratch the itch
of curiosity by “wikipedia-ing” the term as to its meaning and purpose.
Well, I’ll save you the trip and tell you exactly what this means to our great Friar community.
As time ticks, seconds count. Moments matter. The regrettable “if only’s” of our lives are often byproducts of insufficiency against time. We’ve all been there: “if only
there were more time”…we could have scored and won the game; I could have said a proper goodbye; I could have apologized like I wanted to; I could have been
better prepared for that test. I could have said this, done that, and changed it all. I think at the core, what we are really saying is “I would be a better person today,
right now.” For most of us, the frequency of the leap day directly matches the rate at which we successfully seize our second chances; that is, 1 in 1,461—a daunting
statistic, the first time around.
You see, the timing of the leap day couldn’t be more perfect.
Pray, reflect, share. Thank, celebrate, laugh out loud. Study, play, relax. Whatever you do this leap day, remember the opportunity it represents in your being
transformed. Twenty-four hours can be an “X” on the calendar, or the most memorable day of your life. It can be another “if only,” or the greatest day of 2012.
Your choice. Your transformation.
Welcome to February!
Your inspired Associate Vice President and Dean of Students,
Dr. Steven Sears
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Former Hockey Hotshots DWC: New Diversity Core
Congregate in Club Team Proposed, Incoming
Team Goes Up Against Brown this Week
Class of 2016 to See It
by Dennis Lynch ’12
News Staff
Club Sports
For the first time in school history,
Providence College has a men’s club
hockey team. The addition of the
hockey team brings the total of club
sports at PC to nine. The school now
offers varsity, club, and intramural
hockey teams.
The team held tryouts two weeks
ago, choosing the final squad on
January 26. This weekend, the team
played their opening games against
Boston University, losing 4-3 in the
home opener at Schneider Arena
on Friday, and losing 3-2 at BU on
Saturday night. The games were
high-intensity, emotional affairs
that served to boost the confidence
of the new team. The team has six
more games this season, and will
play Brown University’s club team
on Friday at Brown.

“

our school,” says Spagnoli. “You can
feel it on the bench during games that
everyone is giving their all to try to win
for their school.”
Students also enjoyed watching
their friends and classmates compete
at the club level against a quality team.
“It was really fun watching our
buddies coaching and playing in a
competitive, intense environment,”
says Robert Swift ’12.
Dr. Steven Sears, Dean of Students,
is very proud of the students who
put in the work to make their dream
of a club hockey team at the College
possible.
“Here, you have a group of students
who felt inspired to make a change,”
says Sears, “and they couldn’t have
gone about it any better.”
With the help of Sears and Ed
Laprey, the Director of the Intramural
and Club Sports program, the students
researched other programs and met
with Athletic Director Bob Driscoll and
his team.

THERE’S A REAL SENSE OF PRIDE AMONG THE
PLAYERS AND COACHES IN PLAYING FOR OUR SCHOOL.

The team consists of former high
school players who, until this year,
had played intramural hockey at the
College. Captain Alex Ricchio ’13
played hockey at Skidmore University
for a year before transferring to
Providence College, and Brent Mayo
’12 was a member of the Friars lacrosse
team for two years, in addition to being
a former finalist for the Travis Roy
Award (awarded to Maine’s top high
school hockey player) his senior year.
The club team has provided these
former players with an opportunity
to play hockey in a more competitive
sitting than they found in intramural
hockey and a chance to build a kinship
among other former players.
“There’s no bond like the one you form
playing hockey with a group of guys,”
says Jason Civittollo ’12, former standout
at Glastonbury (CT) High School.
The team’s head coach is Michael
Cox, the men’s rugby coach at PC. He
is joined by assistant coaches Chris
Calise and David Spagnoli ’12.
“There’s a real sense of pride among
the players and coaches in playing for

”

Sears is surprised at the quick
response to the news from the alumni
and parent communities, but is not
surprised that the club has been such
a success so quickly. “The spirit of
competition runs very deep at PC, a
Division I institution with a dynamic
intramural and club sports program
that has yet to see a ceiling to the
passion that stirs our student body.”
Sears cites the proud history of the
hockey program and the school’s call
to action, a challenge he sees engaged
every day, as other factors in the
creation of the club.
The strong start of the team and the
passion of the students at PC point to
a promising future for the club, and
could inspire more students to work
to create club teams in their own
respective sports.
Sears concludes, “In this case,
our students have not only cooked
up a highly desired club sport, but
they’ve sewn an entire new thread in
the proud, black-and-white tapestry
that is our legacy. What an honor.”

PHOTO SUBMITTED

Many fans gathered to watch the Club Hockey team take on Boston University on Friday, Feb. 3, in
Schneider Arena.

Continued from front page
to the natural sciences. Students will
only be required to take one 3-4-credit
class. When asked why this change
was made, Keating said, “There was a
question of just how useful that second
requirement was, and it was decided
that it was not.”
He also touched upon the inclusion
of language in the College’s core
curriculum. “It is unusual for a liberal
arts college to not have language in their
core curriculum,” he said. “Clearing
that extra science requirement allows
for students to choose a different core
course, such as language.”
The general mathematics requirement
will now be known as the quantitative
reasoning requirement. Courses relating
to many fields of mathematics will be
offered. “The idea is for students to take
a math course related to their major,”
said Keating. He continued, “It just
doesn’t make sense for a social science
major to take business math, when in
reality the mathematics they will need
are statistics.”
A political science major can now
take a course like Empirical Political
Analysis and have it count towards
their major and their quantitative
reasoning core, since it covers the area
of statistics in the political world.
The core will also have a
concentration. Students can fulfill the
concentration by taking two courses
in language, science, social science,
fine arts, or quantitative reasoning.
Both courses must be from the same
department. Students may also
concentrate on a theme and take two
courses from different departments
as long as they address similar
topics. The Liberal Arts Honors
Program will fulfill this part of the
core through DWC.
The CCC also added a list of
proficiencies that students must
complete as part of the curriculum.
An intensive writing proficiency
was developed and it includes
two writing courses that students
must complete. The first part of
the requirement, Level I, will be

geared towards the techniques of
appropriate writing for college
students, including grammar and
styles of writing. The second part,
Level II, will be geared toward the
student’s major and how one must
write in that field. “We want to spread
writing across the curriculum, and
with a course geared towards the
student’s major, they will learn to
write like scientists, psychologists,
etc.,” said Keating.
The committee also added oral
communication
proficiency.
“By
surveying alumni of the school, we
learned that one of the skills they
said they lacked and did not learn at
Providence was oral communication,”
said Keating. “This part of the core
curriculum allows for students to
learn the skills of speaking in public
and giving presentations.” The core
will teach students to talk in different
situations such as class discussions
and oral presentations.
Given that the Princeton Review
has rated Providence College as the
most homogenous school in America,
a diversity core was added as well.
According to the legislation, “an
education for trust must involve
serious consideration of the differences
within the human community.” For
this reason, students will now have to
complete a course in a cross-cultural
area or involving diversity within the
American context.
Elena Yee, director of the Balfour
Center for Multicultural Affairs,
said, “Having this diversity core
requirement may be the push
that students need to gain deeper
understanding about diversity and
increase their intercultural proficiency
to be better prepared to work and serve
in our society and world.”
The final addition to the core will
be civic engagement proficiency. This
requirement can be fulfilled through
many of the social science courses but
it should be understood that it does not
have to be service learning.
Changes to the core go into effect next
fall for the class of 2016 and beyond.
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Kennedy Leads FFE, PC’s Business-Oriented Club
by Amanda Garganese ’15
News Staff
Club President Spotlight
Collin Kennedy ’12, president of
Future Friar Executives (FFE), is revamping the club with new initiatives,
goals, and events for the 2011-2012
academic year. The senior from
Stratford, Connecticut, is currently
studying marketing at Providence
College and has high aspirations for
his future in the business world.
Kennedy explained that Providence
College was originally his sixth choice
school, and he had his heart set on
Fordham. After visiting Fordham and
hating it, he reluctantly did a day visit
at Providence and immediately fell
in love with the campus and sense of
community. “It was the kind of place
where I came and people held the door
open for me,” said Kennedy.
After he was admitted into the
school, he decided to become involved
in the business program and chose a
marketing major, which is how he first
became involved in FFE.
“I went to meetings sparingly
freshman year, and then decided to get
more involved,” said Kennedy. What
he enjoyed most about the business
club was the quality of the speakers that
came to lecture at weekly meetings, and
the tools he learned for the business
world. During Kennedy’s sophomore
year, he ran for division head of FFE
and was elected. He was the division
head of advertising his junior year, and
at the end of junior year decided to
run for the role of president, and was
elected into the position.
Future Friar Executives is the
largest business club on campus,
with 150 members. The club houses
all majors and minors, and covers all
areas of business. There is a speaker

COLLIN ANDERSON ’15 / THE COWL

Kennedy is looking forward to the inter-collegiate leadership conference coming up in April, which
is FFE’s most significant event.

or workshop every week during the
meetings. Workshops include resumé
building and writing cover letters.
The main goal of the club is to give
members a better feel for how to
become executives when they graduate
from PC, and how to be successful in
the business world.
Kennedy’s role as president entails
overseeing the eight total divisions
in FFE, which cover each of the eight
different business majors, along with
overseeing the executive board. Tasks
include making sure the advertising
division does not go over budget and
delegating tasks to division heads
weekly. The biggest advantage of
being president of FFE for Kennedy is
learning how to delegate efficiently.
“I learned the hard way,” said
Kennedy. “I tried to do everything
myself at first and failed miserably.”
He emphasizes the importance of
using resources and the team you
are given to ensure success in the

business world. His role as president
has taught him time management and
organization skills that he hopes will
give him an advantage in the business
world post-graduation.
Kennedy aspires to be more
available as a club president, and in
an effort to form a relationship with
fellow club members he holds open
office hours on Fridays from 8:30
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. in LL17 of the Slavin
Center to give fellow members advice
and counseling.
Kennedy states, “My role as
president this year is to further the
club and take it to new heights.”
Part of this expansion initiative
is putting on events aside from the
weekly meetings, which are every
Wednesday from 4:00 p.m. to 5:00
p.m. in Slavin 112. Last semester, FFE
put on a networking luncheon event,
which Kennedy described as “business
speed dating.” Students were able to
network with contacts and alumni.

Networking, in Kennedy’s opinion, is
the easiest way to obtain a job. This
semester, FFE is putting on a Pathway
to Success conference, which is open to
everyone on campus. This conference
demonstrates skills on how to obtain a
job in the business world, finance for
the future, and how to market oneself
for a specific job.
FFE’s largest event is taking place
in April, and will be co-sponsored
with the School of Business. It is an
inter-collegiate event and all Rhode
Island college students are welcome.
The leadership conference is a twoday event in which students learn
skills and traits needed to be a leader
in the business world and maintain
values. There is also an executive
student mentor program in which
seniors are paired with freshmen
and sophomores to give leadership
advice, share contacts, and advise on
classes and professors to take while
at PC. The object of this mentorship
is to form a strong relationship and
hopefully help students obtain an
internship in the future. In April,
Kennedy also hopes to teach FFE
members corporate responsibility by
encouraging members to do a week
of community service events that will
be co-sponsored by Campus Ministry
through Habitat for Humanity service
and attending soup kitchens.
After
graduating
from
PC
Kennedy hopes to acquire a job in
advertising video production. He is
also collaborating with the secretary
of FFE, Michael English ’12, to start
a business together post-graduation.
Kennedy invites all students to join
FFE because it is an advantageous
way to learn tools needed for the
work world, leadership skills, and
a way to meet people one may not
encounter during the daily routine of
going to classes.
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SPART: Students Go Outside Comfort Zone
Continued from front page
and throughout history. Students,
professors,
artists,
and
private
collectors alike will contribute to this
two-month long occasion each with
their own skills.
“We were interested in bringing...a
greater exposure to the galleries on
campus. This event was a wonderful
process introducing viewers to what
we do and the artists involved in the
project into the athletic area of study.
A number of students, especially those
studying art, have received accolades
from the athletic department, which
is refreshing because typically the
athletes get all the attention so now
for the artist to be praised is an
indescribable feeling,” says Sara
Young, curator of Sport:Art.
Young continued, “We wanted
to promote this idea of diversity,
collaboration, ‘interdisciplinary’ study
and also bring new audiences to the
gallery. Part of this whole program is
to make it educational too for viewers
and contributors alike.”
Professors
also
gained
an
understanding of the unknown bond
sports and art have always had with
the lectures. A lecture titled “Imagining
Movement in Art and Science”
combines history, art, and science all
into one segment. Led by Prof. Alex
Knodell, Prof. Paul Crenshaw and Prof.
Dave Baier, they each discussed how
their areas of expertise are impacted
by the clash of disciplines. Knodell
started off with an “experiment” he
showed the first resulting photos taken
from Google when he searched “artist”
and “athlete.” Unsurprisingly, the two
images juxtaposed each other; the

SAADIA AHMAD ’14 / THE COWL

Students are encouraged to view the exhibits on display from now until March 29.

artist was introverted, wearing drab
clothing while working on the floor
and the athlete in a glorious pose with
pronounced muscles. The three lecturers
discussed how in Greece, sports were
the cornerstone of their nation and so
it became the absolute muse of artists,
Leonardo da Vinci’s blend of reality and
art in his creations, and how science
has progressed into near-accurately
capturing the mechanics of the body
during movement. Crenshaw noted
that despite meeting other professors
at faculty orientation, there is no chance
to work together academically or learn
about their previous studies.
Two galleries are currently
present on campus. The Reilly
Gallery, which contains pieces by
Joseph Norman entitled “The Negro

Baseball League: An American
Legacy,” is an exhibit conveying the
oft-forgotten atmosphere of AfricanAmericans playing baseball in a
white dominated culture. There is
also a student exhibit in the HuntCavanagh Gallery, which contains
photos of student athletes taken by
art students.
Dominic Channon ’12, whose
work is featured in the gallery, recalls
his experiences with the Sports:Art
exhibit: “I heard about it from my
photo professor. I had done a little
photography and sports in the past
so I thought it would be a good
opportunity to mix the two. But I
did not know what it would entail; I
didn’t know it was going to be such a
huge collaboration.”

This exhibit allows students to
go outside their normal art style or
comfort zone and experiment with
photography.
Channon
believes
that many students will pursue a
photography or sports photography
direction now that they have tried it,
especially since he is one of them.
“I have always been a track runner,
I’m on the team, and art has always
been a passion of mine since high
school. I’ve always been interested
in drawing, but I expanded over the
past few years and decided to make
photography my major. Although it’s
a collaboration between art and sport,
it’s also a personal collaboration,”
explained Channon.
He recalls the literal blend of these
two areas as he runs for the crosscountry meets, then pulls out his
camera equipment to capture photos.
“I kind of come from an art
background, so this was a mix of my
two passions...I’ve been able to find
my niche. I want to see where running
and photography take me, definitely
sports photography is a future interest
to me.”
Students who are interested in
attending the Sports:Art gallery may
either pick up a brochure with event
details in the Smith Center for the
Arts, the Hunt-Cavanagh Gallery or
on the Providence College website.
The Reilly Gallery is located within
the Smith Center for the Arts while
the Hunt-Cavanagh Gallery is
nestled behind Howley and Dore
Hall. This unprecedented event
will be going on until March 29,
with nearly each day having a new
learning experience.

PRELAW: Club Hopes to
Foster “Academic Dignity”
Continued from front page
finds both unique and important.
Scanlan teaches a class titled Law
and Literature, and he said that
his class consists of students with
varying majors across the social
sciences, ranging from English to
political science.
Scanlan hopes that the prelaw society will bring “academic
dignity” to the discipline of law.
Scanlan says that he finds the
contemporary view that law is a
professional career to be somewhat
troubling, and noted that some
schools (notably Amherst College)
have several classes in the law
discipline,
making
almost
a
miniature law department in an
undergraduate setting.
A big factor in a student decision to
attend law school is the immense cost
of a legal education. Scanlan says that
the Pre-Law Society will offer help on
how a student can manage the cost of
attending law school.
He believes that having a group of
students working together to achieve
the same goal would be beneficial for
all, and would be a good forum for
students to trade ideas.
So far, student response to the
idea of the Pre-Law Society has been
“great.” Louro initially proposed the
club with vice president Amy Balfe ’13
to the Student Congress, and the club
underwent minimal scrutiny from the
Congress.
“We did have to explain how
we were different from Mock Trial,
though,” laughed Louro.
Louro said that she explained

that Mock Trial exists to partake in
competitions, and her society has
no such intentions. Instead, this
club is mainly focused on preparing
students for life after Providence
College, and for fostering legal
discussion
among
Providence
College students.
Louro reported that she had
about 130 responses from students
“four or five hours” after she sent
out the initial e-mail blast about the
society. The first meeting will be
held in the near future.

Interested in
joining the
Pre-Law Society?
Contact
Marissa Louro:
mlouro@friars.
providence.edu
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Start Your Career
in Accounting.

SUMMER ABROAD
WORLD-CLASS INTERNSHIP AND STUDY ABROAD PROGRAMS.

Northeastern’s MS in Accounting/MBA
for non-accounting majors:
• Earn two degrees in just 15 months.
• Complete a 3-month paid residency at a leading
accounting firm.
• Proven track record of 100% job placement.

Application Deadline: March 15, 2012
Learn more about the program and upcoming events at:
www.msamba.neu.edu.

Become our fan on Facebook.
facebook.com/northeasternuniversitymsamba

617-373-3244
gspa@neu.edu
www.msamba.neu.edu

APPLY TODAY! APPLICATION DEADLINE: MARCH 1, 2012*
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*Exceptions may apply. See individual program descriptions at bu.edu/abroad for details.
An equal opportunity, affirmative action institution.
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SOCCER RIOT KILLS DOZENS IN EGYPT
by Naomi Eide’ 13
World Staff
EGYPT
Violence and protests have once
again exploded in Egypt concurrent
to riots at a soccer match in Port Said.
The game, which took place between
Al Ahly and Al Masry, ended in a
surprise upset with Al Ahly’s 3-1
defeat. On Wednesday, 74 people
died, not including the violence that
erupted following the match. Riots
ensued as each supporter of the
various teams sought to defend not
just a score but a political agenda.
Globally, soccer is tied to politics,
especially in the Arab world where
soccer games can be used to vent
frustrations about political life in
authoritarian regimes. CNN reports
that in Egypt diehard fans are
known as Ultras, a name that alludes
to their extreme level of loyalty. The
sporting club Al Ahly was founded
by anti-British republicans, who
continue to have a political agenda.
The Ultras were at the forefront of
the protests against the Mubarak
regime and the military council
took over following the transition
of power. CNN stated that the
Ultras have “drawn admiration and
support from pro-revolutionary
movements in the country for
sustaining pressure on the military
rulers despite ‘revolution fatigue’” in
some areas of the country.
The riots that have taken over
the country cannot just be left to
the assumption that the difference
between clubs and their diehard
supporters sparked a flare of street
violence. Egypt is still in political

turmoil, as a government transition
attempts to return stability to the
region. In a state of limbo, any
upset can spark violence with a
political agenda. Following the
soccer violence, numerous editorials
were published analyzing why that
particular sport has so much turmoil
attached to it. In the match between
Al Ahly and Al Masry, the violence
and disturbance that caused the
death of so many was started by the
fans. The Hard Tackle explains that “a
narrow corridor, conveniently sealed
off at one end, means the visiting
Al Ahly fans were rounded up like
cattle and systematically culled with
knives, clubs, and stones.” Some
have even gone as far as to say
that
the
violence
w
a
s
plan ned,
whereas Mark
Fenwick, a partner
at Fenwick Iribarren
Architects,
which
has designed numerous
soccer stadiums, states that “it does
seem to be more social and cultural
differences that came to head
with the reason being a football
match. It could have happened in
any building. Even if you have the
most modern hotel with top safety
precautions, if someone blocks the
doors and locks the exits, you’ll have
the same problem. ”
Violence in soccer is not a unique
situation. The CBS News Sports
Blog outlined other such disasters,
such as 1989, when 96 people died
following the English soccer match
between Liverpool and Nottingham
Forest. Also, following the World

Cup-qualifying matches between
El Salvador and Honduras in 1969,
an actual war broke out between
countries.
Christopher
Gaffney,
author of Temples of the Earthbound
Gods which discusses stadiums and
violence in Latin America, told the
Seattle PI that the police forces were
to be blamed in large part due to their
apparent refusal to stop the ensuing
Egyptian riots. Gaffney stated that
“the police appeared to have stood
by and watched this insanity unfold
speaks as much to their own potential
interests in the outcome as their lack
of training to deal with the situation.”
Gaffney also explained that the
rioting was a “unique situation
that has much more to do

with the internal political situation
in Egypt than it does with soccer. It
could also happen in Iraq, Tunisia,
Libya, Sudan, Congo, Nigeria, or any
nation where there is an unstable
political situation aggravated by
intense sectarianism. Soccer violence
is almost never an expression of
football, but a reflection of larger
social problems.”
Following the riots, numerous
players on the Al Ahly team have
announced their retirement after
witnessing the rampage. The
president of Egypt’s soccer federation
and his board of directors were also
reported to have resigned Saturday
following
the
violence.
FIFA
President Sepp Blatter demanded
explanations for the disaster and
explained that “today is a black day
for football and we must take steps to
ensure that such a catastrophe never
happens again. Football is a force for
good, and we must not allow it to be
abused by those who mean evil.”

COURTESY OF AP

MF Global’s Risk Officer Warned Corzine
by Andrew Gellert ’13
World Asst. Editor
United States
Earlier this fall, on Halloween,
the financial giant MF Global
filed for bankruptcy. Last week, a
congressional subcommittee heard
testimony from several officers
inside the company, as well as
analysts from ratings firms, as part
of an ongoing investigation.
MF Global collapsed because
investors
suddenly
became
aware that the company was
highly exposed to European
debt. Although their European
investments did not actually lose
money, the sheer quantity of risk
scared off customers, and a rapid
collapse followed, as the company
lost access to funds and became
unable to pay off its debts.
Two major ratings agencies,
Standard and Poor’s and Moody’s,
have fallen under scrutiny, because
they failed to alert investors of
the company’s exposure until
the collapse had already began.
However, information about the

European debt had been available
since May 2011.
James Gellert, head of the
smaller ratings agency Rapid
Ratings International, told the
congressional committee that his
firm had given MF Global weak
ratings for years, especially after
Jon Corzine took over the company
and began to expand MF Global’s
exposure to European debt.
Risk officers from within MF
Global also testified. Michael
Roseman, the chief risk officer,
warned
Corzine
that
the
company’s European posture was
too risky, but he was fired. His
replacement, Michael Stockman,
was less assertive in his warnings.
Jon Corzine told the subcommittee
that he made the final call on the
European position.
The collapse and bankruptcy
of such a large company makes
enough waves on its own, but MF
Global also misplaced 1.2 billion
dollars of customer funds. The
company may have used the money
for its own use, which is illegal for
a futures broker like MF Global. In
a normal bankruptcy, customers
would be guaranteed to get their

money back, but with much of it
missing, this guarantee vanishes.
Corzine, the former governor
of New Jersey and a lawyer,
took over MF Global as CEO in
2010 with an eye to becoming
a big-time investment firm.
Successful tenure at MF
Global, plus his political
experience and connections,
could have made him a
strong contender for Federal
Reserve chairman one day.
The fall of his company
ended that dream.
The abrupt nature of the
bankruptcy raises questions
about the ability of big ratings
agencies to formulate credible
reports about the companies
they
survey.
MF
Global’s
investment posture was public
knowledge, but the major agencies
did not downgrade MF Global until
the collapse had already begun. Do
the employees of financial ratings
firms have a conflict of interest with
the firms they rate? Tell us what
you think by sending a letter to the
editor or leaving a comment on our
Web site at www.thecowl.com.

Interested in writing for World News? E-mail cowlworldnews@gmail.com
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Man Adopts His Girlfriend in Clever Legal Maneuver
by Adam Staropoli ’14
World Staff
United States
There seems to be nothing more
American than the art of extreme
legal maneuvering.
This has certainly been the case
in Palm Beach, Flo., where wealthy
Florida millionaire John Goodman
has
adopted
his
42-year-old
girlfriend, Heather Hutchins. Many
believe that Goodman’s decision is
an attemt to avoid the consequences
of his current legal problems.
Goodman is due to face vehicular
homicide charges for the death of
23-year-old Scott Patrick Wilson.
Wilson was killed in 2010 when
Goodman allegedly ran a stop sign,
sending Wilson’s car into a canal
where he reportedly drowned.
First responding Florida police
reported that Goodman had been
driving with a blood-alcohol level
two times above the legal limit on the
night Wilson was killed. Furthermore,
Huffington Post reports, “Besides the
civil case, [Goodman] faces a March

trial for vehicular homicide, DUI
manslaughter, and leaving the scene
of a crime. Those charges carry a
sentence of up to 30 years in prison.
He has pleaded not guilty.”
Now, with Wilson’s parents suing
Goodman for the wrongful death of
their son, some say that the quick
adoption of his girlfriend is simply
serving as a ploy for Goodman to keep
all his money, and to not have to be
obligated by the court to compensate
the death of Scott Wilson.
With the legal adoption of
Hutchins, Goodman has chosen
to allocate a third of his fortune
to a trust fund for his girlfriendturned-daughter. Even if Wilson’s
parents win their civil suit against
Goodman, legally they cannot
receive any compensation from the
trust, so while Goodman may serve
jail time, he would not pay a dime
for the death of Scott Wilson.
Still, Goodman’s attorney, Dan
Bachi, has said that the adoption
was meant to secure the assets
of his [Goodman’s] children and
family investments, nothing more.
In fact, Goodman had previously

COURTESY OF HUFFINGTON POST

John Goodman adopted his girlfriend, Heather Hutchins, in order to defend his assets.

set up trust funds for his two
minor children.
“It has nothing to do with the
lawsuit currently pending against
him,” Bachi said.
Whether
Florida
state
law
will support this apparent legal
maneuvering is still up for debate.
However, Florida attorney Charlotte
Danciu said in an interview with TV
station WPEC said that Goodman

is abusing the state’s adoption
law, which is designed to create
parent-child relationships, a tough
argument for a couple-turnedfather/daughter to make.
In the end, even if Goodman
gets away with no mandated
compensation, Fox News reports
that another court could late rule
that Hutchins isn’t entitled to a
share of the trust.

Banks Defend Against Internet Security Threats
by Joe Lepri ’11
World Staff
international
According to the BBC, “Criminal
hackers have found a way around
the latest generation of online
banking security devices given
out by banks.”   Experts claim that
customers must be very cautious
and follow security advice offered
by their banks. Banks now offer
devices such as PINSentry from
Barclays and SecureKey from
HSBC which “look a lot like
calculators - ask users to insert a
card or a code to create a unique
key at each login, valid for around
30 seconds, that cannot be used
again.” These devices are a great
way to protect from password theft,
but doing so has caused the hackers
themselves to adapt and find new
ways to beat the banking security.

A new threat has risen from account
holders being tricked by the offer to
train for an updated security system
on the bank’s Web site. The hacker is
then able to move money out of the
account while the account holder is
unable to see the transactions taking
place. This type of attack is known
as a “Man in the Browser” attack in
which  “the malware lives in the Web
browser and can get between the user
and the Web site, altering what is seen
and changing details of what is being
entered.” This is a major security
issue because whenever an update
to the malware comes out, security
companies take several weeks to
recognize it. One security company
admitted that “if this threat had come
from a source not known to be bad
and started communicating with a
web address also not on the blacklist
of bad sites - until they had discovered
and analyzed it - it probably would
have beaten their protection.”
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Hackers adapt to security measures adopted by Barclays and other banks.

A test done by a BBC Click
investigation showed that people
with even the most up-to-date
security software are at risk. The
test ultimately concluded that “the
majority of web security software on
standard settings did not spot that a
previously unseen piece of malware

created in the software testing
lab was behaving suspiciously.”
It seems that banking security
software may never be able to
fully protect customers from these
attacks; the hackers will continue
to adapt and find new ways around
the security system.

Romney Takes Florida in A Sweeping Victory
by Meaghan Lambert ’13
World Staff
United States
As the fight for the presidency
continues, Mitt Romney has emerged
as the strongest leading Republican
for the conservative camp. Despite
losing to candidate Newt Gingrich in
the South Carolina primary, Romney
secured a strong win in Floridatriumphing over Gingrich in second,
Rick Santorum in third, and Ron Paul
in a distant fourth. Defeating Gingrich
by a stark margin of 14 points,
Romney successfully reordered the
candidate playing field, with each
competitor declaring his goals for the
remaining state primaries. Known as
the most diverse state geographically,
ethnically, and politically, Florida is
a huge player in the Republican race
and an important step towards the
Republican ballot.
Although Romney’s politics have
not won over all conservative voters,
he managed to captivate the Tea Party
supporters, wealthy conservatives,
white
evangelicals,
and
“selfdescribed ‘very conservative’” voters
of the state of Florida, reported the

New York Times. His win was clear
across the state’s borders, with only
voters of the Panhandle showing
equal support for Gingrich. Spending
approximately $15.4 million on
radio and television advertising,
Romney focuses his campaign on
defeating President Obama, saying:
“A competitive economy does not
divide us, it prepares us. And we will
win…I stand ready to lead this party
and to lead our nation.” And the
results were clear, although his win
in the Iowa caucus was overturned,
and the New Hampshire victory was
pegged to his New England roots,
more voters came to show support for
Romney in the Florida primary than
the past three challenges combined,
according to The New York Times.
Voters mark Romney as the best
candidate to defeat the incumbent
President Obama, a challenge he and
his camp hope to take on.
However,
Newt
Gingrich
remains a tough competitor for
the Romney camp, taking the win
in the South Carolina primary
and remaining second to Romney
in the Nebraska, Iowa, and New
Hampshire challenges. Gingrich’s
campaign focuses on his image
as the true conservative, even
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Mitt Romney defeated Gingrich, Santorum, and Paul in Florida, taking 46.4 percent.

deeming the political game as
“a two person race between the
conservative leader Newt Gingrich
and the Massachusetts moderate,”
says The New York Times. Gingrich
promises that ‘people power’ will
overturn ‘money power’ in the next
six months of the race, and vows to
remain a stable candidate until the
August nomination.

With approaching caucuses in
Colorado and Minnesota, and a
scheduled debate on February 20th,
the race to the candidacy is in full
swing. For the unmistakable leader in
the race, Mitt Romney, the race could
mean the opportunity to campaign
against liberal incumbent President
Obama—a prospect the Romney
camp fully intends to see through.
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Russia and China Veto Bernanke Announces
UN Efforts in Syria Low Rates Until 2014
by Kevin Sullivan ’15
World Staff
International

Russia and China vetoed a U.N.
resolution
condemning
Syria’s
violent repression of anti-government
demonstrators on Saturday. The veto
dealt a blow to attempts by the United
States and its European partners to
rally behind an Arab League plan that
would require Syrian President Bashar
al-Assad to yield power and make
way for a democratically-elected unity
government. The vote followed weeks
of negotiations in which diplomats
had significantly watered down
the resolution in a bid to win broad
support from all nations part of the
U.N. Security Council.
“The United States is disgusted” by
the Russian and Chinese vetoes, said
Susan E. Rice, the U.S. ambassador to
the United Nations, after the Security
Council vote. “A couple of members
of this council remain steadfast in
their willingness to sell out the Syrian
people and shield a craven tyrant.”
Russia’s
U.N.
envoy
Vitaly
Churkin countered that the West
undermined the prospects for a deal,
saying it had promoted a strategy
aimed at “regime change” by backing
the opposition’s pursuit of power and
fueling “armed methods of struggle.”
Russia and China are opposed to
U.N. intervention in Syria because

they feel that it is a violation
of Syria’s national sovereignty.
Also, some Russian and Chinese
diplomats fear that the West could
use a U.N. resolution as an excuse to
use military force in Syria, echoing
Russia and China’s protest over the
West’s assistance in overthrowing
Muammar Gaddafi in Libya.
In response to these fears, Susan
Rice and Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton, along with their European
and Arab counterparts, pushed
repeatedly to avoid the Russia veto,
agreeing to abandon the sharpest
provisions in a draft resolution. This
included calls on states to prevent
the supply of weapons to Syria.
This was a significant appeasement
because Western diplomats have
accused Russia of selling weapons to
the Syrian government to use against
civilians. Western and Arab diplomats
also added language that explicitly
ruled out the use of the resolution as
a pretext for future military action.
Nonetheless, Russia stood by its
ally Syria and voted against the West.
This veto comes as the situation in
Syria worsens. The Syrian government
recently bombed the town of Homs,
killing at least 17 people. Thousands
of people have been killed since the
revolts started. Also, the United
States has just decided to shut down
its embassy in Damascus, evacuating
all American diplomats in Syria for
security reasons.

by Katie Davenport ’14
World Staff
United States
Europe’s debt crisis may cause
additional challenges for the United
States as America’s economic recovery
continues to be a very slow process.
Ben
Bernanke
acknowledged
the risks confronting U.S. recovery.
However, he still assures lawmakers
that the Federal Reserve is using
its power to prevent an economic
reduction in the United States. “We
are in frequent contact with European
authorities, and we will continue to
monitor the situation closely and take
every available step to protect the U.S.
financial system and the economy,”
Bernanke explained.
According to CNN, Europe’s debt
problems began in Greece over two
years ago, and the issues are not yet
fully resolved. Prime Minister Lucas
Papademos explained that Greece is
close to finalizing a deal with private
sector creditors to write down a portion
of the nation’s overwhelming debt
load. The agreement, which has been
delayed for weeks due to disagreements
over how much loss investors will
voluntarily accept, is a vital step for
Greece to receive more bailout money.
In the past, Greece has had difficulty
meeting the conditions of its bailout
loans; some eurozone nations thus
remain reluctant to provide more funds
without assurances.
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While Bernanke believes that
cutting the national debt should
be a long term priority, he also
recognizes that the Federal Reserve
must not hinder the current economic
revival. Not everyone, however, is
appreciative of Bernanke’s advice to
Congress on how to fix the housing
market; the Federal Reserve is in
charge of monetary policy, and many
Republicans have criticized Bernanke
for overstepping his authority by
giving opinions on fiscal matters.
CNN reports that the Federal
Reserve intends to keep interest rates
low until the end of 2014, implying
that the central bank fears that the
economy will not fully recover for
another three years. Moreover,
the Federal Reserve plans to keep
inflation around two percent each
year, while it also endeavors to
curb the unemployment rate. Many
Republicans oppose these moves,
worrying that rapid inflation will
result later on.
However, Bernanke defends the
Federal Reserve by stating that it
does not seek, desire, nor tolerate
higher inflation.
The Federal Reserve predicts
that the unemployment rate will
remain high in 2012, ending the year
between 8.2 percent and 8.5 percent.
In addition, the U.S. gross domestic
product will expand by only 2.2
percent to 2.7 percent this year.
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in
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Starbucks Expands to India
WORLD
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by John Mihovics ’14
World Staff
INTERNATIONAL

The long-rumored arrival of
Starbucks in India will soon be a
reality as the Seattle-based coffee
retailer prepares to team up in India
as early as August. Starbucks aims
to have its coffee brewing in its first
outlets in Mumbai and New Delhi by
summer and hopefully have a total of
50 cafes in the country by the end of
the year.
The interest in India is a direct result
of Starbucks’ success in the similar
market in China. “We think in the
long term it’s going to be another core
engine for the enterprise, given India’s
potential and growth. It’s like China,”
said Jilong Wang, Starbucks president
of Asia Pacific, to The Wall Street
Journal in an interview published

January 30.
The stores will be interestingly cobranded “Starbucks Coffee: A Tata
Alliance,” respecting the joint venture
between Starbucks and Tata Global
Beverages.
The biggest challenge for Starbucks
will be to promote a culture of coffeedrinking in a country known for its
love for tea. But Starbucks is ready
to not only introduce its classic
“frappuccinos” and other beverages,
but also to create a unique menu that
will cater to the Indian culture.
“What we are seeing is an evolution
in lifestyles. In some ways the
distinctions between the developed
world and the developing world are
blurring,” said R.K. Krishnakumar,
the vice chairman of Tata Global
Beverages.
Krishnakumar and others at Tata
Global Beverages are so confident in a
shift of culture that the group plans to

Cowl Portfolio
by
Arman Oganisian ’13, World Editor

The Cowl portfolio is up 4.26 percent since midDecember, trumped by the S&P500 which is up 8.02
percent. The key market driver this week was Europe.
Incoming news was positive. The Greek government
seems to be approaching a deal with the private sector.
However, politicians need to muster up the courage
to implement unpopular austerity measures. After
implementing such measures, it will qualify for a
second bailout from the European Union, International
Monetary Fund, and the European Central Bank.
This will enable Greece to make its bond payments
due March 20. Additionally, Greece is inching closer
towards a deal with the private sector, represented by
the Institute of International Finance.
Our top performing stock is Agilent Technologies, up
5.37 percent in the past five days. Our worst performing
stock was General Mills, down more than 2.5 percent in
the past five days.

Feature IPO:

Greenway Medical Tech.
by Arman Oganisian ’13
World Editor
Greenway (GWAY) went public on February 2 of this
year. J.P Morgan and Morgan Stanley were the joint
managers of the deal. It spiked 30 percent on the first
day of trading last Thursday. However, the company did
price at $10.00, below the expected $11-$13 range.
Greenway Medical Technologies offers technological
solutions to business services and healthcare providers.
Its products include PrimeSUITE, which is tailored to
meet the needs of private physicians, multi-specialty
practices, and hospital-owned clinics. All in all, most of
Greenway’s 33,000 clients are small practices of six to 25
doctors. This can increase costs, relative to a company
like NextGen which sells to a few large clients, according
to Forbes.
The government is apparently sympathetic to
Greenway’s mission of taking healthcare high tech. The
HITECH Act provided an estimated 55 percent boost to
Greenway’s revenues in the form of grants.
According to Seeking Alpha, Greenway faces significant
risk from these grants. HITECH requirements may be
difficult, and costly, to meet. However, the company has
a 95 percent retention rate and high recurring revenue,
which is estimated to be 45 percent of its sales.

even export coffee to other countries in
the region.
Their confidence is backed by a
huge increase in cafes in India over
the past year. In 2007, there were only
about 700 cafes in the country, but as
of last year, India had 1,600, and an
abundant fondness for coffee in the
Southern regions.
Along with the introduction of
coffee, India’s infrastucture is on
the rise and will be a huge factor in
Starbucks’ success. On New Delhi’s
new airport and the country’s plan to
work on its roads and rail system, John
Culver, president of Starbucks’ Asian
Pacific region, said, “All these things
are emerging, and we want to be in a
position to capture the opportunity as
this infrastructure is built out.”
Indeed, Starbucks has a great
opportunity ahead of itself in India.
Time will tell if the company will
reach its estimated success.

Holdings - YTD %Change since Feb. 2, as of Feb. 8
A
INTC
SNDK
T
TXN

▲5 . 37%
▲0 0 . 4 5 %
▲0 0 . 3 0 %
▲0 2 . 9 5 %
▲0 3 .7 9 %

VZ
PG
GIS
KFT

▲01 . 0 9 %
▼0 1 . 0 3 %
▼2 . 5 2 %
▲0 0 .18 %

Stock Pick of The Week:
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc
by Arman Oganisian ’13
World Editor
Shares of Wal-Mart (WMT) have increased about 15
percent since the beginning of 2010, as investors flocked
to the large, dividend-paying companies. It beat the S&P,
which also tracks large-cap companies trading on the
NYSE and NASDAQ.
Financially, Wal-Mart has increased revenues
ever year since 2007. In 2007, Wal-Mart earned less
than $375,000 million. In 2011, it recorded $421,849
million in revenues. Leverage has remained rather flat
throughout 2011.
The company’s managers have big plans for the future.
They will concentrate largely on building business
in China and Canada. China has just appointed Greg
Foran as its new China CEO, to spearhead its progress
in the country.
Wal-Mart also announced a $750 million expansion
into Canada, attempting to preempt Target Corop.’s
expansion into the country. Wal-Mart plans to have 333
stores in Canada by the end of 2013. Target’s campaign
plans open 125-135 stores in Canada throughout 2013.
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Student Leader of the Month: EMILY FOSTER '13

GET oT KNOW
Emily

MAJOR:
Psychology
CAMPUS INVOLVEMENT:
Pastoral Council Student
Minister for
Communications,
Orientation Leader, BOP
Marketing Committee,
Dirigo Leadership Honor
Society, Music Ministries
Coordinator
Interviewed by Conor Leary '13G

Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

First organization you joined:

Liturgical Choir, after seeing how
much fun the choir members had at
the Welcome Mass during Orientation.
I knew right away that it was a group
of students I wanted to be a part of.

Biggest challenge as a leader:

Delegation and recognizing that even
though something is not done my
way, it can still be effective. In order
What made you decide to become as involved as you are on campus?
to be a leader, you need to empower
I wanted to make the most out of my PC experience. When I decided to come to PC, I knew about how
people. You need to make them
many opportunities were available for its students to take advantage of. I wanted to meet as many
feel that they are an integral part of
people as I could. It was - and is - obvious that the PC community values involvement, and I found
what is happening, and delegating
getting involved was the best way to become a member of this legacy.
responsibility to them is one of the best
ways to do that.
During which experience would you say you first felt you were named and
Slavin is Emily's main work center, what with the BOP Office now right next door to the new
Campus Ministry Office

could call yourself a student leader?

Liturgical Choir was the first thing I became involved in at PC. In my sophomore year, I applied
and became the Music Ministries Coordinator, making me member of the Pastoral Council, as well.
When I was appointed to the Committee of Catholic and Dominican Missions, I was chosen as the
only student representative by PC's Chaplain, Fr. Cuddy. On this committee, I work alongside with
Dominicans, faculty members, and members of the Board of Trustees.

What do you hope your leadership skills will bring to the world?
I hope when people see me being a leader, and see how involved I am, that it will inspire them to
get involved and work to become a member of whatever may be their community. I want to lead by
example, and most importantly, get people as excited for the work and the success to come out of it as
I am. I believe a huge part of being a leader is to inspire people to work toward a common goal.

How do you define "leader"?
A leader is not an authority figure, but a peer who takes on the responsibility of facilitating a group
and identifying the best and most effective ways to reach a common goal. A leader helps put
strategies into action.

A childhood activity you want to
start doing again:

I wish I could play “house” again
- actually cooking for myself and
cleaning my apartment is not as fun as
pretending to do so used to be!

Greatest Inspiration:

My mom - she is an extremely driven
person who knows what she wants,
and is not afraid of doing what it takes
to get it. Although it is difficult to
admit, I am a lot like her - if you want
something to happen, you have to
find a way to get it. She’s not afraid
to say “this is what I want - and this is
how I’m going to make it happen."

Breakfast of
Champions is Back!
By Leslie Heller '02, SAIL

Wednesday mornings this
spring, you will find several of
PC’s finest student leaders in
McPhail’s, enjoying breakfast and
learning from presenters and their
peers. Breakfast of Champions
is back for spring 2012, and the
Lifelong Leadership Program
is offering up seven unique
lessons in leadership, open to all
undergraduate students.
The program, developed in
2006, is intended for student
leaders of all levels. Each
workshop addresses a different
skill-building topic or leadership
theory. This semester’s workshop
topics will include icebreakers,
stress management, networking,
working with diverse leaders, and
more! There will also be a special
session this spring featuring PC’s
favorite athletic figure, men’s
basketball coach, Ed Cooley!

A free breakfast is provided
for participants, and each week
one lucky winner will leave with a
leadership book or gift certificate
to a local restaurant or shop.
This spring’s program will
run weekly on Wednesdays
from 9:30-10:20am in McPhail’s,
through March 21st. Students
interested in participating in
Breakfast of Champions must
register in advance in the SAIL
Office (106 Slavin Center). A $5
deposit is required at the time of
registration.

PC STUDENT LEADERSHIP DIGEST EDITORS
Conor Leary ’13G, Leslie J. Heller ’02
Produced by the Providence College Office of Student Activities-Involvement-Leadership

For more information about leadership @ PC, check out the SAIL Web page:

http://www.providence.edu/student-activities/Pages/Leadership.aspx
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by Kaylee Miller ’13
Commentary Staff
campus

Ugg, Vera
keep us warm from the cold, fight the
snow, and are easy to throw on over
a pair of leggings. But the average
price of a pair of Uggs is around
$100. Multiply that money by the
number of girls on this campus, and
we are practically keeping the Ugg
Company in business on our own.
While they are made of sheepskin
wool and are an Australian import,
I am not sure if they are completely
worth the money. The same sentiment

Biased News Vs.
Political Propaganda
by Tommy Cody ’13
Commentary Staff
campus

On January 23, 54 Providence
College
students
traveled
to
Washington, D.C., to participate
in the March for Life. They joined
over
200,000
protesters
who
flooded the city to protest the
Supreme Court’s decision on Roe
v. Wade, which legalized abortion.
One would think that a protest as
large as this would receive a great
amount of media attention, but this
year, as in most years, the annual
March for Life received little to
no press. If over 200,000 people
converged on Washington, D.C., to
protest controversial environmental
legislation, I can guarantee you that
there would be more media coverage.
Regardless of whether or not you
support the marchers, one cannot
help but be a little troubled by the lack
of press it received. There is cause
for concern any time a newsworthy
event does not receive the coverage
that it deserves. I want to hear about
rallies, movements, and influential
people regardless of whether or not I
support them. The events of January
23 are an example to highlight a
growing problem in America today.
For years, conservatives have been
complaining about a “liberal media”
that controls the news and pushes

its own agenda. While conservatives
may have good reason to be upset,
liberals can point to conservative
media outlets that provide the
same kind of slanted news. The
conservative media is guilty of
the same crimes it condemns the
liberal media for. Sure, a diversity of
political perspective is a good thing,
but have those controlling the media
gone too far? The answer is yes. We
all must face the unfortunate reality
that we have a problem: The media
has lost track of its purpose. Our
news, whether it comes from the
Internet, T.V., or print media, has
become unbearably biased. It has
gotten to the point that I do not trust
any media outlet to deliver objective
and accurate news. Opinion pieces
have their place, but they must
not be passed off as objective news
stories. We are edging dangerously
close to the line between biased
news and political propaganda.
In our day and age, movements
and rallies can be mobilized
overnight. When will we, the social
media generation, decide to do
something about this? When will
we cry out in unity against what
has been handed to us? I am tired of
my news being filtered by a media
conglomerate. I want the truth. The
free press has a obligation to the
truth, not to a political agenda. All I
am asking is for you to do something
about it. A serious problem is
beginning to show its ugly face.
What can our generation do to
stop it from taking complete hold?

goes for North Face apparel.
The average North Face jacket
costs around $150, and most people
on this campus only wear the fleece
that is supposed to go inside of
the full jacket shell; it is not even
the complete jacket, and yet we
still dish out copious amounts of
money for it. I have read reviews
and spoken to people who say
that they can’t imagine spending
more than $30 on an incomplete

IN MY

We all know the scene on any
given day at PC: Girls will be
wandering around campus on their
way to classes, wearing North Face
jackets and Ugg boots, and will likely
carry Longchamps or Vera Bradley
bags over their shoulders. And while
it is a well-known fact that PC is a
rather homogeneous environment,
sometimes I feel disappointed in
the lack of individuality around this
campus. I will admit that I frequently
fall into the habit of wearing these
items and blending in with everyone
else at this school. But recently, I have
found myself questioning the clothes
and styles that we choose to present
ourselves in every day. Do we buy
jackets and handbags based on what
is popular? Or do we buy things and
wear them because we truly like
them? It seems to me that we buy
things because they were chosen by
our peers, and we have fallen into
the habit of wearing what is trendy.
There is no doubting the fact that
Ugg boots are indeed some of the
comfiest shoes on the planet. They

jacket, no matter how good it looks.
Bookbags made by Vera Bradley or
Longchamp add another additional
$100-$150 to the average cost of our
daily apparel. While people who
prefer to shop at Bergdorf Goodman’s
or Saks Fifth Avenue might not see
this as excessive spending, I do. I
see the point in buying a piece of
quality clothing that will last a long
time, but I am starting to see brands
like North Face and Ugg Australia as
capitalizing on their popularity and
raising their prices at the expense of
our constant willingness to spend
for them. When I asked a friend what
she thought on the subject, she said,
“Advertising has a lot to do with it.
I think that our peers influence us,
but ultimately it is up to us if we
like something or not.” While she
is correct, I feel as though we are
lowering our standards to fit in and
blend with everyone else. We choose
to represent ourselves in what is
recognizable rather than what is a
true expression of ourselves. This
is not meant as a condemnation
of anyone wearing any certain
brand, but I feel as though we are
selling ourselves to other styles
and creative expressions out there.
We have so much to offer, and it
is time that we start showing it.

HUMBLE

Opinion...
by Jenn DiPirro ’12
Commentary Editor

....Gisele Bundchen
is this generation’s
Yoko Ono.

In my humble opinion, Gisele Bundchen is this generation’s Yoko
Ono. It is indeed a man’s world, but they say behind every man is a
woman. I am all for feminism, but ladies, I know how we operate. We
like to control everything, and when we fail to do so, we have been
known to make the men in our lives miserable. Most of us know the
story of how Yoko Ono broke up the Beatles, but if you don’t, I am going
to fill you in: The control freak woke up one day and decided that she
didn’t like John Lennon spending so much time writing songs with Paul
McCartney. So, like every woman in the universe, she got needy and
kept him in bed for a week during their honeymoon and slowly started
alienating him from the rest of the Fab Four. This led to the bitter end.
Oh, and then he died. Thanks, Yoko. I may have left out a few minor
details, such as the band’s conflicting feelings regarding hiring Allen
Klein as their new manager, but you catch my drift. Well folks, there
is a new Yoko in town, and her name is Gisele Bundchen. There is no
denying she is a total babe; after all, she is a Victoria’s Secret model. But
Ms. Runway totally has Tom Brady wrapped around her little finger.
The Patriots’ star quarterback was asked about his hairstyle earlier this
season, and he told reporters, and I quote, “It’s up to Gisele.” So, it can
be surmised that her fangs are pretty deep into the NFL star. The QB
isn’t even picking his own endorsement deals anymore, as evidenced by
his recent spokesmanship for UGG, because what man in his right mind
would sign that contract? Can you say whipped? So, as I sat there on
Sunday watching the Patriots fall to the Giants, I could not help but want
to tear every perfect piece of Gisele’s hair out of her perfectly sculpted
head. Brady has been on a slow and steady downward spiral since their
seemingly perfect love affair started. She, like Yoko Ono, is destroying
a dynasty, and this time, instead of a music dynasty composed of
the greatest songwriting duo of all time, it’s a football dynasty. Pats
fans, and all of my fellow Mrs. Tom Brady wannabes, let’s get her!
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Be More Friar Faithful

Security Stinks...literally. Nearly every time I walk past the Office of Safety
and Security, I get a little sick. I’m repulsed, really. The more I’m around that
building, the more I ask myself: why? Why does it stink so much? Each time
I cross Huxley and glance upon the security booth and building, I can’t help
but feel disgusted—with the smell, that is. It’s quite potent; downright foul. It
stings the nostrils…..in a bad way. The combination of what I can only imagine
to be sewage and rotting flesh is enough to make you lose your appetite, or
your dinner, depending on if you’re walking to or from Ray. Sometimes
the smell is so strong, I have to hold my breath, or pinch my nostrils tight
enough to ensure that not a particle of tainted air gets in. Much to my chagrin,
in most cases, there is no escape from the wretched odor, which seems to be
emanating from the very place that holds within it the safety of our student
body, the Office of Safety and Security. I don’t know if you’re trying to ward
off danger with putrid smells, or if you guys are hoarding pounds of garbage
and dead animal carcasses behind there. Whatever it is, I wish someone
would clean it up. I think it’s safe to say, security might get a few more
visitors if its building didn’t constantly reek of garbage.—Kerry Vaughan ’12

Roses are Red. Have you experienced the feeling of butterflies fluttering
in your stomach when you receive roses from your significant other on
Valentine’s Day? As he surprises you with a bouquet of beautiful red roses,
you instantly fantasize how your loved one obtained these flowers. While
frolicking in a lovely rose garden in search of this special gift for you, he is
overwhelmed with the fragrant floral scent wafting through the air, and the
radiant reflection of vivid red washing the horizon. The wind blows through
his thick locks of hair as chills flow through his quivering body in anticipation
of finding the finest blossoms to present to his true love. His heart throbs with
joy once he spots the most stunning specimen amidst the field of flowers. He
eagerly selects three dozen long stems of luscious blooms and gathers them
together with a rich, red satin ribbon. In reality, this love tale sinks down to
him pulling up to a gas station the night before the big day and grabbing a
plastic shrink-wrapped bouquet from the cardboard display. Fortunately,
some things can be kept secret on this romantic holiday in order to enhance the
spirit of everlasting love. It’s the thought that counts.—Christina Moazed ’15

The Heart-Shaped Piñata. For those of you who got this movie reference
from Valentine’s Day, let’s pretend this isn’t a result of “romance anger.”
Let’s pretend your friends have created an atmosphere in which you must
“walk on egg shells” and second-guess what you say—an atmosphere of pure
awkwardness forcing you to take out your anger on a piñata. What’s worse
than being in a fight with your friends? Being in the middle of a fight between
your friends. You can’t help or advise either of them without feeling like you’re
betraying the other. What are you going to do if they don’t eat together at
dinner? Who are you supposed to eat with? You can’t choose sides. Do you
answer their questions? Do you offer your opinion? The middle stinks. Friends
are a support group. Who is there to support you if you’re in the middle?
Nobody. They’re both pushing their own agendas and worried about what
the other said. Friends don’t have to agree with everything the other says
all the time. In fact, no one can ever completely agree with someone all of
the time. It’s okay to disagree. What’s important to remember is respect. You
need to respect the other’s choices, decisions, and opinions. You need to have
an open mind and be willing to listen to the other. That’s how you keep the
friendship intact, and keep your other friends out of the middle. For those
of you in the middle, like me, it’s a tough spot. Maybe you could use some
alone time. Or maybe you should take another whack at the piñata. If not,
smile, listen, and nod at the appropriate moments. And if you don’t have a
date for Valentine’s Day, you’re going to need them to fix things quickly so
your dinner in Ray that night won’t be pure awkward.—Kelly Sullivan ’15
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by Mike Cirrotti ’14
Guest Commentary
campus
Two minutes left. The Friars are
down by seven points.
Timeout,
Providence. This was roughly the
situation at the basketball game
against Marquette at the Dunk on
Saturday, Jan. 21. The game is not
over—two minutes is plenty of time in
basketball to stage a comeback. And
what happens? The exodus begins:
Students are filing out of the arena

“

because he just reclassified to play
college basketball this coming fall.
I’m happy that people are aware
of these events and are following
the team to some extent. But no one
seems to realize that Nerlens Noel
visited the Dunk at several of the
games over winter break, and that if
he visits again, he would realize that
our student section is a joke. He will
be visiting schools such as Kentucky
and North Carolina, in addition to
many other monster programs, and
will see first-hand what a student
section is supposed to do: stand,
cheer, yell, be genuinely enthused
when your team is doing well, and
provide a great atmosphere for

YELL, CHEER, MAKE NOISE, BUT
MOST OF ALL, STAND UP.

as if Marquette is blowing us out.
I’m tired of passive fans. I’m
tired of fans who sit and watch,
and complain when the people in
front of them stand to cheer and
support their team because they
can’t see the game, while they text
their friends about their plans for
later that night. It’s embarrassing.
Our fans might as well bring their
homework to the Dunk, since no one
seems willing to produce any kind
of “homecourt advantage,” even
when the game is well within reach.
There is a decent amount of buzz
around campus about Ed Cooley’s
first recruiting class, particularly
the potentially exciting combo that
will be Ricky Ledo and Kris Dunn.
In addition, people are now talking
about Josh Fortune, Sidiki Johnson,
and Nerlens Noel, who is ranked first
place in ESPN’s 2012 High School
class, and hasn’t signed an NLI yet

”

your team when they play at home.
I am aware of the difference between
the success of the basketball programs
I mentioned in the last paragraph and
that of Providence College. But that’s
not the point. Stop pointing at the record
and start looking at the scoreboard. If
the game is close, recognize that the
team has a genuine chance to win,
and do something. Yell, cheer, make
noise, but most of all, STAND UP. Do
your part, and be an active fan. You
can afford to wait for the buses back
to campus if you invest yourself in
creating a homecourt advantage and
helping your team have a chance.
Think about your friends at
other schools who have to wait in
line overnight to get tickets to “the
big game,” and realize how lucky
we are. Success is coming, but for
now, do your part and make the
Dunk an attractive place to play for
potential recruits like Nerlens Noel.

Have an Opinion?
Let’s Hear It.

Send a Letter to the Editor
to
thecowl@providence.edu
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Two Students Discuss Shakespeare and How to Express Romantic Feelings

by Genevieve Ilg ’14
Asst. Commentary Editor

society
Valentine’s Day is a time to celebrate
romance and love and kissy-face
fealty. But the origins of this festival
of candy and cupids are actually
dark, bloody, and a bit muddled.
Members of Providence College,
your conceptions of Valentine’s Day
have been skewed this entire time.
Shakespeare, not St. Valentine, is the
true patron of the day, the master of
expressing love, and the ideal romantic.
The Ugly History of Romance
According to Google and my Civ
notes, historians have confirmed
the following facts and—here’s my

“

probably because they sound alike.
As the years went on, the
holiday grew sweeter. Chaucer and
Shakespeare romanticized it in their
works, and it gained popularity
throughout Britain and the rest of
Europe. Handmade paper cards
became the tokens du jour in the
Middle Ages. Eventually, the tradition
made its way to the New World. The
Industrial Revolution ushered in
factory-made cards in the 19th century.
In 1913, Hallmark Cards of Kansas
City began mass producing valentines.
February has not been the same since.
Shakespeare Translator
Shakespeare mastered the ability
to capture the essence of love cleanly
and succinctly. So, I provide you with
a brief translator of Shakespeare’s
top five finest quotes about love.
1. “The very instant that I saw you
did / My heart fly to your service,”

SHAKESPEARE, NOT ST. VALENTINE, IS THE
TRUE PATRON OF THE DAY.

disclaimer—I’m ignoring the origins
of Cupid on purpose (The story
of Cupid is a fairy tale, anyway.):
So, let’s trace the holiday back to
ancient Rome, where men hit on women
by, well, hitting them. From February
13 to 15, the Romans celebrated the
feast of Lupercalia. The men sacrificed
a goat and a dog. Then, they whipped
women with the hides of the animals
they had just slain. They believed this
would make them fertile. The brutal
fete included a matchmaking lottery, in
which men drew the names of women
from a jar. Each pair was “coupled
up” for the duration of the festival–
or longer, if the match was right.
Later, Emperor Claudius II executed
two men—both named Valentine—
on February 14 of different years in
the 3rd century A.D. As a result, the
Catholic Church later gained a saint. St.
Valentine, the patron of love and happy
marriages, was a martyr. Bloodshed
and love is never a sexy combo.
Then, Pope Gelasius muddled
things in the 5th century by
combining St. Valentine’s Day
with Lupercalia to expel the pagan
rituals. Around the same time, the
Normans celebrated Galatin’s Day.
Galatin meant “lover of women.”
That was likely confused with St.
Valentine’s Day at some point,

by Beatriz Fotster ’14
Commentary Staff

society
One of Shakespeare’s many
truisms is that “the course of true
love never did run smooth.” When
most people think of Valentine’s
Day, what comes to mind are the
material manifestations of alleged
love: chocolate, valentines, flowers,
and other gifts from a sweetheart,
and not anything more substantial.
Although there’s certainly more to
most relationships, why is it that this
something more doesn’t immediately
come to mind? It’s true that like
every other holiday, Valentine’s Day
has become commercialized and

“
”

-The Tempest. As soon as I saw you,
I became a slave to your love.
2. “Who ever loved that loved not
at first sight?” -As You Like It. There is
no greater love than love at first sight.
3. “Love looks not with the eyes,
but with the mind,” -A Midsummer’s
Night Dream. True love appreciates
the genuine value of a person.
4. “One half of me is yours, the
other half yours / Mine own, I would
say; but if mine, then yours / And so
all yours,” -The Merchant of Venice. We
have part of each other, but at the end
of the day, you can have all of me.
5. “Shall I compare thee to a
summer’s day? Thou art more
lovely and more temperate,” -Sonnet
18. Here’s the point of the entire
sonnet: The poet discovers that while
summer must always come to an
end, the speaker’s love for the man
is eternal. Oh, and the debate is over.
The accepted, scholarly opinion is
that the subject in the poem is male.
Calm down:
The nature of
the relationship between the two
men is highly ambiguous, and
it is often impossible to tell if
Shakespeare is describing platonic
love or erotic love. But after reading
many of his works, I think his
modern-day theme song should
be Atlantic Starr’s “Secret Lovers.”

be willing to forfeit his reputation
and to compromise predictability
in order to fully give his heart to
you—and to be worthy of yours.
Love is also about commitment. Lust
is not love: It doesn’t satisfy that thirst
we have to give ourselves completely
to our beloved. The problem is that
hooking up is a crooked form of love
in that it is not total surrender, since it
gratifies the genitals but not the heart.
Genuine love will survive the night
and endure for much, much longer.
Perhaps the greatest love poem of
all time, the Song of Songs, says,
“Many waters cannot quench love,
neither can floods drown it. If a man
offered for love all the wealth of his
house, he would be utterly despised.”
Love conquers all, even death. The
bond of love is forged of iron and not
simply of flimsy valentines. Love is
not manifested in the affectations of
annual gifts, but rather by a perpetual,

BE LOYAL TO YOUR PREGNANT BELOVED...DON’T
LEAVE HER ON THE DOORSTEP OF ABORTION.

forced into becoming a superficial
celebration of cards and chocolate,
but this can’t be the only explanation.
Unfortunately, like so many other
holidays, Valentine’s Day has been
sabotaged and secularized in the
guise of true romance. February 14
has become just like December 25,
which too many people recognize
not as the birth of Christ, but as an
occasion to collect gifts under a tree.
I’m still working on connecting the
two. Valentine’s Day isn’t about
saying “be mine” to your beloved,
but rather about asserting, “I’m
yours.” St. Valentine’s Day honors
numerous early Christian martyrs
named Valentine whose love for God
triumphed over worldly persecution.
You may think that the origins of
the holiday are irrelevant and beside
the point in today’s secular society,
but regardless of your credo, the truth
is that love is impossible without
sacrifice. If your love of another is only
partial and conditional, then it cannot
be called love. By definition, to love
is to desire good for another person
without regard to your own wellbeing; sacrifice is the very essence of
love. I’m not saying that your knight
in shining armor has to die on a
battlefield for you, but he should

”

solemn vow to sacrifice and wholly
commit yourself to your beloved.
Love isn’t just that cute buzzword
you sign a letter with, or the trite
emotion you cite as the motivation
behind a present. It isn’t just
romantic, either: The love of a parent,
sibling, or friend is invaluable, not
to mention the feeble love of man
for God. Don’t equate Valentine’s
Day with “Singles Awareness Day,”
because single or not, you are loved.
To love is to be loyal to your
pregnant beloved and not to leave
her terrified, traumatized, and
endangered on the doorstep of
abortion. If you are really sincere in
your devotion, then you won’t settle
for just giving her trivial gifts and
superficial surprises. You’ll want
all that love has to offer, and, above
all, you won’t want to cheat your
betrothed of love. At this point, no
one can stand in your way, not even
the Department of Health and Human
Services that presumes to inform
you that your love has an expiration
date: when you must surrender your
sacrifice and abandon your beloved.
No true lover will submit to the snares
and treacheries that want to rob love
of its beauty by replacing unity with
contraceptives and new life with
infanticide. Neither should you.
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Who

Writes This
STUFF?

by Fr. James Cuddy, O.P.

(Genevieve Ilg ’14)
Majors:
Health Policy and Management
Minors:
Philosophy and Writing
Hometown:
Bloomfield, N.J.
Where to Find Her:
Second floor of the library
Fun Fact:
Works for the United Nations
Favorite Music:
ABBA
Annoys Her Most:
People who dye their hair red
Most Passionate About:
Lifetime movie marathons

There’s no such thing as a jinx. Intellectually, I know that my pompous
predictions about the Super Bowl had nothing to do with the Patriots suffering a
heartbreaking loss last week. Nevertheless, my big mouth once again got me into
trouble as I had to stand by the bar at McPhail’s on Sunday night to receive a long
line of Giants fans with smug looks on their faces. Fans who wanted to remind me
that I am, in fact, an idiot.
While it doesn’t touch on the game directly, you can understand how these
days of unprecedented mockery have given me an opportunity to think a little bit
about the importance of humility. It’s one of the greatest of the virtues, but it’s also
one of the most misunderstood. Humility is often associated with being timid.
The person who lets others do the talking and abides by their decisions is often
called humble. The same is true of the one who is always making self-deprecating
jokes or has a low opinion of himself. But this is not true humility. Putting oneself
down and constantly sitting in silence are hardly virtuous activities!
Humility is one of the greatest of the virtues because it has everything to do
with the truth about who we are. It gives us a correct perspective on ourselves
and the world around us. The humble man does not have a falsely deflated sense
of himself, but he doesn’t think he’s the greatest thing since sliced bread, either.
Humility helps us to know ourselves as we truly are, no more and no less. And
that means it leads us to recognize that God is the author of all good. Even the
good things that we do and of which we are rightfully proud come about through
the proper use of the gifts that God has given to us in the first place. Without
humility, we run the risk of thinking that we are our own masters, and that
attitude necessarily puts God on the outside of our lives. And when that happens,
we’re on a road that’s going to bring us nothing but trouble in the end.
Another wonderful effect of cultivating a sense of true humility is that we
become more open and sensitive to the presence and needs of others in our
lives. As one popular saying goes, “Humility is not thinking less of yourself, but
thinking of yourself less.” It’s amazing what can happen when our illusions about
the world revolving around ourselves are shattered. Gradually we begin to see
ourselves as fellow travelers in life with those who—while having different gifts
and challenges to face–are our brothers and sisters, equal in dignity and made in
the image and likeness of God. Recognizing this truth drives us towards solidarity
with others and helps to dispose us to be of service to those who might need our
assistance.
In short, the virtue of humility can change the way we view the entire world:
God, ourselves, and others. Without it, there is no real chance that we’ll ever reach
human fulfillment and happiness. We’ll never find the deep meaning in our lives
that God has prepared for us.
That being said, allow me to humbly say this: The Patriots are going to trounce
whomever they meet in the Super Bowl next year. I guarantee it. You can hold me
to that.

&

Tiffany E ar l
Making PC an emotionally
stable place one letter at a time
Dear Dignified,
You’ve been living in a complicated
limbo with the same guy for two years?
“Ohmigaw, he said he’s in love with
my new earrings. WAS THAT LYKE, A
FREUDIAN SLIP???” Let’s put it this way:
If the average woman lives to be 78, then you
have wasted about…2.6% of YOUR LIFE
on this dude. That’s not something you want to brag about
to the grandkids. You’ve given up countless opportunities
to dive back into the dating pool while the “guy who likes
you” romps around like an untrained puppy, mackin’ it with
any girl he wants and completely disregarding your feelings.
That’s like kissing the same, slimeball frog once a day for 730
days, and still hoping that he might turn into your prince
charming (I don’t really know why I’m so obsessed with
number crunching tonight, but just go with it). In my opinion,
you have one of two options: either pick another frog, or give
up the fantasy altogether and date a normal human being.
Too many times, I’ve seen my own friends act like they are
in a committed relationship with a boy who won’t give them
the time of day. “He thinks I’m a great girl, but he doesn’t
want to ruin the friendship/be too serious.” I’m going to take
a line from the book-turned-film, He’s Just Not That Into You,
to respond to this masochistic logic: “He is a man made up
entirely of your excuses. And the minute you stop making
excuses for him, he will completely disappear from your
life.” Contrary to the popular song, you shouldn’t go hunting
for love in a hopeless place; but you might find it at a singles
meet-and-greet.
Happy mingling!

This Week:
The Two
Year Tease

I have been pining for the same guy for two
years. We share so much in common and
have even confessed to liking each other. But
for some reason, we’ve never been able to
get it together and date. The other night, he
kissed another girl right in front of me. My
heart ached. I need to know if this has to be
over. I care about him so much but I don’t
want to completely lose my dignity.
Sincerely,
Dignified Yet Dateless

Dear Dateless,
I was once imprisoned in Mexican jail.
Turns out, cocaine arbitrage is illegal
south of the border. I had to conspire
with a midget to escape. Just like you,
I was in a sticky situation. And just like
you, I had to rely on my friends to escape
my predicament. I mean, I’m kind of
going out on a limb here and assuming
that you have at minimum one (1) friend. That might
be too generous, but your buddy Earl is feeling
pretty good this time of year. Your smoochbuddy
is smooching other people. If you wasted two years
figuring out that you *gasp* *blush* might like each
other, and then he’s smooching promiscuously,
try finding a new middle-school romance of your
own. I recommend passing a note that says “Do You
Like Me? Yes/No/Maybe (Circle One)” to that cute
bartender at McPhail’s. You know the one I mean.
Your buddy Earl feels compelled to mention that if you
(any of you) are feeling Sad and Blue because you are
Alone On Valentine’s Day, you are a big dumb baby
who fell for a marketing campaign. Do you know the
story of the real St. Valentine? Me neither, because he
died so long ago nobody remembers why he has his own
line of Hallmark cards. The moral of the story is that
you probably shouldn’t let a company make you cry.
Your most reliable advisor,
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Think Summer, Think Fordh a m
New York, London and the World! Summer Session 2012
Session I: 29 May–28 June

Session II: 3 July–7 August

• Day and evening classes
at three convenient
New York locations
• Credits transfer easily
• Competitive tuition rates
• Live on campus
• Month-long
study abroad options

Learn more at

fordham.edu/summer

or call

(888) 411-GRAD

YOUR SOURCE FOR GRADUATE
HEATLHCARE EDUCATION

Information Session n March 13, 6pm
Ask about new student discounts & GRE waiver

DEGREES AND CERTIFICATES IN:
n

Regulatory & Clinical Research
Management

n

Biomedical Sciences

n

Nursing — AS, BS, MS, DNP

n

Health Administration

n

Medical Imaging — Nuclear Medicine

n

Gerontology

n

Health Informatics

n

Public Health

n

Integrative Health

n

Heritage Studies

n

n

MAT— Elementary Education,
Reading, Moderate Special Needs
Communications

www.regiscollege.edu/gradschool
Office of Graduate Admission

781-768-7330 n graduatedepartment@regiscollege.edu
235 Wellesley Street n Weston, MA 02493

Bring

Your

Purpose.

Find

Your

Path.
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TOP LEFT:
On Wednesday, Feb. 8, the Center for Catholic and Dominican Studies
sponsored a luncheon presentation entitled “Understanding the Spirituality
of the Students We Serve,” in which Fr. Joseph Pescatello, Pastor of the
Mary Mother of Mankind Church, drawing on his experiences as a Campus
Minister at Bryant University, shared his expertise on assisting the spiritual
needs of all faith and non-faith traditions.

JESSICA HO ’14/ THE COWL

Bananas in the Slamma
by Bridget Reed ’12

TOP RIGHT:
The Student Alumni Association and Senior Giving held a beer
tasting event on Friday, Feb. 3, offering students 21+ beers from
Anheuser Busch and others brewing companies.
BOTTOM LEFT:
This past Saturday morning, the Organization of Latin American
Students held the first session of their Step UP! Mentor Program,
assisting local middle school students.
BOTTOM CENTER:
On Wednesday, Feb. 8, Women Will and BOP featured Hanna
Mclalwain from The Glee Project, who spoke about image,
confidence, and what constitutes true beauty. She met with
students following a live singing performance.
BOTTOM RIGHT:
The Asian American Association held Round 2 of its Taste of Asia
food festival on Tuesday, Feb. 7.

CORRECTION:
Last week’s issue of The Cowl mistakenly credited the Sports Art
Exhibit photo. The photographer was Jessica Ho ’14.

Michael Williams, Caddo Parish Commissioner, encourages
support for his public pajama ban.
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Spring Concerts:
What to Hit,
What to Miss

From Best
to Worst

Bruce Springsteen
and the E-Street Band
TD Garden - March 26
So what if your Dad is going? You can,
too. I know those of you who are New Jersey
freaks have jumped all over this already, but
for everyone else, if you can shell out $150,
then you will surely not be disappointed by
this legendary performance. The Boss will be
playing tracks off his newest album, Wrecking
Ball (which has been linked to the sounds of
Born to Run), but that’s not to say that he won’t
slip in a few classics throughout the night.

by Haley Webster ‘14
A&E Staff

The Black Keys
TD Garden - March 7
End midterms week/start your spring break
with a sure-to-be-unreal show. The Black Keys
are gaining major recognition as their most
recent album, El Camino, hit #2 on the Billboard
Top 200 chart. Their hits “Tighten Up” and
“Lonely Boy” are reminiscent of the White
Stripes at their best. Tickets are going for $50 for
general admission, but that’s next to nothing for
a performance at the Garden, I have a sneaking
suspicion that as they get more accredited, this
will be the cheapest tickets you’ll be seeing for
a long time.

The Avett Brothers
Lupo’s – April 25
By far the best performers coming to Lupo’s
this spring, the Avett Brothers are sure to put
on a great show. The two North Carolinian
brothers have been around for over a decade,
but have become increasingly popular in the
past year with their hits, “I and Love and
You,”and “Head Full of Doubt.” If the John
Butler Trio and Bon Iver had an offspring, it
would be the Avett Brothers. Their slightly
twangy melodies and soulful lyrics are sure
to make for a great show. Tickets are going for
around $40 through Lupo’s.

COURTESY OF ROLLINGSTONE.COM

The Fray
Lupo’s – April 11
The Fray is known for their heartfelt
ballads like their most recent “Heartbreak,”
but this show is bound to be a semi-painful
walk down middle school memory lane. I’m
just picturing Lupo’s full of 14- to 20-year-old
girls who are alternating between screaming,
crying, and swaying; but hey, if that’s what
you’re looking for, I respect that. The band is
also known for putting on intimate shows,
so regardless of your emotional capacity,
the show should be worth the $35 ticket.

Tyga
Lupo’s – March 3
Need some pre-midterms week motivation?
This Tyga show probably won’t be it. The
first red flag is that Tyga’s tour is called
the “Careless World Tour,” so we can only
assume his set list will be just as motivating.
Yeah, “Rack City” was catchy during first
semester, but months later its charm has worn
off. Unless you’re a hardcore Tyga fan (…who
are you?), then I strongly advise you not to
drop the $30 for this show at Lupos.
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Providence College Choir Receives International Attention
by Alanna Smith ’14
A&E Staff

COURTESY OF ALANNA SMITH ‘14

Last May, when most Providence
College students were celebrating
the end of finals and the beginning
of the summer, nearly 50 members of
PC’s various choral ensembles were
on their way over the Atlantic. For
10 days, they toured Italy from the
Amalfi Coast to the heart of Tuscany,
performing in magnificent places
such as Assisi and Monte Cassino,
singing for a Papal Audience Mass at
St. Peter’s Basilica, and more.
Of the several dozen students who
traveled to Italy, 19 were members
of PC’s premier choral ensemble,
I Cantori. This group of singers
performed separately on several
occasions and received special
recognition by participating in a
master class at the Naples Music
Conservatory, one of the oldest music
schools in Italy.
Of the three choral ensembles in
Providence College’s Department of
Music (the other two being Concert
Chorale and the Women’s Chorus), I
Cantori is the only choir that requires
auditions for admittance. Students
wishing to join must go through a
rigorous, three-part audition process
in the first weeks of September. Dr.
David Harper, the director of Choral
Activities, sets very high standards
for the group; those selected for the
choir are expected to attend every
rehearsal, to perform in various onand off-campus events, and to learn
musical pieces in languages ranging
from Latin and German to Russian
and Visayan.
“Dr. Harper is a wonderful
conductor,” says Joseph Graziano ’14,
a member of the group since his
freshman year. “He has a way of
pushing a very talented group

of individuals by inspiring us to
become more.”
And indeed, since Dr. Harper
started conducting I Cantori three
years ago, the singers have become
more dedicated, more musical,
more connected…and of late, more
recognized by the national choral
community. Last March, the group
traveled to Baltimore, Md., to perform
at the MENC (Music Educators
National
Conference)
Eastern
Division Conference. The recording
of its stunning performance can be
found on iTunes. This year, the choir
has been honored by being selected
to perform in the ACDA (American
Choral Directors Association)
Eastern Division Conference right

here in Providence. The performance
is scheduled for next week, February
15, at the Rhode Island Convention
Center. ACDA has tens of thousands
of members across the country, and
a number of the greatest names in
choral music will be present for
the conference, making this a truly
exciting opportunity for the singers.
I Cantori has another big event
planned in the near future. On
March 3, they will be performing
Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony in
a combined performance with
the choral ensembles of Brown
University. The concert will be held
at the Veterans Memorial Auditorium
in Providence. Dr. Harper wants to
open an invitation to the Providence

College community to attend what is
sure to be an unforgettable musical
evening. Tickets for the performance
are already on sale, with special
discounted prices for students.
What does the future hold for I
Cantori? Plans are being made for a
choral tour of Spain for the summer
of 2013, but for now, the members
are content to spend time with each
other. “They are all such talented
individuals,” says Joseph of his
fellow singers, “and more than that,
they are a great group of friends.”

EDITOR VS. EDITOR
This Week: Favorite Chick Flick

Tim
Morris
Favorite Chick Flick: What Women Want

Sarah O’Brien

Favorite Chick Flick: P.S. I Love You

His Thoughts: Leave Mel Gibson alone. He got his free pass
to heaven with The Passion of the Christ. When was the last time
you directed a wildly controversial film about the God-Man?
Exactly. The stress of being so prolific is the reason why Mel is
always being ridiculed in the tabloids. Have you seen Apocalypto?
What about Braveheart? They exist on another cinematic level. But
I’m not here to talk about these breadwinners; I’m here to talk
about What Women Want—and that’s a Mel Gibson who can read
a woman’s mind. For a girl, I’m sure that imagining a psychic Mel
is quite scary, but give this power to a Chad Michael What’s-HisFace and you’re golden. Come on, any guy would love being able
to probe the depths of the female consciousness. That omniscient
alpha-male would never have to confront awkwardness again.
He’d be a true Keith Stone, so smooth.

Her Thoughts: Gerard Butler. Irish accent. Need
I say more? P.S. I Love You is a classic; it’s the type of
movie that would make the sensitive sort sob for hours.
Even the hard-hearted would experience a Grinch-like
heart growth after witnessing this tearjerker. It has
everything—a tragic death, Irish pub songs, an adorable
first kiss, love letters, the works. Gerry is dead, but he
still maintains a connection with Holly through letters
he wrote before his death. He even arranges for Holly
and her friends to go on a trip to Ireland. The guy is
perfect. I cannot watch this movie without feeling the
urge to immediately board a plane to Ireland and meet a
Gerry of my own. (Note: If you are a hot, romantic Irish
singer, feel free to take me out on February 14th...).

His View of Sarah: I’ve never seen P.S. I Love You. Still, I can
try to figure out the plot. Does it involve letter-writing? It does?
Wow, surprising. Other chick flicks that involve the exchange of
little love notes include Dear John, Letters to Juliet, The Notebook, and
You’ve Got Mail. The point I’m trying to raise is that the whole longdistance communication theme is a dead horse. You just don’t beat
one. That’s the problem with chick flicks—they think they aren’t
allowed to explore unchartered territory. Guys might be more
prone to sit through P.S. I Love You if it weren’t so predictable.
Inception, on the other hand, knows how to blow minds. After
seeing that movie, I was so dazed that I almost got into an accident
on my drive home from the theater. It’s about time for P.S. I Love
You and Inception to procreate. I’m thinking of a man who writes
letters to his lover about writing letters to his lover.

Her View of Tim: The protagonist in this movie,
Nick Marshall, starts as a chauvinistic womanizer who
has neglected his daughter for years. Gerry from P.S. I
Love You is consistently a sweetheart who loves his wife,
Holly, more than anything. I win already. But if you’re
still not convinced, let’s dissect the plotline of What
Women Want. Man is a jerk. Man electrocutes himself
while trying on pantyhose, giving him the ability to
read women’s minds. He uses this new skill to get with
girls and advance his career. But then he learns that
females are people, too! And he even falls in love with
one! While funny, this movie hardly meets the high starcrossed standards that make a quality chick flick.
COURTESY OF IMDB.COM
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Let’s
Rant
by Tim Morris ’14
A&E Editor

This Week:
The Middle Finger
Madonna is 53. That’s, like, 99 in celebrity years. Still, through her
Super Bowl half-time performance, she showed viewers that she could
keep up with the likes of Cirque du Soleil acrobats and ambiguously
costumed dancers. Redfoo (of LMFAO) carried the queen of pop on his
shoulders, realizing that the weight of the neon-colored 1980s rested
on them. Even if she lip-synced her way through “Vogue” and “Like a
Prayer,” Madonna was surprisingly nimble.
But the media wanted controversy. Instead of a wardrobe malfunction,
they got what USA Today has called an “appendage malfunction.” That
sounds kind of dirty. Technically, an appendage could be any bodily
extension. The extension to which USA Today refers, however, is a middle
finger belonging to British rapper M.I.A. (that is, Maya Arulpragasam).
Just as little Johnny asked his parents who the blonde lady on
television was, M.I.A. flipped him off. With a completely naked
hand, she extended her middle finger. This gesture led Johnny to the
realization that he had one of those, too. Turning around, he asked his
parents: “What does this mean?” Then, he did it. He told his parents
to take a hike—all without speaking a word or understanding what he
was doing. They gasped. They scolded him. Tears were shed as millions
of children lost their innocence.
So, who’s to blame? NBC? Despite the seconds-long delay in
broadcasting, the network failed to censor the bird that M.I.A. let fly. It
could have kept the gesture from reaching an estimated 111.3 million
viewers, but the blame ultimately falls on M.I.A. The extension of her
middle finger could not have been in the original choreography. She
improvised. There was no nudity, no discrimination, and nothing
offensive said. In minimalist fashion, M.I.A. taught a flustered public
that less is more.
Think about what happened. It doesn’t seem proportional, does it?
One middle finger overshadows an entire Super Bowl half-time show.
Heck, I’ve spent more energy writing than it took for M.I.A. to set the
controversy in motion. It should make you wonder why people give so
much meaning to the simplest of actions. An infinite number of middle
fingers have been exchanged between angry drivers. It’s just a finger.
Maybe you used it to pick your nose.
For all those who are offended by fingers, now is the time to climb
out from under your rocks. Yes, I know that the middle finger itself
is not the issue here. It’s how one uses
that middle finger that determines
whether the action is meaningless
or offensive. Frankly, I would like to
meet the first person who decided
that flipping the bird was equivalent to
hitting the bird. Profanity exists in the
world. People might not like it, but what
can be done? Television might have been
able to protect little Johnny, but there’s no
censorship in the real world.

COURTESY OF THESUPERFICIAL.COM

The Evil Dead: Revived
by Jorge Lucas ’12
A&E Staff
A remake of the cult classic The
Evil Dead has now found its two
lead actors in the forms of Shiloh
Fernandez and Jane Levy. The
original film, made in 1981 by
Spider-Man director Sam Raimi,
follows a group of college students
in a cabin in the woods who, like
any group of students in a cabin in
the woods, are terrorized by evil
spirits (will they ever learn?). Bruce
Campbell plays the courageous,
though slightly unhinged, leader
named Ash, who fights back and
makes it to the two superior and
goofier sequels.
The new script, written by
Fede Alvarez and Rodo Sayagues,
fortunately protects Ash from a
slow remake death by replacing
him with Mia, played by Jane
Levy of ABC series Suburgatory.
In a newly introduced dramatic
plotline, Mia attempts to recover
from a drug overdose by retreating
into the woods with friends, one of
whom is David, played by Shiloh
Fernandez of Red Riding Hood. In
a slightly comforting move, Diablo
Cody (Juno) was brought in for
script rewrites. Alvarez is directing,
and Sam Raimi and Bruce Campbell
are still involved, this time as
producers.
Before the Spider-Man franchise
made him rich and in demand, Sam
Raimi was a kid from Michigan

who made short films. He dropped
out of Michigan State to make his
passion project, The Evil Dead, with
a mere $400,000. A minor success at
the box office, Raimi’s first feature
film gained cult status—though not
without first making enemies for
its graphic and disturbing violence.
Now, to no surprise to anyone who
has followed Hollywood with horror,
The Evil Dead is being remade.
Originally
intended
as
a
sequel, this project has been in
development hell since before the
release of Spider-Man 3, with Sam
Raimi in the producer ’s chair and
Bruce Campbell hoping to return as
Ash. Pre-production was repeatedly
stalled due to intensely negative fan
reaction, but Hollywood insisted
that it was a great idea and prevailed
once again.
The cast of relative unknowns and
the deepened storyline suggests that
the filmmakers do care about the
original source material. However,
Sam Raimi’s defining quality has
always been his morbid and farcical
humor (which was horribly out of
place in Spider-Man 3). With serious
characters and the heavy subject of
drug use, it seems that the remake
will reimagine Raimi’s classic as
a typical horror, not something
we really need more of right now.
Here’s to hoping that Raimi protects
his first and greatest achievement.
The Evil Dead will hit theaters on
April 12, 2013.
COURTESY OF CINEFANTASTIQUEONLINE.COM
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Super Bowl Superlatives
to Make You Chuckle:

by Katherine Bacino ’14
A&E Staff
Along with the bitter rivalries,
exorbitant junk food consumption (you
know it’s Super Bowl Sunday when Big
Tony’s is limited to pizza and wings),
and plenty of beer, comes another
tellingly American pastime: Super Bowl
commercials. As a San Diego Chargers
fan, I had no personal investment in either
team (unlike many of my fellow students),
so I decided to devote my attention strictly
to the careful critique of the country’s most
popular display of competitive advertising
and obsessive capitalism. I have to say
that, overall, I was disappointed with
this year’s attempt. In general, I found
the commercials boring, repetitive, and
chock-full of tired ideas. What was once
hilariously inventive is now more than a
bit dull. There were, however, a few noble
contenders that grabbed their attention
either by their hilarity, tradition, sentiment,
or by being just plain bizarre. Here, I have
noted the superlatives—the high school
yearbook of Super Bowl Commercials
2012. The awards are as follows:

Always Adorable:

E-Trade Baby
The E-Trade Baby commercial was
a huge success at Super Bowl XLII, and
the advertisers behind that brilliant idea
still seem to convince us of a correlation
between investment services and adorably
saucer-eyed, chubby-cheeked babies.
While I find this year’s infants utterly, well,
adorable, their premature wit was not
quite comparable to the initial laughter of
the first commercial years ago, and while
infant care speed dating did prove funny,
the crooning baby with the iPhone still
takes the cake.

Most Likely

Doritos Sling Baby
I say chuckle because my reaction
to this commercial was not an
uncontrollable fit of stomachacheinducing laughter, but a little
laugh that made those 30 seconds
memorably cheerful. A smiling
baby, taunting older brother, and
seemingly harmless grandma embark
upon a strategic playground battle for a
deliciously flavorful and crunchy snack.
Kid teases, baby in a sling flies through
the air, cute little grandma and cute little
baby win. Moral for little boys: Don’t
tease your brother. Moral for the rest of
us: When an adorable baby or a Victoria’s
Secret model (yes, both Adriana Lima and
Miranda Kerr made appearances) is a part
of the campaign, you will remember the
product.

Most Clever:

Kia Optima Dream for Real Life
Speaking of models, this cleverly
enticing commercial was full of them.
By highlighting a woman’s stereotypical
fantasy of being swept away by a tall, dark,
and handsome hunk on a galloping steed,
and a man’s fantasy of fast cars, hot models
(yes, that was Adriana Lima), football, and
colossal “man-sized sandwiches,” Kia got
us to pay attention to its new model and
developed a happy medium between the
deepest desires of men and women…
How will we ever thank it?

Most Bizarre:

The Dog Strikes Back Volkswagen
As the commercial began, I was drawn
into the storyline of a household pup with
a dream of a fitter life. Through aerobics
and staying away from those pesky, but
convenient snacks, he became a fit pup
for the summer. Great story. Not really
sure how it relates to Volkswagen, but

dog: the dog who retrieves Bud Lights.
It’s delightfully simple and perfectly
indicative of “the sure sign of a good
time.” Not much can be said to fault such
a flawless marketing attempt, and for
combining helpful pups, hot girls, hot
dudes, and a sunny backyard party that
everyone wants to be a part of, cheers to
you, Budweiser. Well done.

Best Overall:
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hey, he’s “back and better than ever.”
It was cute…and then comes the space
age Star Wars bar…what? Maybe I’m
not enough of a Super Bowl commercial
connoisseur to remember the Passat Super
Bowl commercial from last year, but it was
only after looked up the correlation that I
remembered the cute little boy who didn’t
find “the Force” until his dad brought the
new Passat with the remote engine starter
home. Aha, you say! I understand the
correlation now. But wait, the Darth Vader
in this year’s commercial is old and violent,
not a little boy…Yeah, that was a waste of
15 seconds. VW would have been better
off with a baby. Or a hot girl in a bikini…
or maybe it should have just stuck with the
puppy.

Budweiser Prohibition
Budweiser did it yet again. Striking
gold this time with a reflection on just
how long this beer has been a part of the
American party, Budweiser makes the
party of 1897 look as appealing as the
current day backyard shindig suited for its
lighter beer. Tying in history and tradition,
the commercial was tastefully reflective
without the overdone era montage of
the NFL commercial, or the ill-received
sap of Clint Eastwood’s Chrysler ad. It
was sentimental, but still celebrated the
camaraderie between a good time and
a Bud. An American pastime as old as
football, the Super Bowl and Budweiser
continue to be the perfect pair.

Most Likely to Be Reenacted at
Whiskey’s This Weekend:

“Here We Go,” the Rescue Dog
Budweiser, as usual, was an absolute
Super Bowl success. Wego the rescue

Who doesn’t want a dog like this?
COURTESY OF EXAMINER.COM

Music and the Mirror
A Must-See Musical Masterpiece

by Marisa Urgo ’14
A&E Staff
One of Providence College’s
best-kept secrets is how talented
the members of the Department of
Theatre, Dance, and Film are. This
weekend is the premiere of Music and
the Mirror, a musical revue directed by
Liz Dennis ’12 and musically directed
by Matt Cunningham ’12. Studentdirected shows are the epitome of
how creative our students really are.
Putting on a show is a lot more work
than most people realize. Rehearsals
are generally four hours long, six days
a week, for about six weeks. That’s true
dedication, and Music and the Mirror is
reflective (pun intended) of the work
Dennis, Cunningham, and their cast
and crew put into their production.
Hayley McGuirl ’15, assistant stage
manager, notes that it is an extensive
rehearsal process, but the payoff is
a “fantastic piece of musical theatre
everybody can enjoy.”
Music and the Mirror is a musical
revue, meaning that it is a collection
of musical theatre songs taken
from various shows to tell a story.
Music and the Mirror focuses on selfdiscovery and identity, something any
college student can relate to. Dennis
chose to do this production because
the department decided not to have a
musical production this year. Dennis
emphasized the importance of musical

education and affirmed that “musical
theatre is a great way to collaborate as
students.” This is clearly shown in her
work, where a mix of student dancers,
singers, actors, designers, musicians,
and more have joined together.
Dennis is a hard-working director,
planning each rehearsal to be sure it
fulfills her artistic vision. Identity was
the topic of choice because, according
to Dennis, “It is what most students
struggle with. In our four years of
college, we strive to figure out who
we are and what to do with the rest of
our lives.”
The production does a fabulous job
of offering various forms of identity,
and the revue is a collection of pure
emotion. There are moments of
happiness, such as Kelly Smith ’12’s
“How Lovely To Be a Woman” (Bye,
Bye Birdie). Smith’s sweet voice adds
to the adorableness of a song that is
sure to make you smile. There are
moments of hilarity, such as Danielle
Demisay ’12’s “What Ever Happened
To My Part: Diva’s Lament”
(Spamalot). Demisay parades as a diva
who will leave you laughing long
after her powerful song is over. There
are also moments of despondency
and introspection, such as Stacie
Krawiecki ’14 singing, “I’m Not That
Girl” (Wicked). Each song tells a story
and is carried by a beautiful voice.
The production date is something
you’ll want on your calendar. The Music

and the Mirror will be this weekend, February 1012, with Friday and Saturday shows at 8 p.m.
and the Sunday show at 2 p.m., all in the Smith
Center. Tickets can be purchased by calling
the box office or at the door, and admission is
only $5 for students. It’s definitely worth it to
expose yourself to art and talent, and to see
the great show Dennis and Cunningham have
put together.
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Behind-the-Scenes of WDOM 91.3
by Sarah O’Brien ’15
Asst. A&E Editor

You know them. You love them. And,
admit it, you sort of want to be them.
They are the people behind WDOM
91.3-FM, the music masters, talk
show talents, and sports specialists of
Providence College. The station began
in 1949, and has since become a staple
of the Providence community. Earning
the prestigious Princeton Review
ranking of #11 in the nation for college
radio, the station has been making
strides in recent years. According to
General Manager Justine Harrington ‘12,
this year’s focus is on continuing to build
the program’s reputation, to expand
the station’s influence on campus, and
to maintain WDOM’s level of integrity.
An inside look at the group revealed
hardworking students dedicated to
reaching these goals. Brought together
by a shared passion for music, PC
deejays put the ‘rad’ in ‘radio.’
Kind of a Big Deal
This year, WDOM received more
applicants than ever before. The
executive board members could only
offer shows to just over half the number
of people who applied for one. “We got
the highest amount of applicants this
year, which is great since it shows that
students are excited to get involved,”
said Harrington.
The station is popular outside of
the Providence College bubble as
well. Listeners from Rhode Island
and parts of Massachusetts often call
in to comment or to request songs.
Freshman Amanda Talbot, a DJ on the
show ‘The Waiting List,’ described,
“The highlight of my time on WDOM
was when Steve from Lincoln, R.I.,
called to tell me he loves my show!
He’s called other DJs, too, and I think
we can agree— when Steve calls, it’s an
exciting moment.”
Junior Patrick Aprea, whose show,

‘Flannel Fridays,’ has been a hit, agrees
that having listeners is the highlight
of being a DJ. “You feel like the man.
Once you put on your radio voice, the
whole state of R.I. can hear you—and
not only that, they will listen,”
said Aprea.
It’s common knowledge on campus
that the station has received national
attention with its brag-worthy ranking,
voted 11 out of 376 student-run radio
stations. Aprea, the underwriting
& development director of WDOM,
explains what this recognition means
to the station.
“It means more professionalism is
required of our DJs. The FCC has a
closer watch on us, and responsibility
is a must,” he said. “Oh yeah, and we
are wicked legit.”
Many people do not know that
WDOM’s music directors were invited
to the College Music Journal (CMJ)
Conference this year in New York
City, where they were connected with
promoters, saw concerts, and attended
broadcasting workshops.
Junior Caitlyn Treem, a DJ on
‘Speak My Language: Rosetta Stone,’
cites that the experience was one of
the best weekends of her life. “CMJ
was amazing! Being invited made
me feel like we actually mattered as a
station, and that I personally mattered
as music director on our Exec Board,”
said Treem. “We had a chance to sit
in on panels and live shows and we
even got to meet some representatives
from our promotions companies who
hooked us up.”
Junior Brennan Callahan from
‘The Callahan/Holterman Rescue
Radio Program’ also felt that the CMJ
Conference was a fantastic opportunity.
“The conference will always be one of
my favorite memories of college,” he
said. “The shows we saw, the people we
met, the things we learned – ALL were
invaluable to us as a radio station.”
More Than Music
Not only does the station work
to produce quality playlists and to
debate hot topics for PC’s listening
pleasure, but WDOM is also heavily
involved in various community and
campus events. The program sponsors
Open Mic Nights for students on the
second Thursday of every month.
Generally held in McPhail’s, from 9
From left to right:
Jennifer DiPirro ‘12 and Justine
Harrington ‘12 on ‘Shut Up and Listen’

From left to right:
Brendan O’Rourke ‘12 and Adrian
Mascena ‘12 on ‘Audible Chocolate’

p.m.-midnight, these nights allow
people with diverse tastes and levels
of experience to share their skills with
peers.
Last year, the station hosted “Sing
for Japan,” an Open Mic Night which
raised $100 for the Red Cross. The
program is hoping to hold more
charity events this semester, especially
through its support of the local
recreation center.
Recently, WDOM has been working
on raising awareness of Rec Night,
and hopes to do fundraising for this
program soon. Rec Night takes place
on Mondays from 6-9, and is sponsored
by Professor Keith Morton and the
Institute for the Study and Practice
of Nonviolence.
Treem is enthusiastic about the
success of the Rec Night program, both
for participants and volunteers. “We
work with at-risk and gang-affiliated
youth, and offer them a safe space
for relationship building and conflict
resolution,” she said. “It’s truly an
amazing site, and shows volunteers a
different view of the community which
PC students give a pretty bad name.”
This spring, WDOM has also
taken the initiative to help students
gain valuable experience in the
communications field by developing
an
internship
program.
This
program teaches about the radio and
broadcasting world, through handson training in the station. Interested
students can apply in the fall semester.
Friared Up for the Future
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WDOM is growing, changing, and
becoming even more of a landmark
on the PC campus. A DJ on ‘Speak
My Language: Rosetta Stone,’ Sarah
Fichera, loves the location of the
station. “I really like being in the Slavin
Student Center; I see people I know
every time I do a show, and it makes it
easy for people to come in and suggest
a song or topic on air,” said Fichera.
Aside from being a talked-about
organization on campus, WDOM
strives to be a presence in the
online world as well. “Twitter has
revolutionized the station,” asserted
Fichera. “Students can suggest songs
with a tweet, and it’s a cool way for DJs
to promote their shows.”
Aprea has been working on a new
underwriting program, which is
new to WDOM this semester. “This
program will solicit donations from
businesses in return for sponsorship
of shows and events. It is a great way

COURTESY OF SARAH O’BRIEN ‘15

to bring in more funds for any type of
promotional thing,” said Aprea. “As
of now, it is only a few businesses, but
I planned it this way. There is plenty
of room for growing once we get the
process down.”
Freshman Hayley McGuirl, the DJ
of ‘Wednesday Matinee’ (formerly
Breakfast on Broadway), has an
optimistic outlook for the future of
the station. “We’ve already come such
a long way this year. I’d love to have
more listeners, on and off campus, and
cover a broader range.”
Junior Joe “El Niño” Gustin is a
DJ on ‘The Friday Nite Fuego,’ and
opened for DJ Earworm in front of
a crowd of over 1,000 people earlier
this year. Gustin has a determined
mindset when it comes to the station’s
#11 ranking: “It means that there are 10
schools that we need to be better than.”
Tune in to Turn #11 into #1
Not only can you listen to WDOM
on the radio, but you can also stream
the station online, by downloading it
onto iTunes. The download link can
be found on www.wdom913.com.
Those with iPhones and iPads can also
download an app for WDOM. In a few
weeks, a new website will be going up,
which will include everything from
upcoming events to the DJ schedule,
making information easily accessible
worldwide. The station will also begin
to post podcasts, so if students miss
a friend’s show, they can listen online
whenever is convenient for them.
Follow @WDOM913 on Twitter for
constant updates, and be sure to tune
in and support your fellow Friars!
“The exec members work hard to make
the station really diverse. We have
every type of show you can think of.
Keep checking in and you’ll find some
show that you’ll really like,” expressed
McGuirl. “And if you’re listening and
enjoying, call in!”
Will #11 become #1 before long? If
they keep networking and increasing
their listenership, there is no stopping
WDOM. For now, though, they are
more than happy to just sit back and
enjoy the music.
“It’s a huge honor. It’s taken a lot
of dedication on the part of so many
executive members, both current and
former,” said Callahan. “When we
got that ranking, it was validation
that we have such huge potential as
a radio station.”
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Pathways to Success Conference
Jeff Serowik, former NHL
player, will be speaking!
February 5, 2012
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Registration at 9:30

Register on our Facebook page!

Moore Hall

Register for

SUMMER SESSION AT PC
• Online and on-campus courses
• Accelerated one-, five-, and ten-week terms
• Affordable tuition — $891 a three-credit course
REGISTRATION BEGINS MARCH 5!
For approved courses, visit www.providence.edu/dean-office
To learn more, scan the QR code, call the School of Continuing Education at 401.865.2487
or visit www.providence.edu/SCE.

Portfolio
White
Roses
by Keely Mohin ’14
Asst. Portfolio Editor
FICTION
Anna Koch never told her family
why she planted the white roses. She
supposed they simply thought she
liked them. In truth, though, Anna
hated flowers of any kind. They
reminded her of funerals and death,
but most of all, they reminded her of
Germany. And Germany was a place
she would have given anything, even
her life, to forget.
When she closed her eyes and
quieted her mind, Anna could see her
father sitting in his large arm chair as
he listened to Herr Hitler’s speeches
on the wireless. He adored Hitler and
thought him a prophet sent from God
to deliver the German people from debt
and humiliation. “Listen, engel,” he
would say, “listen to him speak. He is
our Messiah. He will deliver us.” And
for a long time, Anna believed him.
Why not? Hitler spoke vivaciously,
elicited hope, and convinced everyone,
even the most obstinate people, that
a light shone at the end of Germany’s
dark, war-torn tunnel.
Then the Jews began to disappear.
The Gestapo began slowly. The
family dentist Mr. Adelman vanished
one week; the seamstress Ms. Eisenberg
the next. No one had a word to say about
it. No one even thought to question it.
The Jews deserved relocation, Anna’s
father and others like him said. They
destroyed the German economy. They
never went hungry following the Great
War. They took advantage of German
kindness. They acted greedily, spoke
falsely, and had inferior genes and
features. Only those of the Aryan race
mattered. Blue eyes and blonde hair
meant innocence. Almost everything
else meant guilt. Anna believed every
word. She believed it even more firmly
when war broke out with the allied
powers. Then, in 1942, she left home
for Munich, moved in with her aunt,
and began studying at the university.
The fliers appeared in the oddest of
places. In the bathroom stalls, between
books in the University library, on the
floor in various hallways. Their writers,
calling themselves the White Rose, said
most Germans should feel shame at
their government’s actions. They argued
that the Third Reich murdered millions
of Jews without cause. They accused
every inactive German, every ordinary
citizen, of guilt. Professors and the
Gestapo searched for the origin of the
leaflets. They questioned suspiciouslooking students, kept guard in solitary
hallways, and stood with fierce, blazing
glares daring anyone to agree with the
anti-Nazi sentiments.
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In the midst of this chaos, Anna
discovered in herself a growing sense of
dread. Away from home, independent
of her father, she did something she
had never really done before: Think.
Was Mr. Adelman so bad? Was he ever
really bad? All Anna could remember
of him was a kind smile and a whiskery
beard. And Ms. Eisenberg had sewn
that green dress she wore to her cousin
Diane’s wedding four years prior. She
was kind, and spoke often of her son,
David. The thoughts sparked in Anna
an intense anxiety. She could not eat.
She could not sleep. In her dreams,

she saw the faces of Mr. Adelman and
Mrs. Eisenberg, heard their screams,
imagined their deaths. Each time
she received a telephone call from
her father, Anna grew nauseous and
shaky at his patriotic talk. She avoided
friends, the wireless, and any image or
likeness of Adolf Hitler.
Then, on the 18th of February, 1943,
Anna did something quite out of the
ordinary: She left class early to use the
lavatory. She walked down the long
hallway overlooking the atrium and
saw a young girl and boy throwing
leaflets into the air. Anna stopped

St. Isidore’s Day
by Mason Sciotti ’15
Portfolio Staff
Philosophers have pondered Love
But these men, they knew nothing of
The true essence of felicity,
It lies not in the beating of a lover’s heart
But in circuitry, electricity’s spark.
I’ve been told there is no formula for Love
That it comes from our Creator up above
Or possibly some infantile matchmaker
But I’ve not found humans givers, rather, takers
Some place their faith in mortal flesh and bone
But I, in motherboards my Love’s found home.
Poets have devoted endless pages to Love
Their star, or so they say, that reigns above
The guiding light for joy throughout their life
They claim to be their husband or their wife
But I prefer a screen to light the dark
Buttons, wires, silicon to spark
The faithfulness and trust that I do seek
Human relationships, in my experience, are meek
And weak, and falter at first fight
But you, your power button is my light.
There’s something to be said of the Beauty
Found in spinning fans and whirring gears
O, my Love surges like a terawatt of power
And your gigabyte of memory will transcend the years
Human error causes our attraction to digress
But your script, my love, will always print out “Yes”.
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walking. The two glanced her way.
But before they could speak, someone
began screaming.
“You two! Up there! What are you
doing? Don’t move an inch! And you,”
the man, a janitor, said, pointing at
Anna, “call the Gestapo. Now!”
In a different world, one where
Anna was braver, she never ran down
the hallway to the secretary’s office. She
never dialed the authorities. She never
attested to seeing Hans and Sophie
Scholl distributing anti-Nazi leaflets
written with the help of members of
the White Rose resistance movement.
In a different world, the Gestapo never
tried and executed the siblings. In a
different world, Anna slept soundly.
But Anna had not slept soundly in
69 years.
Instead, from that day forward,
she moved like the walking dead.
She waded through time until the
war ended, met an American soldier,
married him, and moved away
without a word to anyone in her
family. She created for herself a new
life, a non-identity. She erased any
thoughts or feelings of her own, and
made her sole purpose her husband’s,
and later, her children’s, happiness.
She cooked them meals, cleaned their
home, and played the part of the
doting American wife and mother.
She only requested that they ask no
questions in return. Not a single one.
Especially about the roses.
Anna began tending them her first
year in America. She and her husband
bought a small house outside Boston,
and Anna determined that her first
task was to sort out some act of
penance for her past in Germany. So,
unable to think of anything else, Anna
walked to the local florist and asked
in broken English for a rosebush. A
white rosebush. And every year until
her sons placed her in a nursing home,
Anna guarded it like the Holy Grail.
Years later, without her husband,
home, or roses, Anna sat in a hospital
bed, ill with pneumonia. She stared
out the window, watched the rain slap
against the windowsill, and waited for
something, anything, even death, to
happen. She wondered idly if nearly
70 years of quiet torture would be
enough atonement for her sin. But the
dim sound of approaching footsteps
interrupted her thoughts.
“Grandma,” her granddaughter,
Alice, said as she placed her
purse gently on the nightstand. “I
brought you some flowers. White
roses, your favorite.”
Anna sighed. If only she knew.
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No one to give your h
Well, these Letters of Love
			 will bring a smile your way!
Dear Ms. Gaga,
I have a confession to make: I am goo-goo for you,
Gaga. Ever since I heard your hit single “Just Dance,” I
have had an urgent desire to win your affection. That
song spoke to me at a low point in my life: When I broke
up with Bella. When I heard your lyrics “Just dance,
gonna be okay,” I shook my hips a bit and realized it
was going to be alright. I fantasize about you all the
time, Lady Gaga. I imagine that you will appear on my
doorstep, dripping in your raw, bloody, meat suit.
Your song “Born This Way” has helped me come to
terms with my vampire identity. In the past, I have
felt like an outcast in the world of mortals. But your
song has allowed me to accept my sun sensitivity and
aggressive tendencies. Every morning I look in the
mirror and say to myself, “Baby, I was born this way.”
Although I am joined in matrimony with Ms. Bella
Swan, we can certainly make arrangements so that you
and I can be together. She is often preoccupied with our
child, so I’m sure I could sneak out on an impromptu
“hunting trip” to see you. I hope you understand how
special you are to me, Lady Gaga. I hope you know that
I don’t want to be friends. I want your bad romance.
Your secret Valentine,
Edward Cullen
— Emily Goodnow ’14

Dear Cupid,
Well, another year has passed. Another ho-hum year,
nothing exciting, nothing dreadful. I’d say woe is me,
but I guess I really have nothing to complain about.
I haven’t fallen in love with anyone, but I suppose
that means I have never had my heart broken, either.
All these people around me are hopping around like
Rabbits, be it angry or happy. Some are spending their
Valentine’s Day in their states of honey-sweet love,
wooing their lovers with poems of flowers and robins.
Even Christopher has fallen for a girl; he hasn’t exactly
abandoned us for her, but his best friend goes around
Pooh-Poohing and spitting in the face of “useless” love.
As for me, I suppose I’m average. Color me gray, if you
will, a neutral, yet slightly melancholy color. I amble
around, as I always do. I neither anticipate the sting of
your arrows nor dread it. As the emotions of love (or
contempt for love) flare around me, I repeat the same
thing to everyone who comes up and tells me about
their problems or their ecstasy: Ohhh-kayyy. If you
ever want to find me, Cupid, I’ll be here, sitting on my
stump, ho-humming the day away.
Signed,
Eeyore
— Mason Sciotti ’15

xoxo
Dear Bonnie,
you may think that that husband of
yours, Clyde, or whatever the deuce his
name is, knows about crime. But please,
please, please let me be with you. They
don’t call me the Napoleon of crime for
nothing—well, at least it doesn’t have
anything to do with my height. If you were
to let me take you on one heist, or help
you organize one assassination, then
you would realize who the real “crime
lord” is. Plus, with me you won’t have to
be on the run all the time—the only man
following me is that dastardly Holmes
and his boorish assistant, the good Doctor
Watson. No more running from the police,
no more carrying a Tommy Gun in one hand
and your purse in the other. Danger may
make for good romance now, but the love
between you and Clyde is going to fizzle
faster than the fuse of an anarchist’s
bomb—and if you don’t know,

that’s faster than most. So please,
please, take me for your own,
dear lady, and know this: Napoleon
not only describes my ability at
conquering the seedy underworld
of crime, but a few other places as
well—the bedroom, for instance. But
I would let you be my Waterloo in the
boudoir if it meant only the chance
to spend time with you.
With all of my love,
Moriarty
PS: I believe you would find England’s
climes much preferred to America’s,
but I’m willing to make sacrifices.

— Tom Nailor ’12

o
x
o
x
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My Dearest Dark Lord,
I think of you every night here in Azkaban. I see you in my dreams: Your serpentine nose, your misshapen head, the way
you used to beat me mercilessly when I irritated you. All lovely memories, and all in the past. All because of that stupid,
sniveling Potter boy. The boy who lived. It won’t be for long if I have anything to say about it, though. I’m plotting an
escape and I’ll be sure to wring his scrawny little neck and watch the light disappear from his eyes. I, however, plan on
stopping at Narcissa’s mansion first. The turncoat! The traitor! Her and her stupid Lucius feigning the Imperius Curse to
escape arrest. Oh, if Mummy could see her precious little Cissy now! Cavorting with Muggle lovers and Mudbloods alike.
Despicable. Makes me sick. She should punish herself daily as I do. Just this morning, I punched myself in the face; and
every evening before bed, I pinch myself 20 times to experience the pain you must feel, wherever you are. But let us not
think of pain now, darling. Let us remember the happier days of torturing, maiming, and killing. Oh, to be young again!
I wish you were here with me, ordering me to rub your feet or clean up Nagini’s shedded snake skin. Know that I will
serve you always and in all ways.
Wishing you could come here and Avada Kedavra me,
Bellatrix
P.S. Might you send me a lock of your hair? I need it for, erm, a project.

xox

— Keely Mohin ’14

o

Dear Providence College,
Roses are red, violets are blue, but we wouldn't have anyone to read
this if it wasn't for YOU!
Thanks for reading our short stories and poetry! We hope you all have
a day full of bear hugs and Hershey kisses!
Happy Valentine's Day.
Love,
The Portfolio Staff
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Dust Jackets

by Dara Plath ’13
Portfolio Editor
Let’s steal away these empty shores
where sailors whisper ancient lore.
A briny blue-black seaman’s curse,
I’ll change it to a mermaid’s verse,
to tell of you, my love.
And if you choose a festive scene,
They’ll make of you an honored queen.
I’ll be your waiting garden toad,
just kiss me and I’ll sing an ode,
to tell of you, my love.
We’ll travel where the lions sweat
and drink until the winter sets.
You wear that blush-pink ribbon bonnet,
I’ll write a sun-drenched Saharan sonnet,
to tell of you, my love.
But if you choose to travel home
I’ll trail each winding path you roam.
For, if death takes one, call it jealousy,
if a second follows with this elegy,
to tell you of my love.

Peach Pit
by Tom Nailor ’12
Portfolio Staff

Dara Plath
Dara was born to a bear in the San Diego Zoo. Hence, her nickname: Darebear.
Scientists, befuddled as to how a human fetus could survive in a beastly womb,
kept her under observation to see if she would exhibit any animalistic tendencies.
Besides an absurd love of honey, nothing seemed amiss with the gentle, browneyed little girl. However, gaining publicity from various media corporations, the
zoologists decided to create an exhibit for Dara. They placed her in a cage with
toys, a bed, and Cocoa Puffs. After some particularly mean little boys fed her a
rotten apple, the zoologists placed a sign outside of her dwelling: DAREBEAR
FED IN CAPTIVITY. PLEASE REFRAIN FROM GIVING HER FOOD. The
cruel conditions Dara withstood in the zoo broke her fragile little heart. One
day, though, a very literary-looking woman visited and helped her escape. The
woman’s name, of course, was Sylvia Plath. Though thought to have killed herself
in a tragic act of depression, Sylvia actually decided to leave society and live
in the woods with Elvis Presley and Pope John Paul II (yep, they’re still alive,
too). For five years, Dara lived with her adoptive mother and learned to write
exceptional prose and poetry (she also learned to rip on the guitar and shake her
hips from Elvis, and how to look cute and cuddly from John Paul). When she
turned 18, Dara grew tired of life in the wilderness and desired to find out exactly
how her mother could possibly have been a bear. She has come to Providence
College in hopes of finding her answer by working closely with the Department of
Science. In her spare time, she writes weekly for The Cowl as a way of honoring
her adoptive mother.

“Do I dare to eat a peach?”
-The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock by T.S. Eliot
“But I tell you that anyone who looks at a woman lustfully has already committed
adultery with her in his heart. If your right eye causes you to stumble, gouge it out
and throw it away.”
-Matthew 5:28-29
I
will
tell
you
about who I am, as well as what I am.
About myself: I am a peach. To pick a peach, you must
gird yourself in gloves, long sleeves, and pants. Armor, despite
oppressive August’s sun. But the peach, although fuzzy, has harsher skin
than that, a skin that is fiberglass, deceptive until I wash it. The tiniest piece
can break off; sneak its way underneath your skin, into your bloodstream, slow
infecting you, beneath your skin, a thousand tiny pins thrust beneath the surface.
Beware of my skin, and its infection. Before you devour me, shave away my peach
fuzz with your sharp and searching knife. Slice my burnished red-yellow flesh: it is
now tender, but grows harder the closer you get, until finally you are here. The ugly
burnt little pit at the center of my self. The rough and whorled pit. And within this:
a certain amount of poison. The poison this: my eye. I have gouged my eye from my
visage and placed it inside the pit, at center. And when you see my wandering eye
the pit, then it will kill your love with this: I have watched her and I have wanted her
And thus, now I have gouged out my eye and placed it here, inside my pit, for you to
discover there. So that you may know me, so that you may know my ugly center, so
that you may know my ugly self. Inside my pit, the unlovable seed from which I
grew. You can leave me to ripen, soften, to rot but my pit remains: Rough, cold
and sitting at the center of my self. And my eye is in the pit, and from the pit.
Leave me for as many days as you like, but still my pit will be here, waiting
Lick the flesh from its wrinkles. Bite, then pain, up your jaw, along nerve
endings. Spit it out. It is dark, and dangerous. But it is my own.
This dark dangerous pit is at my center. And so it remains.
My eye. My self. And for today, I will keep it inside of me.
Deep inside of me, where no one can see it
and where it can wander no more,
and see then no one, nothing.
Only the darkness of
my peach pit.
PHOTO COURTESY WORDPRESS.COM
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Gunmetal Ghost
by Bobby Bretz ’12
Portfolio Staff
I joined the war for the cigarettes,
Came back with a pack and a hole in my chest
And there’s no rest
When we got food in the hulls,
Gunmetal skulls in the deep
Dreamin’ of electric sheep—
Who’s the worm, who’s the host?
Who’s the gunmetal ghost?
I joined the war for the Lucky Strikes,
I’m lucky I sleep at night;
How’d you like to fight for nobody’s rights?
It’s a long drive from here to purgatory,
But if I jump from twenty stories
I might get there in a hurry—
Who’s the wine, who’s the Host?
Who’s the gunmetal ghost?
I joined the war for the Slims,
Came back with a pack and a shortage of limbs,
Gunmetal gray like the sky,
We peddled bombs, let ’em fly,
Moms can’t cry for the kids they never had;
This ain’t a war, it’s a land grab—
Who’s the heavenly host?
Who’s the ghost?
Who’s the worm, who’s the host?
Who’s the gunmetal ghost?
Can’t win a medal if you can’t meddle,
Can’t be a gunmetal ghost.
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The Mysterious
Disappearance of
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A sound like overeager kids setting
off bottle rockets erupted from the
crowd around them. Annabelle kept
her eyes on Daniel; she would not miss
one word of his explanation. Daniel’s
lips parted and Annabelle felt the
nervous energy coursing through her
veins. For the last five years, she had
lived in a dreary and confusing world,
and Daniel was about to lead her out
of it. Annabelle didn’t care how bad it
was; she just wanted to know. That’s
when the expression on Daniel’s face
changed from one of slight irritation to
one of sheer terror.
“They found us,” Daniel said,
cursing to himself. “Annabelle, we
don’t have time right now. See those
men?” He pointed at the four men
converging on the spot where they
were standing, “They shoot first and
ask questions later.”

“

ladder came to an end and she stepped
down, waiting for Daniel to make his
way to the bottom.
A loud clank made Annabelle
jump and she yelled, “Hey, is
everything alright?”
“Everything’s fine, other than the
fact that we’re being chased by goons
who are trying to kill us. But, I guess
I’m just being too negative.”
“Shut up, I meant ‘are you alright?’ What
was that sound?” she asked, annoyed.
“I was putting the grate back in
place and I made a little more noise
that I would’ve liked.”
“Why does it matter? If they hear it,
they won’t know what caused it. We’re
both down here.”
“Well…You’re wrong about one
thing,” Daniel replied evasively.
“What, you think they’ll know we
went down into the sewer?”
“No, the thing is, we didn’t go
down into the sewer. You did,” he said
nervously.
“Do you mean to tell me that you just
closed me down here? With you on the
other side?” she screamed.

THREE BODIES LAY ON THE GROUND, LIFELESS.
THE STREETS...WERE COMPLETELY EMPTY...

Annabelle had never heard a
gunshot before, which was why the
sounds on the street hadn’t fazed her.
She had been concentrating so hard
on what Daniel was about to say that
she was completely oblivious to the
horrible scene that had sprung up
around her. Three bodies lay on the
ground, lifeless. The streets that had
seconds before been bustling with
people were completely empty, save
for the men who stared at her and
her alone.
It took Annabelle a minute before
she realized that she was running.
Daniel was holding her hand so
tightly that she began to lose feeling,
but she didn’t care. Daniel took them
down dark streets and alleyways, but
that popping sound followed them
wherever they turned. Then, Daniel
stopped at what looked like a dead end
and started moving boxes.
“Daniel,” Annabelle screamed,
“What are you doing? They’ll catch up
to us!”
Daniel ignored her and kept
moving the boxes. Annabelle realized
they covered a grate, which Daniel
proceeded to lift off the ground. “You
go down first and I’ll follow you,” he
said, holding out his hand to help her
down. Annabelle hesitated, but Daniel
had gotten her this far. She bent down
and put her legs through the hole.
She swung her feet around until they
made contact with a ladder and began
stepping down into the darkness. The
smell hit her first, a rotting and putrid
odor that made her eyes tear. The

by Emily Goodnow ’14
Portfolio Staff

Whenever you appear
Words dance off my tongue.
I could talk to you, dear,
Until I empty each lung.

Part 3

FICTION

Bliss
You evoke a certain smile,
Making my cheeks ache.
I’m sore for a while
But my joy overtakes.

The Turners:

by Kiernan Dunlop ’14
Portfolio Staff
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“It’s all for your own good. I need
to get a few things before we leave the
city, and this is the only spot I could
think of where you wouldn’t run off
and you’d have no chance of being
caught. I know it may not seem like it
now, but I’m doing this for your own
good. Heads up.”
She could barely see something
falling to the ground and she put her
hands out to catch it. It was a cell phone.
“What if I use this to call someone to
let me out of here?”
“You really think you can give
the directions they would need to be
able to get you out of here?” Daniel
laughed. “I’m giving you that to call
me if something happens and you
need me, which you probably won’t. I
promise I’ll be back in a half an hour,
and then we can get out of this Godawful city.”
Annabelle heard footsteps, and
she knew Daniel had walked away.
She had never been angrier in her
life. How could Daniel do this to
her? She knew she made a mistake
trusting him. She kept checking the
phone, but only 10 minutes had
passed. Then, she heard the grate
moving. “Thank God, I thought you
had left me to die down here.”
“Hmm, that’s funny,” she heard an
unfamiliar voice reply, “People don’t
usually thank Him when I show up.”

Though you deplete me of air
And make my cheeks sore,
Dear, I won’t dare
Complain anymore.

Dear Avery
by Justin Fernandez ’15
Portfolio Staff
My darling and sweet angel-like lover,
The apple of your eye melts me like ice.
Your sweet embrace is like a twisted splice,
Intertwining our hearts under a cover.
But to time I’m nothing but a plover,
Drinking your water just to pay the price
Of flying to the wretched place of vice,
Where life is froze and none will bear recover.
Though time will never keep my love stock-still,
This bleak and vacant tundra chains my hope.
Thus, leaving me to ache in anxious pain.
But when the seasons cease to make me ill,
And time brings forth the term of patient knop,
Then awaited love will blest be ordained.

Fast Fiction
Here's the deal: 25 words or less.
One title. An entire story.

Valentine's Day for Hallmark
by Kiernan Dunlop ’14
Portfolio Staff
Roses are red. Violets are blue. We accept cash, credit, or debit.

I Choo-Choo-Choose You!
by Tom Nailor ’12
Portfolio Staff
The teacher said we’re to bring Valentines for everyone in class.
I’m not sure how to do that—I only have one heart inside me!

To be continued…
PHOTO COURTESY PPTBACKGROUNDS.NET
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This Is Not My Life: Part 4
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by Margaret Barresi ’12
Portfolio Staff
FICTION
“So, you two used to date? Interesting.”
I looked across the table at Cheshire,
who smiled softly and looked down at
her blue plastic tray. She didn’t look back
up at me or bother to ask what I found
so interesting about the information she
had just divulged. I kept picking at the
French fries on my plate and stared at
her until she finally seemed to remember
I was still sitting there.
“Sorry, what?” She asked quickly,
running her fingers through her hair.
“Why did you and Cameron break
up?” I asked, glancing across the
cafeteria at the back of his broad frame.
“I don’t know. We weren’t right
together,” she replied, shrugging her
shoulders with the same smile.
“Really?” I raised my eyebrows. “It
must have been a pretty civil breakup
if you can still talk about him with that
look on your face.”
“Yeah, it was a mutual thing.” She
looked at me and leaned back in her
chair, crossing her arms. “We never
should have dated in the first place.
I’ve known him as long as I’ve known
Robbie. The three of us basically grew
up together and we used to be pretty
inseparable, until like two years ago.”
“Is that when you started dating
Cameron?”
“Yeah. In the beginning of freshman
year, Cameron told me that he’d always
felt something a little bit different for
me.” She shook her head slightly. “But
I don’t think he ever really understood
what those feelings were.”
“What?”
“I know it doesn’t make sense.” She
shrugged her shoulders again. “But
the more time we spent together as a
couple, the more we fought. He would

insist that he had all these feelings for
me, but it never seemed to change our
relationship. He didn’t understand
that being a boyfriend was different
than just being the guy I watched
endless episodes of The Office with. It
drove me nuts.”
“But are you guys still close now
that you aren’t dating anymore?”
“We’re not especially close. Robbie
and I kind of veered off on our own
after that.”
“Because of the breakup?”
“No. We were a lot better at being
friends than at dating. But after things
got going freshman year, he joined the
football team, and we just began to run
in different circles. There wasn’t any
dramatic falling out or burning of old
photographs or anything.” She sighed
softly. “He’s a good guy and he really
cares about the people he’s close to.”
I nodded at her, trying to pinpoint
what it was about Cameron that had
made me feel so strange earlier.
“He’s also really good at reading
people,” Cheshire continued, smiling.
“He used to laugh at me when I would
try and lie to him.”
“It was like I’d met him before.” I
said quietly.
“What?” Cheshire asked confused.
“It was like I’ve met Cameron
before,” I repeated a little louder. “He
was acting like he knew me.”
“Well, does he?” She raised her
eyebrows and knitted them together.
“No…”
“I’m sure he was just trying to be
friendly.” Cheshire pushed her tray
away from her and made moves to
stand up from the table. “Like I said,
he’s very perceptive, and he could
probably tell you were new and
scared.” She stood next to me for a
second while she picked up her tray.
“So, I’ll see you later.”
“Wait, what?” I asked, standing up
quickly. “Where are you going?”

“I have gym next period, so I have
to go change.” She waved briefly and
started to walk away.
“But, wait, I’m not sure where I’m
going!” I called after her.
“Just check your schedule and
follow the numbers on the classroom
doors!” She shouted over her shoulder,
soon lost again in the sea of students
rushing to throw out their leftover
food before the bell rang.
“Great,” I mumbled to myself.
“Alone again.”
I somehow managed to make it
through the rest of the day without
getting lost or spilling anything
else, but I wasn’t able to track down
Cheshire after lunch. A couple of
times, I thought I saw her dark eyes
darting amongst the crowd of students
shuffling through the hallways, but I
never was able to catch up to them.
As soon as I heard the final bell ring,
I gathered up my books and walked
towards the classroom door as quickly
as I could. I pulled on my coat and hat
as I hustled down the hallway, anxious
to get outside and make my way
home. I reached the front entrance of
the school and pushed open the heavy
glass doors. I stepped out into the cold
air and drew my scarf tighter around
my neck as I set off in the direction of
my neighborhood. I hadn’t gotten far
when I heard a familiar voice call out
behind me.
“Alice! Wait!” I turned around and
saw that kid Drew chasing me down.
“Where did he come from?” I
muttered under my breath. I slowed
down to wait for him nonetheless.
“Hey!” He smiled once he had
caught up with me. “How was the rest
of your first day?”
“Eh, it was okay,” I said slowly.
“Nothing too traumatizing. I guess I’ll
be back tomorrow.”
“Well, that’s good.” He looked into
my face and our eyes met for a couple

of seconds. I could feel my face start
to redden as a rush of heat flashed
through my chest. I quickly looked at
the ground and moved my feet around,
slightly embarrassed by the intensity
of our exchange.
“So, what are you doing right
now?” he asked, after a couple minutes
of silence.
“I’m just going home. I need to
relax,” I said quietly, picking my head
back up to glance at him again.
“Well that’s too bad,” he said still
looking at me. “I was kind of hoping you
would come get some coffee with me.”
“Wh-what?” I slurred, trying
to clear my throat and cover my
surprise. “Why?”
“What kind of question is that?” he
asked, laughing. “Why do you think I
want to get coffee with you?”
“I don’t know, because I look like a
pathetic puppy or something?”
“Nah, you don’t look like a puppy.
But I bet you wouldn’t say no to a
new friend?”
“Yeah, I guess I’m not really in the
position to turn down a friend,” I
said, pulling out the “friend” into a
question mark.
“Let’s just get some coffee,” he said,
smiling and holding out his hand like
he was going to lead me there.
I held my hand down by my side
for a second, hesitating. I really was
in no position to exclude anyone
showing interest in talking to me, but
the whole day had been so strange that
I was starting to feel like I was walking
through Wonderland. I briefly thought
of Cameron and his assurance that I
would be fine.
“Okay,” I said, looking straight
at Drew and placing my hand in his.
“Let’s go.”
To be continued...

Literary Love Triangles
One guy. Two girls. There's bound to be some tension.
This week we tackle the most famous love story you will ever read in
freshman Civ: The Odyssey. Who should Odysseus cuddle with when he
has nightmares about the Trojan War?
Calypso or Penelope?

Odysseus
Calypso
I’m a straight shooter. So I’m going to be straight with our Portfolio readers: I’m lazy. Really
lazy. Takes-the-elevator-to-the-third-floor-in-Meagher lazy. So, it should be no surprise to
any of you that I am completely of the dude-should-have-just-stayed-with-Calypso-onher-pretty-little-island school of thought. Let us break the epic down, shall we? Odysseus
fought in the Trojan War. Odysseus encountered evil mythical creatures. Odysseus had
Poseidon riding his behind at every turn. Odysseus, in short, is tired. He has exerted so
much energy that it makes my indolent little head spin. I cannot fathom having to sail,
fight, and use my muscles. I don’t even think I have muscles anymore. They atrophied from
book reading, television watching, and faking illness to get out of gym class for 12 years
(Sorry, Mrs. Colgan. I don't really have asthma). So, if I were a boy (Beyoncé, anyone?)
and I arrived on a nice island with a pretty woman intent on keeping me forever, I would
take the opportunity. I would sit my behind down, be adored, and exert as little energy as
possible. Odysseus should have done the same. Sure, Penelope is Little Miss Faithful, but
I think she would have moved on…eventually. That, or she would have just died. Either/
or. But that’s irrelevant. Moving on. In brief: Going home requires too much movement
for Odysseus. And, once there, he has to kill ALL the suitors. ALL THE SUITORS.
That’s a lot of killing. And calorie burning. All yucky stuff. So, I vote Calypso: sexy Nereid
extraordinaire.
— Keely Mohin ’14

Penelope
Alright, I'm not going to lie: I Wikipediaed this poem. Sorry, Civ professors from freshman
year, but my poor memory can hardly recall what I ate for breakfast this morning, let alone
an epic (and when I say "epic," I mean really, really long) poem. I guess you could liken my
bad memory to Keely's laziness. Anyway, acccording to Wikipedia, Calypso kept Odysseus
hostage on her island for seven years so she could make him her immortal husband. Well,
I don't know about you, reader, but I'm getting some serious stalker vibes from this Greek
nymph. Eventually, Odysseus has to call upon his patron goddess, Athena, for help. That's
right; this big, powerful warrior who fought in the Trojan War for...however many years...
is afraid of this chick. Well, it's probably because she's crazy. In my opinion, Odysseus
made the right choice in deciding to leave this island of forgotten sanity and return to his
incredibly faithful wife, Penelope. Now, in case you also have the memory of a goldfish,
here is what I found out about Odysseus's wife. While Odysseus is in Troy, Penelope refuses
to acknowledge that the love of her life may never come back and rejects every suitor that
comes knocking at her door. Unlike Calypso, who's just too dumb to realize that Odysseus
doesn't love her, Penelope is smart. She weaves a burial shroud for her husband, and
promises that when it's complete, she will choose a suitor. However, every night she undoes
part of the shroud, maintaining her faith that Odysseus will return home. Oh, and spoiler
alert, he does, and they live happily ever after (Wikipedia, The Odyssey).
— Dara Plath ’13
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Noel Could Follow Ledo and Dunn to PC

The Nation’s Top-Ranked Recruit is Considering Providence Among Several Other Schools
by James Kirby ’15
Sports Staff
Men’s Basketball
Following a tough loss to Marquette
on January 21, a game in which the Friars
just couldn’t finish despite hanging
with a ranked team, a disappointed
Coach Ed Cooley was asked in his postgame conference, “How do you fix it?”
referring to the team’s lack of depth. His
response: “Recruit. Next question?”
Without a doubt, Cooley has already
made an impact that is yet to be felt in
Friartown with the acquisitions of Kris
Dunn and Ricardo Ledo, both of whom
are in ESPNU’s Top 25. This recruiting
class earned PC an extremely rare
spot in the top 10 recruiting classes
in the nation for the 2013 season. It
then got even better, as Cooley was
able to persuade Sidiki Johnson,
another top 100 recruit, to transfer to
PC from the University of Arizona.
And now, Cooley wants even
more. Enter Nerlens Noel; if you don’t
know his name, you’d better learn it
quick. The 6’10” top-ranked recruit
in the nation recently declared that
he will be playing college basketball
next year, instead of waiting until the
2014 season. Teams interested in him
include UConn, Florida, Kentucky,
North
Carolina,
Syracuse,
and
Providence. In fact, reports that have
neither been confirmed nor denied
state that he may be leaning to team
up with his good friends, Ledo and
Dunn, and bring the Friars back to
the forefront of college basketball.
If you follow any diehard PC
basketball fan on Twitter, you
would understand the impact Noel
would have if he came to Friartown.
#Nerlens4PC was attached to almost
every tweet about Friar basketball this
past week, and with good reason. Ed
Cooley is molding PC basketball into
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If Nerlens Noel (left) joins future Friars Ricardo Ledo and Kris Dunn, PC could enter the 2012-2013 season as a ranked team. Noel is friends with Cooley’s
other high-profile recruits.

an elite program, and the addition of
Noel would cement his legacy at PC in
just one year. Even though this year is
leaving many fans disgruntled, the fact
is that if Noel decides to play for the
black and white next year, the Friars
will have all the tools needed to make a
run at not only the NCAA Tournament,
but the National Championship as
well. That isn’t optimism; that’s realism.
Don’t discount the Friars in the
race to get Noel. He has been to the
Dunk more than any other college
arena, and it is also the closest to
his hometown of Everett, Mass.
Anyone
can
see
that
the
Friars will be dangerous next
year, but will they be lethal?

Coach
Cooley
wants
every
elite player who has yet to sign,
and is determined to get them.
Another player on the list is Jakaar
Sampson, another top-100 player
Cooley is going hard after. “Coach
Cooley is a hard recruiter,” Sampson
said, after leading his Brewster
Academy squad to a victory earlier
that month. “He has been to most
of my games. I always see his face,
always talk to him on the phone.”
It is safe to say that the immediate
future of PC basketball is very bright. In
fact, it is so bright that if Cooley lands
another big recruit, the class could
possibly be a long-shot comparison
to Michigan’s Fab Five. What player

wouldn’t want to be a part of that?
Sure, Sampson and Noel could go to
a program in which they would win
instantly like Duke or Kentucky, but they
could become legends in Providence.
One thing must be said, though: Cooley
is doing everything right, regardless of
what the record shows this year. The
future is now. Cooley is the perfect man
for the job, and hopefully recruits see
what is in store for the Friars in the near
future. Making guarantees is pointless—
someone should tell that to Rex Ryan—
but one could guarantee that if Cooley
continues to push and gets one or two
more big-time recruits, the program will
be at a level it’s never been at before—a
National
Championship
level.

Track Star McCarthy Continues Stellar Season
by Patrick Shea ’14
Sports Staff
Men’s Track
When asked about his goals for
this season, All-American David
McCarthy ’12 said, “Honestly, my
goal for the season is to just enjoy my
last semester of competing. In the past,
I have worried about competition
and how I will do. At the end of the
day, all the worry does you no good
,as you have all the training done
and are going to give it your best
shot regardless of the expectation.”
This strategy has been working for
the senior, as he has been breaking
records left and right this season.
Recently, all of his hard work has been
noticed, since he earned the great honor
of being invited to compete in the
Millrose Games at the Wanamaker Mile.
McCarthy will be running on Saturday,
Feb. 11, at the Armory in New York
City. This invitation is one of the highest
achievements a track and field athlete
can obtain, and it came when McCarthy
blazed to victory in the mile event at
Boston University’s Terrier invitational

with a time of 3:55.75, breaking PC, NEC
and national records. McCarthy got
the weekend off from the URI Tribute
to Torprey Tournament on Saturday.
After competing in this prestigious
event, McCarthy will travel back
to the Armory to compete in
another highly-regarded event—
the
Big
East
Championships.
“I’m excited for the Big East,” said
McCarthy. “For mse, though, it’s just
another race that I will approach the
same as all the others. Training will
be the same as it has been for the last
few weeks. We don’t like to push the
training too hard during indoors, as
outdoors comes around the corner
very fast. It’s a long season when
you put indoor track and outdoor
track back to back. You have to be
mindful of how far into outdoor
season you want to go and keep the
strength work up in the early months.”
It seems that the confidence he
has in himself and his teammates,
as well as the training the coaches
have emphasized to the squad,
will carry them to a victory in the
Big East Championships. This
will definitely be a meet to watch.
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Cross country and track star David McCarthy ’12 hopes to keep running by his competition as the
Friars near the end of the 2011-2012 winter season.
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This Week: Greatest Quarterbacks of All Time
10. Roger Staubach: In his 11 years in Dallas, Staubach led the Cowboys to two Super
Bowl victories in four appearances. He has one of the highest winning percentages of any
quarterback in history.
9. Peyton Manning: Manning is the fastest quarterback to throw 4,000 completions and
50,000 passing yards. He is an 11-time Pro Bowler and eight-time All-Pro selection.
8. Joe Namath: Despite a career plagued by injury, Broadway Joe’s ability to throw the
football with the best of them is undeniable. Living up to his guarantee before Super Bowl
III is also a big part of his legacy.
7. Tom Brady: Brady has won three Super Bowls, earning MVP honors in two of them. He
has also thrown an NFL-record 358 passes without an interception.
6. Steve Young: Similar to Brady, Young led his team to three Super Bowl victories,
winning the MVP award in two of them. He holds many records, including highest career
passer ratings.
5. Johnny Unitas: Many say that Johnny U revolutionized the position and the way in
which it was played. He won three championships, was All-Pro six times, and won three
league MVP awards.
4. Brett Favre: Probably the toughest man to ever play in the NFL, Favre’s stats aren’t as
impressive as some of the guys on this list, but his intangibles make him one of the greatest
quarterbacks of all time.
3. John Elway: Elway played in five Super Bowls, winning two of them. He was a ninetime Pro-Bowl selection, won the NFL MVP award in 1987, and is especially famous for his
fourth quarter comebacks.
2. Dan Marino: Despite never winning a Super Bowl, Marino set a multitude of records
during his stint in Miami. He had arguably the best arm of all time.
1. Joe Montana: Montana was a four-time Super Bowl champion, a three-time Super
Bowl MVP, and a two-time league MVP. In four Super Bowl appearances, he did not
throw an interception.
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Joe Montana led San Francisco to four Super Bowl victories during his career. Few other
quarterbacks can even be mentioned in the same breath as Montana.

Tilton School Alum Coleman Leads Friars Against WVU
by Danny McNamara ’13
Sports Staff
Men’s Basketball
The Tilton School is the current home
to possible PC recruits Wayne Selden
and Nerlens Noel, both of whom were
seated behind the Friar bench for the
beginning of the West Virginia game
and in McPhail’s on Sunday night for
the Super Bowl. Noel is the number-one
overall recruit in the 2012 class, to which
he recently reclassified, and rumors
have been swirling that Ed Cooley
might land the Everett, Mass., native.
Two years ago, it was Gerard
Coleman ’14, a southpaw from West
Roxbury, Mass., that walked the halls of
the Tilton School and found himself as
the number-54 overall recruit in the 2010
class and the 17th best shooting guard
according to espn.com. Adam Finkelstein
of the New England Recruiting Report
is one of the most respected prep hoops
minds in New England and noted, “In
my mind, Coleman is a top-25 player in
the class of 2010. He has played on the
biggest exposure stages in the country
and has never been slowed offensively.”
Coleman had his best game of the
season the other day as the Friars fell to
West Virginia in overtime at the Dunk
by a final score of 87-84. Coleman played
all 45 minutes, going 9-15 from the field
and 12-16 from the charity stripe. He
hit one of two shots from the line to tie
the game at 84 with 10 seconds left,
but WVU’s Darryl “Truck” Bryant hit
from deep to send the Mountaineers
to a comeback victory over the Friars.
Before hitting the winning shot,
Bryant struggled for most of the game
on the defensive end of the court. He
was given the task of making Coleman
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Gerard Coleman ’14 has been playing very well as of late. The sophomore has led the Friars in
points on several occasions this season.

go right, but the southpaw went left all
afternoon. With each finger roll, Bryant
seemed to slam the ball a little harder
when he was taking it out of bounds.

In the second half, fans witnessed
Coleman go right by him and place the
ball in the hoop with ease on several
occasions. Bryant uttered words that

Cooley wouldn’t even use during
timeouts and halftime speeches. On
this afternoon, Bryant wished Coleman
chose Boston College or Clemson
over Providence two years ago.
Bryant may have gotten the last
shot this time around, but if these
two teams meet again in the Big East
Tournament, Coleman will make sure
he remembers where he came from.
The
West
Roxbury
prospect
changed his number from 12 to 1 this
season in honor of a late friend he
played with at West Roxbury High
School. Coleman’s southpaw image
would not be complete without the
sleeve he wears on game days and
the “B” tattoo he sports just above
that, making it more unusual that his
favorite team is the Los Angeles Lakers.
Coleman will never forget where he
came from and how he got there. He
will not forget what he did to Bryant
and vice versa. “Every time I think
about giving up, I just remember what
number is on my back,” said Coleman.
After the game, Ed Cooley said it
best: “At some point in time, these losses
will become wins because we will have
enough in the tank to get over the hump.”
The Friars took a 42-36 lead into the
half against the Mountaineers after
Bryce Cotton ’14 hit a three before the
buzzer. The Friars went on a 7-0 run out
of the break, but West Virginia was able
to go on a 19-10 run in the final eight
minutes of the game to send it into
overtime. The Friars took 12 less shots
than West Virginia and allowed them
to shoot 47.1 percent from the field.
Despite the loss, the southpaw’s
consolation prize was being named to
the Big East Honor roll last week. He
averaged 22.5 points against Rutgers and
West Virginia along with six rebounds.
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Deraney: “There’s a Lot up for Grabs” for PC
by Meg O’Neill ’12
Sports Staff
Women’s Ice Hockey
This past weekend, the Providence
College Women’s Ice Hockey Team
dethroned fourth-ranked Boston
College, 6-2, at Conte Forum. This
victory was the second time the Friars
have defeated a nationally-ranked
team this season. This was also the
third win in a row for the Friars, all
of which have been in Hockey East
games, and the 11th goal scored by
the Friars in the past two games.
PC was again able to take an early
lead, obtaining a 1-0 advantage in the
first period behind the hustle of Abby
Gauthier ’12 and a shot by Jessica Vella
’13. After an eventful middle period,
the Friars led the game, 3-2. The
creeping of the Eagles did not deter
the Friars from their goal, as they kept
their play consistent into the third
period, adding three goals to put the
game out of their opponents’ reach.
Ashley Cottrell ’12 led the Friars
with her first career hat trick and
one assist. This four-point game
led Cottrell to her second career
Athletic Republic Player of the
Week Award. She currently has
24 points on the season, which
is the second most on the team.
“Ashley displayed the type of
on-ice leadership that she has been
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The Friars hope to fill up Schneider Arena for the remainder of their home games, as they need the
fans behind them in order to obtain a good seed in the Hockey East Tournament.

capable of since the day she stepped
on this campus,” said Head Coach
Bob Deraney. “Ashley, Jennifer
Friedman ’12, and Genevieve
Lacasse ’12 are leading us down
the stretch here. You can’t help but
feel really good about our chances.”
“I’m not really one for Player of the
Week,” Cottrell modestly explained,
when asked how it feels to earn her

second award. “It’s nice to receive the
award, but it’s more about if the team
is doing well and we are winning.
That’s all that really matters to me.”
To keep this consistent play going
in the final four games of the regular
season, Cottrell says the team has
been “sticking to the game plan.”
She explains the team “has been
not worrying about the big picture,

but looking at the little things that
happen every shift that no one really
notices.” Judging from her two
goals, both of which were scored on
rebounds, her hard work is paying off
and the team is reaping the benefits.
In addition to Cottrell leading the
team, three other Friars have over 20
points on the season, and 11 have 10
points or more. This truly shows the
amount of effort put into each game
and the sheer depth the team has.
“We can get scoring from any
line,” Deraney stated. “The hard
work we’ve put in since we have
come back from Christmas is
starting to pay dividends for us.”
With just four weeks remaining
in the regular season, the Friars
will face UNH and Northeastern
two times each. Currently, the
Friars are just seven points behind
Hockey East leader Northeastern
and only five points behind second
place Boston College. This is a
great opportunity for the Friars
to move up in the standings.
“There’s a lot up for grabs,”
Deraney said. “We have one of
the toughest roads, but again, I
love the fact that our road is hard.
We can finish anywhere from
first to fifth. It’s in our hands.”
The Friars will travel to New
Hampshire to take on the Wildcats
this weekend. With the Hockey
East playoffs on the horizon,
the Friars look to finish on top.

Track Times Swim Report Club Hockey Begins Season
by Patrick Shea ’14
Sports Staff

by Veronica Lippert ’15
Sports Staff

by Patrick Shea ’14
Sports Staff

Indoor Track

Swimming And Diving

Men’s Club Ice Hockey

Providence College’s Men’s and
Women’s Track Teams turned in strong
performances at the URI Invitational.
Charlotte Ffrench O’Carroll ’12 had
her own victory in the mile, earning
a Big East Championship slot with
a time of 4:53.82. Devyn Pryor ’15
continued her strong performance
this season, placing second with a
time of 2:16.38 in the 800-meter event.
Jackie McCarthy ’14 placed third in
the 1,000-meter in a time of 2:59.87,
and Mary Kate Champagne took
third in the 3,000-meter, crossing
the finish in a time of 10:07.97.
Liam Hillery ’15 will be going to
the Big East Championships for the
first time in his career, finishing the
mile in a time of 4:19.28. Jonathan
Hopkins ’15 and Lee Carey ’12
took first and second places,
respectively, in the 3,000-meter
event, Hopkins crossing in a time
of 8:32.41 for first place, followed
closely by Carey who finished in a
time of 8:35.85. Corey Brunelle ’12
also had a fifth-place finish in the
1,000-meter with a time of 2:33.80.

Last Saturday, the Providence
College Swimming and Diving Team
held its last regular season meet. The
seven seniors on the team—Caroline
Caliri ’12, Collin Casciano ’12, Erica
Devine ’12, Matthew Green ’12,
Sarah Riley ’12, Jordan Rivera ’12,
and Stephan Zapf ’12—were honored
prior to the meet. However, it was the
younger members who stole the show.
Though both the men and women
teams lost, a number of Friars turned
in strong individual efforts. John
Fatigati ’15 broke the freshman school
record and took first in the 200m IM
with a time of 2:10:30. He also won the
200m backstroke and placed second in
the 100m backstroke. The other second
place finishes on the men’s side came
from Justin Tse ’15 in the 200m freestyle
and Andrew St. Pierre ’14 in the 200m
breaststroke. In diving, Ben Kardian
’13 placed second in the 1m event.
The Women’s Team was led by
Jillian Mullaney ’14, who placed
first in both the 100m and 50m
freestyle events. The relay team
of Mullaney, Erin Nanna ’13,
Samantha DeGroff ’14, and Sam
Schilch ’13 also placed first. Schilch
also won the 200m freestyle with
Mullaney coming in second. In
the 200m backstroke, Kelly O’Neil
’15 and Moira James ’15 took first
and second places, respectively,
and Allie Black ’13 won the 1m
diving event, all amounting to a
narrow 155-125 loss for the Friars.
PC finishes the season with the Big
East Championships in Pittsburgh,
an event for which many team
members have qualified. The diving
championships will be held from
February 10 to 12, and the swimming
championships from the 15 to the 18.

Providence
College’s
brand
new Men’s Club Hockey Team
took to the ice at Schneider
Arena this past Friday, Feb. 3,
to take on the Boston University
Terriers in its inaugural season.
Dwindling the 84 students who
showed up at tryouts down to only 25
players was a tough task in itself, and
once the roster was finalized, they had
only three hours to practice as a team
prior to their first game. Amazingly,
though, they were able to hold the
Terriers to only a one-goal victory.
“I’m pumped we finally got this
team going,” said goalie Johnny Wade
’13. “It’s been a long time coming.
We’re a predominantly young team
with about nine to 13 freshmen,
but they’re a good group of guys.”
The first Friar goal was scored by
Sean Dunphy ’15, who ripped a topcorner missile in response to a BU goal
in the first period. But that was soon
answered by the Terriers’ offense. After
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the first period, the Terriers led 2-1. The
second period ended the same way it
began with neither team able to score.
In the third period, the Terriers and
the Friars traded blows with goals
scored by both Dan Travers ’14 and Ryan
Fernandez ’14, but in the end, BU won 4-3.
In the second meeting between the
two teams, the Friars fell once more,
but this time the score was 3-2. When
asked about the loss, Wade said,
“We outplayed Boston University;
there were a couple of bad bounces
that caused them to have a few lucky
opportunities. Give us a couple more
weeks on the ice and we should be
a young, fast team. The fan support
is incredible for a club team.”
The team is led by the Providence
College
Men’s
Rugby
Head
Coach Michael Cox, who has
almost the same experience with
hockey as he does with rugby.
“I’m proud of these guys,”
said Cox. “To come right out of
tryouts and be able to compete
with top collegiate hockey clubs
is great. These guys have really
worked hard, and I have no doubt
we’ll be getting better as long as
we outwork the other teams.”

Got a Minute?

Alexis Smith ’12 catches up with Christian Dzwilewski ’12 of the Men’s Lacrosse Team.

Christian Dzwilewski
#11
Senior
Goalie
Men’s Lacrosse
Huntington, N.Y.
Favorite Restauarant:
Big Tony’s.
Superpower of Choice:
Teleportation.
Sport You are Bad At:
Sailing.
Worst Job You’ve Had:
Gate guard.
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Sports Digest

Which school will earn the number-one
overall seed in the NCAA Tournament?
Kentucky

Syracuse

March Madness is fast approaching,
and the number-one overall seed
in the NCAA Tournament is
definitely still up for grabs. Only one
undefeated remains, Murray State,
but a mid-major conference school
is never going to get the numberone seed if there are other options.
Fifth-ranked North Carolina still has
to contend with Duke atop the ACC.
Fourth-ranked Missouri has sixthranked Baylor and number-10 Kansas
breathing down its neck. Third-ranked
Ohio State already has three losses
in a tougher-than-normal Big Ten
conference, and number-two Syracuse
has a tough remaining schedule and
the Big East tournament still to play.
Kentucky sits as the unanimous
number-one team in the Coaches Poll
and at the top of the SEC standings as
well. Of its remaining regular season
games, only two of them are against
ranked opponents. It has already
beaten a number of ranked teams, and
its only loss was a last-second stunner
on number-23 Indiana’s home floor. It
plays in an SEC conference which only
features three ranked teams, making
it the most likely team in the top-five
to win its conference tournament. The
major stumbling block for Kentucky
could be seventh-ranked Florida,
but it can afford another loss, as
long as it is to a ranked opponent.
The bottom line is John Calipari has
done it again. Every year, he stacks
his team with young talent, a couple
of them one-and-done lottery picks,
and every year his team’s chemistry
is questioned. But regardless, every
year Kentucky is still one of the best.

There is only one team that has
had coaches of opposing teams
praising the winning team and
saying that they understand why it
is ranked number one in the nation.
Though Syracuse University has
since fallen to the number-two
spot following a loss to unranked
Notre Dame, SU has something
that top-ranked Kentucky does not
have—a team on which each player
plays just as big a role as the next.
With the NCAA Tournament
fast approaching, my pick for the
number-one seed is—you guessed
it—Syracuse. This is the only team
in the nation that has someone
coming off the bench that is in
the running for Player of the Year
honors. The starting five are just
as good as the five coming off the
bench. There is no one player that
is the star of the team; instead, the
team works cohesively together.
Yes, this team may have lost to
an unranked team, something that
number-one Kentucky has not yet
done. Though the season is at its
midpoint, Syracuse is looking more
and more promising. They already
overcame a three-game stretch
without star center Fab Melo; the
team came out on the winning end.
Syracuse has all the components
of being an amazing team,
and so far this season, that has
been the case. Amazing teams
deserve to be recognized, and
that is why Syracuse deserves
the coveted number-one seed
in
the
NCAA
Tournament.

-Veronica Lippert ’15

-Bridget Stack ’13

Playing at Home. Though it may not
be his home right now, Kris Dunn
showed his skills to Friar fans and
players alike who packed Alumni
Hall to see the New London High
School basketball player lead his
team to victory over Mount Pleasant
High School. The future Friar gave
fans something to cheer about,
leading his team with a triple-double.
Dunn scored 27 points, and had 11
rebounds and 10 assists. Now, that
is impressive by itself, but factor in
the fact that Dunn is a point guard.
Friar fans should be bowing down
to Cooley for securing such a recruit.
Dunk at The Dunk. Kadeem Batts ’14
has one more thing to add to his list of
accomplishments here at Providence
College. Along with securing his first
double-double of the season in the
Friars win over Louisville on January
10, it was announced on February
6 that his one-handed dunk in the
Louisville game was nominated for
GEICO Play of the Year honors. For
eight weeks, GEICO names four top
plays per week. From those plays,
there is one finalist per week that
competes in a week long competition
to determine the GEICO Play of the
Year. Other players nominated for this
award for week six includesSyracuse’s
C.J. Fair, South Florida’s Victor
Rudd Jr., and Markel Brown of
Oklahoma State. Good job, Batts!
Just Wandering the Halls. If you were
lucky enough to be out and about—
and by that, I mean not locked in your
room in a battle of wills with your
homework—you were bound to see
the Men’s and Women’s Basketball
Team coaches Ed Cooley and Phil
Seymour wandering the halls. These
two coaches walked around residence
halls, personally delivering 100 pizzas
to students on campus. Why? Well,
the answer to that is not solidified,
but my guess is they know the way

SHEET
to fill seats at basketball games—
through the student’s stomachs. It
is good to know that coaches at PC
can take time out of their day to
mingle and get to know students.
That is what is going to fill the seats
(though the pizza didn’t hurt!).
One More Thing Gone. Every
Sunday night, and every day of the
week, one could turn on E! and the
soothing lives of the Kardashians
would be on. As the world, or more
accurately the female population,
tuned in to see the demise of
Kim Kardashian and pro-baller
Kris Humphries marriage, the
Minnesota Twins were preparing
an auction that would benefit the
Minnesota
Twins
Community
Fund. One thing being auctioned
off is a baseball signed not only by
Humphries—after he threw out the
ceremonial first pitch in a game—
but by Kardashian as well. One
cruelly ironic factoid about this: The
online bidding ends on Valentine’s
Day. Nothing can be better used
to celebrate the most romantic
day of the year than a baseball
signed by a disgraced ex-couple.
They Keep Coming. As the Big
East keeps expanding, one more
team has been added to the list.
The
University
of
Memphis
announced Tuesday, Feb. 6, that
they will follow the lead of teams
such as Navy and Houston and
join the ailing conference in
2013. Memphis’ addition totals
seven teams joining the Big East.
On-Campus Game to Watch. As
parents, alumni, and students
crowd the Dunkin’ Donuts Center
on Saturday, Feb. 11, the Friars
will face off against the University
of South Florida. The game,
which will take place at 4:00 p.m.,
promises to be an exciting matchup.
Off-Campus Game to Watch.
The Men’s Ice Hockey Team is
looking to defeat the University
of Massachusetts when it travels
to Amherst, Mass., on Saturday,
Feb. 11. This matchup takes
place at 7:00 p.m. Go Friars!

Men’s Lacrosse Squad Optimistic About Upcoming Season
by Julia Claudy ’13
Sports Staff
Men’s Lacrosse
The Providence College Men’s
Lacrosse Team kicks off its season this
Saturday with a scrimmage against
Dartmouth. The Friars are looking
forward to their third season in the Big
East Conference, playing nationallyranked teams such as Syracuse,
Villanova, and Georgetown. Head
Coach Chris Burdick has recruited
strong and talented freshmen
that will be influential in the
success of the team this season.
Along with the impact the
freshman class will undoubtedly
have, the Friars line-up includes
players such as Chris Mahoney
’12, Tyler Pratte ’13, and Ryan
Walters ’13, who all return after
a year of absence from the team.
Pratte, Walters, and Mahoney
have all been working with the
team since the fall to get back in
shape and fine-tune their stick
skills. The three players are hopeful
about
the
upcoming
season.
“I’ve put a lot of time [into]
preparing
myself
to
play

lacrosse again,” said Pratte.
“It’s hard work, but I’m happy
to be back with the team.”
Senior Captain Pete Wujciack
’12 commented on the return of
Mahoney, Pratte, and Walters
saying, “We are all really excited for
their return. They’ve been working
hard and they bring back a lot of
talent. They are all going to make
an immediate impact on game day.”
Wujciack is one of five captains
including Evan Olsen ’12, Billy
Falatko ’13, Matt DiFrancesco
’12, and Andrew Bromley ’12.
As a leader, Wujciack has
confidence in his teammates
to bring the Friars a successful
season. “The team looks good,”
he continued. “It looks like we
have a high-powered offense
when we start clicking. If the
offense continues to grow and
improve, and defense stays strong,
we should be in good shape.”
Out of the Friars’ 14 opponents,
four of the teams qualified for
the NCAA Tournament last
season. Though the Friars face
intense competion, the team
is looking to better last year ’s
record. The Friar ’s first regular
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The Men’s Lacrosse Team hopes to improve on its record in 2012.

season game is against Georgetown
on Saturday, Mar. 17, at the Lennon
Family
Field
at
Providence.
With the Big East being one
of the most competitive lacrosse
conferences in the country, the
Friars have a schedule full of

challenging opponents. Although
the team is young, the program
has been building a name for
itself in the division and hopes
to continue to build upon that.
The team hopes to come out
with some key wins this spring.
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Friars Need to Keep Improving Bellemore
Honored
by Sean Bailey ’14
Sports Staff

Women’s Basketball

The Providence College Women’s
Basketball Team has been keeping it
close in almost every game this year.
The Friars have had nine games in
which the winning margin was less
than 10 points, posting an impressive
5-4 mark in those contests, including
a 1-0 record in overtime. However,
this week, the Friars were unable
to emerge victorious against two
Big East opponents, losing to both
Villanova and Cincinnati by four
points each. The Friars gave it all
they had those games, with the last
three minutes deciding each contest.
“We got to learn from our mistakes;
when you are not having success
learning from mistakes is a must,”
said Head Coach Phil Seymore.
“The positive is that we are getting
used to these situations; we will be
prepared for the next close game.”
The Friars took to the road
last Saturday, heading down to
Villanova where they faced a fellow
staunch Big East foe. PC had a
chance to regain status at .500 in
the Big East, as the Friars had a
4-5 record going into the game.
They started the game with a
sense of urgency, controlling the
contest in the first half and gathering
a 22-18 lead heading into the last
media timeout. The lead would
not stand in the first half, though,
foreshadowing the second half with
the Wildcats gunning off a 12-0 run.
The second half proceeded the
same way as the first, this time with
the Friars up four with eight minutes
left. But then the Wildcats held the
Friars scoreless for nearly eight
minutes, compiling a six-point lead,

by Meg O’Neill ’12
Sports Staff
Women’s Ice Hockey
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The Lady Friars have suffered many losses in close games so far this season, preventing them from
vaulting up the Big East standings.

55-49. The Friars finally ended the
drought with 28 seconds left, climbing
to within three of the Wildcats, but
once again they came up short, losing
59-53. Symonne Roberts ’12 battled
hard, collecting eight rebounds
despite being a guard, and Teya
Wright ’12 continued her excellent
senior season, pumping in 21 points
and hauling down eight rebounds.
The Friars returned home Tuesday
to square off with the Bearcats,
hoping to right the ship. Again, the
Friars came out firing, shooting 43
percent from three-point land to help
keep the Bearcats at bay and clutch
a one-point lead at the half, 26-25.
The second half was much of the
same as in Pennsylvania, though, as
Wright picked up a costly third foul
early, sending her squad into another
drought which helped propel the
Bearcats to an 11-point lead with

nine minutes left—a lead that would
remain with the Bearcats for good.
The Friars battled hard, though,
narrowing the gap to within five points
with two minutes left, but a Wright foul
on a steal attempt at the three-point
line sent the Bearcats to the charity
stripe. Even then, the Friars were in
it, with Cincinnati missing one of the
free throws, but the Bearcats grabbed
the rebound. Then the Friars fouled,
and Cincinnati missed 1-2 from the
line. But this time, the rebound slipped
through the Friars’ hands, rolling to
a Bearcat bystander. It would prove
to be the second offensive rebound
that doomed the Friars, as they fell
vanquished to the Bearcats 60-56.
“[Cincinnati] executed well,” said
Seymore, “We struggled on offense.
They screened well, ran nice backdoor
cuts, and we didn’t do that. We
weren’t playing together all game.”

The American Hockey Coaches
Association has honored Assistant
Coach Bob Bellemore of the Providence
College Women’s Ice Hockey Team with
this honor. This award is bestowed upon
the honoree, recognizing his or her work
as an assistant coach in women’s hockey.
This is Coach Bellemore’s 19th year
as an assistant coach for the Friars. His
legacy here includes mentoring and
coaching the team to seven conference
championships and acting as a role
model for nine Olympians. He also has
worked with U.S.A. Hockey’s training
camps as one of the goalie coaches.
Bellemore attended Providence
College and still holds numerous
goaltending records for the program
including leading the team to the
NCAA Final Four in 1964 as a
sophomore. Bellemore is a member
of the Providence College Athletic
Hall of Fame, and will be inducted
into the Rhode Island Interscholastic
League Hall of Fame this year.
Before joining the Women’s Ice
Hockey Team, Bellemore worked
as the assistant coach for the PC
Men’s Hockey Team. In addition, he
worked as the director of Schneider
Arena and has also worked as the
goaltending coach for the New Jersey
Devils of the National Hockey League.
Outside of hockey, Bellemore
has worked as a teacher and
guidance counselor in Rhode Island.

Schaller, Demopoulos Lead Friars Against UNH
by Alexis Smith ’12
Sports Staff
Men’s Ice Hockey
The Providence College Men’s Ice
Hockey Team had two losses against
UNH this past weekend. Each game
only provided scores from one
player. In Friday’s game, the Friars
played in New Hampshire and lost
3-1 with the lone goal coming from
Tim Schaller ’13. In Saturday’s game,
which was played at home, the Friars
brought the game into overtime,
but eventually lost by a score of
3-2. Both PC goals came from the
stick of Stephan Demopoulos ’15.
Throughout the season, the Friars
have kept the games pretty even, only
losing by one or two points in each
of them. When I asked Coach Nate
Leaman if he thought the problem
was either defense or offense, he said,
“I don’t think we are scoring enough
right now. I think we are playing
okay defensively—I don’t think we
are playing terrific—but we have to
score more. We are outshooting and
outplaying our opponents, but we are
not finishing as well as our opponent.”
This weekend showed two stars
on the PC team—Schaller and
Demopoulos—one
a
seasoned
upperclassman who wants to go out
with a bang and the other a newbie
ready to make a name for himself.
“Demo has very good stick
work as his strength,” Leaman

COURTESY OF BANGORPUBLISHING.COM

Justin Gates ’12 has played well between the pipes this year. Next year, though, both senior goalies
will leave a large void to fill on the PC roster.

said about the freshman forward.
He has played in 21 of the 26
games and is fifth on the team’s
statistics list with 13 points on
seven goals and six assists. His
classmate Ross Mauermann ’15
is leading the team in points
with 20 on eight goals and 12
assists. He is tied with Matt
Bergland ’12 for most assists.
The leader in goals comes from
Schaller who is third in points

with 15, and first in goals with the
only double digit number—11. “I
feel I have been a strong presence
on the ice all year,” says Schaller.
“Special teams have been going
really well; I’m hoping that in the

second half, I can produce both
on special teams and five on five.”
Our goalies have been playing
very well. Both have incredible
save percentages; Alex Beaudry
’12 has an .893 percentage and
Justin Gates ’12 has a percentage
of .893. The only problem is they
are both graduating, and we
haven’t seen anything this season
from Russ Stein ’13 or Julien
Laplante ’15, the other two goalies.
On the upside, the Friars had a
great crowd Saturday night, largely
thanks to PC’s pep band. “Our band
was terrific Saturday night,” said
Leaman. “It was a huge plus having
them at the game. Every game that
our band is at I believe our student
body enjoys more and it makes
for a much better environment.”
Right now Leaman’s goal for
the team is home ice advantage in
the playoffs. The team is sixth in
the Hockey East standings right
now, so hopefully it can heighten
its scoring averages so the goalies’
save percentages sky rocket.
Up next, the Friars will play
back-to-back games this family
weekend against Maine on Friday
at 7 p.m. in Schneider Arena, and
then against UMass on Saturday
in Amherst, Mass., at 7 p.m.

Visit www.thecowl.com
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Standouts

John Fatigati

Men’s Swimming & Diving
Freshman — Mahwah, N.J.
Fatigati broke the freshman school record in the 200m IM
with a time of 2:10:30 on February 5. He also won the 200m
backstroke and came in second in the 100m backstroke.

Ashley Cottrell

Women’s Hockey
Senior — Sterling Heights, Mich.
Cottrell was named the Athletic Republic Player of the Week
for the second time this year. In the upset against Boston
College, she had her first career hat trick and an assist.

Scores

Schedules

Friday, 2/3
Men’s Ice Hockey at New Hampshire			

L, 3-1

Friday, 2/10
Men’s Ice Hockey vs. Maine			

7:00 p.m.

Saturday, 2/4
Women’s Basketball at Villanova				
Women’s Ice Hockey at Boston College			
Men’s Ice Hockey vs. New Hampshire			

L, 59-53
W, 6-2
L, 3-2 (OT)

Sunday, 2/5
Men’s Basketball vs. West Virginia			

Saturday, 2/11
Men’s Basketball vs. USF				
Women’s Basketball vs. Seton Hall		
Women’s Ice Hockey at New Hampshire
Men’s Ice Hockey at Massachusetts		

4:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

L, 87-84(OT)

Tuesday, 2/7
Men’s Basketball at Villanova				
Women’s Basketball vs. Cincinnati			

Sunday, 2/12
Women’s Ice Hockey at New Hampshire

2:00 p.m.

L, 74-72
L, 60-56

Tuesday, 2/14
Women’s Basketball at Notre Dame		

7:00 p.m.

Wednesday, 2/15
Men’s Basketball at Cincinnati			

9:00 p.m.

Standings
Women’s Hockey East

Men’s Hockey East
			
Big East		
Overall
Team			W
L
T		W
L
Boston University 13
6
1		 17
8
UMass Lowell
13
6
0		 18
7
Merrimack		 11
5
3		 15
6
Boston College 12
7
1		 17
10
Maine		 11
7
2		 16
8
Providence		 8
10
1		 10
14
New Hampshire 8
11
1		 11
14
Northeastern
7
11
2		 11
12
Massachusetts
5
10
4		
9
12
Vermont		 2
17
1		 5
21

T
1
0
5
1
3
2
2
3
5
1

		
		
Big East
Team			W
L
Northeastern
12
3
Boston College
11
4
Boston University 10
7
Maine		 9
6
Providence		 9
7
New Hampshire 4
11
Connecticut		 3
11
Vermont		 3
12

Overall
T		W
L
2		 19
6
2		 19
8
0		 16
13
2		 15
8
1		 12
15
2		 10
17
3		 4
19
2		 4
18

T
3
3
1
6
3
3
7
6

Graphic by Billy Nawrocki ’12
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The ”Love Doctor” Is In...
by Jenn DiPirro ’12
Commentary Editor
V-Day
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I am not a love doctor. Truth be told, I suck at that stuff and
have no right offering up my expertise in that area. I can,
however, tell you a few things to do or not to do on Valentine’s
Day because I (or a friend) have made every mistake in the
book. These are my golden rules of Valentine’s Day. Remember,
February 14 is just a day. Don’t let it get the best of you. Happy
Valentine’s Day, ya filthy animals!

Send out at least one valentine. I know it sounds cheesy, but the
dreadful day is an international holiday and you shouldn’t be a Grinch
just because you’re single. And don’t give me that “Valentine’s Day is
a marketing ploy,” or the classic “I am not into the commercialization
of holidays” routine, because no one is buying it. Saying things
like that just further proves the point that you are a dried-up old
spinster. But anyway, send one card. Make one person happy. It
feels nice to share your love. This year I am sending one to my dad.
Do not go see The Vow or any other rom-com or (chick flick, or
film of any kind) that involves heavy use of Kleenex. You’re right—
no one is going to love you like Noah loved Ally in The Notebook.
Not because you’re not worthy, but because YOUR LIFE IS NOT A
MOVIE! Having dreams are nice, but living your life with unrealistic
expectations on what love is supposed to be is only going to lead
to heartache. If I were a betting woman I would say that if they
had a Grease reunion after 10 years, Danny and Sandy would be
divorced; once the steamy beach makeouts end and real life takes
over, we all know Danny was only going to be a mechanic. Romance
is a figment of your imagination, and I blame Paramount Pictures.

This sounds really cliché, but love yourself. Sure, maybe you have a few
insecuritiesorsomemommyissues,butwhodoesn’t?Ifyoudon’tloveyourself,
no one else will. Confidence is contagious and negativity is a plague. Stop
calling yourself fat in the mirror because when you’re really fat you will do
something about it. Calling yourself fat in front of other people is awkward.
People never know what to say and quite frankly do not want to be put in
that situation. If you’re lonely, maybe it’s because you’re a Negative Nancy.
I know I said to send a valentine but I want to specify something about this.
Do not send an embarrassing valentine. Basically, do not send one
to the girl you like but have never actually talked to. If you two have
never shared full sentences together, she might think it’s kind of stalkerish if you send her a card with a kitty holding a heart in its mouth.
If you have some of his old stuff, throw it out. Don’t give it back. That is
for amateurs, but why are you saving it, anyway? How weird was it when
Helga built a shrine to Arnold in her closet? Did you learn nothing from
Hey Arnold? If your closet looks anything like hers, do something about
it now. You’re never going to get over it unless you let it go. Speaking of
which, I have some teddy bears to get rid of… Told you, I’m a mess, too!

Go out with your friends. Your single friends, for that matter,
because your attached friends will have plans. You weren’t going
to do homework tonight and you sure as hell are not going to sit
there stuffing your face with the Russell Stover chocolates that
your grandparents sent to you. Get up, throw on a red shirt, and go
somewhere. Today is just another day, and you are not the only person
who is alone. Nobody likes someone who feels sorry for himself.

Don’t be jealous of people who are in relationships. Don’t be the guy
who tells his buddy to break up with his girlfriend every other day.
Everyone knows that you are only saying that because you want
your wingman back. Just because you’re not getting any doesn’t
mean nobody else should. Your time will come, young grasshopper.
After all, the phrase “committed relationship” has one thing wrong
with it: the word committed. You guessed it—they make you crazy.

Shut off the Adele. I love her, too, but if I hear “Someone Like You”
one more time, I am really going to start believing that there really
isn’t someone like whoever this person may be. And you know
what, Adele, there probably isn’t someone like this person that you
are referring to. No two people are alike, and news flash: He doesn’t
want to be with you anymore! So, if you have been dumped recently,
I really want to put something in your head that I think you may
have forgotten: YOU’VE BEEN DUMPED, IDIOT! They don’t like you
anymore. So, flip them the old bird and move on. And remember,
when all is said and done, even Adele got sued by her ex for slander.

Don’t use Valentine’s Day as an excuse to tell someone how you feel. This
is not Laguna Beach. Throwing your feelings up on a poster board and
holding it up outside of Davis is weird. It’s February in Rhode Island. Go
inside, you assclown. Finally proclaiming your affections should wait for
February 15. Deciding to be Casanova on Valentine’s Day cheapens it.
Stop obsessing over this holiday. I find the more that you worry
about meeting someone, the less likely you are to actually do
it. The best things that have ever happened to me were when I
was least expecting them. So, go out and be your awesome self!

Intraoffice Smooching

by Genevieve Ilg ’14
Asst. Commentary Editor
V-Day
Remember when we were forced to review the Providence College Student
Handbook during orientation? Good…I don’t either. But what I do know is that
there is no section dedicated to explaining the delicate rules of intraoffice dating.
How kosher is a little love in the workplace? I don’t know! And dating fellow
assistant editor on The Cowl, Andrew, is nothing less than awkward at times. With
Facebook and word of mouth, there is only a minority of members of the community
who don’t know that or haven’t seen us together. For an institution that preaches
“community,” dating redefines the term. Dating, at times, is a campus-wide event.
How romantic: We hit it off late August during the paper’s summit after
a day spent laying out the Welcome Back issue. What seems like ages ago has

really only been five months. Our first serious conversation regarded the
unintended consequences of our blossoming relationship. Many professionals
don’t encourage office relationships because if the romance fizzles, it can make
for a very uncomfortable work environment. They probably wouldn’t recommend
publishing commentary articles on it either. Sure, the tension revolving around
fights and a possible break-up concerned us. Mixing love and relationships
at “work” also made us the perfect target for “water-cooler” talk. But did we
ask for permission or advice? Of course not! And what did we do? What any
college couple does: We sat snuggled together as we changed our Facebook
relationship statuses. Gloating over the heart symbol surfacing our friends’
and families’ newsfeeds, we couldn’t help but expect this fun fact to go viral.
A few days later, the news broke to our chief about that matter. He laughed and
thought we were kidding. Then, I corrected him. From that point on, the dynamic
in the office shifted (in a healthy way). And as our Cowl romance continues to grow,
we become more sensitive to upholding the office’s professional environment. But
what makes our situation (and the relationships for other couples who are involved
on campus) all the more awkward is when the faculty and staff pick up on it, too.
Dot and Janina in Ray, Dr. Prassas after convocation, and Fr. Cuddy one afternoon
at PC Perk have caught us canoodling. Our faculty advisor, Richy Kless, bluntly, yet
kindly asked us if we were dating. Dr. Dills, who we both had for microeconomics,
ran into us at Alumni. Andrew broke the news to her. He asked me to reach out to
Dr. Manchester so he could arrange a time to speak with her about their Hungarian
heritage. Before the start of class in Dr. Fournier’s writing course, I discussed my
weekend date nights with another friend, and we occasionally discussed double
date opportunities. Ramon in Alumni knows our usual “Take 3” lunch order at the
grill. I introduced him to Dr. Lynch in Alumni one afternoon. The list goes on…
You would think that all of this experience would provide some insight. But I don’t
know the first real thing about the dating game, and so I refuse to sit here and compile a
list of “intraoffice dating rules.” We certainly prefer our audience to recognize us first
and foremost for our work and not because of where we were last seen together. But,
just like in any college environment, traditional dating at PC is very far from the norm.
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We Found Love in a HOPELESS Place
College dating—if such a thing even exists—is rough. After observing, discussing,
and partaking, I have come to the conclusion that the most appropriate way to
reconcile the strange interactions between males and females during our four years at
Providence College is to write them off as equivalent to some “real life” romantic ideal.

by Valerie Ferdon ’12
News Editor
V-Day

REAL ROMANCE

vs.

PC ROMANCE

On a clear night, two love birds will head to the hillside
and watch the sunset while cuddling on a blanket.

On a clear night, one partner gazes out the window
at the neon flashing lights of the Yuck Truck,
squished in a Davis twin bed as their partner is
passed out and snoring beside them.

A romantic date consists of a 5-course dinner
at Mediterraneos.

The most you’ll get is a “Take 3” from Slavin.

Walking home on a chilly night, the man politely
offers the woman his designer suit jacket, draping it
gently over her shoulders.

Walking home from Louie’s on a chilly night, he
offers her (more like, throws at her) his high school
varsity sweatshirt that he is convinced still fits him.
Then, he proceeds to tell her every story of his
“glory days.” Little does he know that she has seen
his subpar performance in intramural sports.

In order to woo her man, she will cook him her
specialty chicken dish, set the table oh-so elegantly,
and light scented candles.

To fulfill his late-night snacking, she will offer to
make him Ramen Noodles using the water from the
hallway fountain, in her finest china (a plastic cereal
bowl snatched from Ray earlier that day, which may
or may not have been cleaned).

Although it’s a tad outdated, he shows up on her
doorstep with a bouquet of flowers on their date, still a
perfectly traditional and respectable romantic gesture.

He shows up at her residence hall with a random
amount of Keystones (aka, the most he could
shove into his drawstring Friar athletic bag).
Unfortunately, he cannot present his offerings at
her doorstep because he has to wait in the cold
foyer for ten minutes waiting for her to come let
him in. *Note: Unless he is an RA and has swipe-access
to any building. This is an automatic +10 points on the
swag scale.

One partner gets an amazing job opportunity that is
guaranteed to skyrocket them to the top of the corporate
ladder. The only problem is that the promotion is
contingent on relocation—to the West Coast. In a
heart-wrenching conversation about the potential
for longevity, the couple decides to part ways, for the
betterment of both of them. They each cry for days.

Two people have been involved with each other
ever since mid-way through freshman year Civ;
however, there is an underlying reality that comes
spring of junior year, one will be studying abroad
in Barcelona. After a 3-hour-long Facebook chat
during winter break, the two decide it will be best
if they progress into the semester unattached. The
partner who returns to PC is left with nothing but
32,047 tagged photos of the former couple at JRW.
The Barcelona-traveler gets too obliterated every
night to miss anything but Big Tony’s.

When the Moon Hits
Your Eye Like a Pile
of Yuck Truck Fries...
by Catherine Northington ’12
Associate Editor-in-Chief
V-Day
It was a crisp spring night. The flurry of Saturday evening debauchery on and around
Eaton was coming to a close. The clock struck three in the morning, and all that remained
along the streets were mutilated Solo cups, dog poop, shreds of freshman dignity, and
the final straggling pukehound students trekking haphazardly back to their dorms.
iPhones were alight with ill-advised text messages, dotting the horizon like stars. It’s the
kind of sight that makes you want to write a poem.
On this particular night, I was one of those stragglers. As I waddled hazily through
the humid Huxley air, a faint but promising drone caught my attention. I looked up and
there it was: PC’s own late-night mecca, the Yuck Truck.
The Yuck Truck (I can’t find anyone who knows its actual name—because few people

have repeatable stories from any point past 2:30 a.m.--prime Truckin’ hours) offers the
most profanely greasy late night-munchies imaginable. You know, the kinds of food you
wouldn’t dream of touching prior to a toga party (kids still have toga parties, right?).
I scraped my fingers through my wallet searchingly, hoping to scrounge up even
a dollar or two for some cheap eats. My venture was fruitless, and my heart sank as I
watched my peers delightedly place their orders. Resigning myself to fate and the sevenmonth-old Easy Mac in my Davis pantry, I trundled towards home.
When suddenly—I chanced upon two strangers—shadows in the night.
The two male PC students greeted me mirthfully. I reciprocated their salutations with
equally disproportionate joy. My eyes flickered to one guy’s hands, which clutched a
steaming, eye-wateringly gorgeous-smelling basket of French fries.
Then, with the kind of audacity only mustered after a generous amount of Captain
Morgan, I asked him for some.
He leaned forward seductively, soggy crumbs lining his lips, and the tantalizing scent
of stale Natty Lite being emitted from his throat through a series of burps that were less
subtle than he realized.
“Trade you some fries for a kiss.”
Everything in the world at that moment, apart from me and the aforementioned fries,
suddenly became an impediment towards my obtaining those same aforementioned
fries. But I was determined that nothing could stop me. Without hesitation, I gave him
that peck and happily began to nosh. And, as anyone who’s experienced the ecstasy of
consuming Yuck Truck goods at this time of night would agree, it was the best decision
of my life.
So I’d like to thank you, anonymous French fry-giver, for that brush with romance at
Providence College. But mostly for the fries.

Whereand is the Love?
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A look at the top 5 most

5

Suites Hall

Least

4

Hendricken Field

Hendricken Field makes the list because its charm as the sole left-alone
major plot of land on campus. On a campus hungry to build, Hendricken,
the most buildable landscape we have, remains untouched. Its purity
is refreshing and its grass welcomes strollers and stargazers when the
weather is warm.

3

Booths at Ray

For anything food-involved that can be considered even a little
bit date-like, the booths at Ray are the way to go. Not the ones in the
back – either the ones directly behind the swipe-in stations or the ones
behind the cereal. Breakfast and lunch beaus flock to these booths,
and who can blame them? Ray is a low-pressure environment, and the
booths are about as comfortable as it gets in there. Plus, the ones I’m
talking about have these lantern-like lights coming out of the dividers
that somewhat dress up the scenery.

2

St. Dominic Chapel

On campus, it doesn’t get much nicer than the chapel. In addition to
the beauty of the interior, the outside offers a few great places to take in
the scenery with a gf or bf when the weather is nice. The side directly
opposite Ditrag in particular boasts a nice patch of grass alongside the
chapel. Not sold? Fine. Weddings happen there.

1

romantic places on campus

by Chris Slavin ’12
Editor-in-Chief

For most of its residents, Suites is the first living experience with
the opposite sex. Okay, the same can be said about Aquinas, but
while a deadly fire left Aquinas haunted, Suites is new and sharp.
Romantic possibilities between new neighbors float up and down the
stairwell and in and out of the new frontier that is the co-ed laundry
room. And in a sixth or seventh floor quad-facing room, the view of
the city brings even more romantic potential.

Smith Center for
the Arts

The Smith Center is the most romantic building our campus has to
offer. Tucked in the corner of lower campus, it glows at night with its
huge windows and its delightful lighting. The cobble stone-like brick
leading up to it, its red brick patio, and its rich wooden interior all
somehow combine to give it that very romantic aura I’m looking for.
You’d be silly not to take a girl you’re wooing to one of the awesome
shows that the Smith Center puts on. Heck, I’d try to take a girl there
even if I didn’t go to school here.
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The Health Center

5

I’ll remind our readers that what we call the Health Center could just
as easily be called the Infirmary. Nothing says “romance” like infected
people in sweatpants hobbling into a white room and sitting hunched-over
in a chair while blowing their noses, all before approaching a desk and
being immediately turned away, reminded to make an appointment before
coming in and to use the complimentary hand sanitizer on the way out.

Guzman Hall

4

Girl stands outside, barefoot and freezing, next to the beaming
blue security lamp as he fumbles for his ID and finally connects on
the third swipe. Girl follows him up the stairs, slouched forward with
her high heels in hand, blindly following the stomp of his boots and
occasionally glancing up to make sure she doesn’t lose sight of the
“THOMAS 30” black and yellow hockey jersey leading the way. Girl
arrives at putrid triple and settles herself in amongst the pizza boxes,
Nintendo 64 controllers, garbage, and dirty laundry.

The Cemetery

3

To really experience the full romantic atmosphere that the Dominican
cemetery has to offer, take your date there when you both have a nagging,
whimpering cough. Stroll hand in hand through the tombstones in your
mutual illness on a cold winter night while you both silently ponder your
impending deaths. After your stroll, rest on the jagged black gate and
watch as the Power Plant’s giant smokestack bellows pollution into the
nighttime sky.

Dore Hall

2

Let’s pretend for a minute that a young man looks past the fact that the
building used to be a mental asylum and decides to spend an evening in
Dore Hall. He trudges through the parking lot toward the image of the
abandoned early 20th century ward that looms dead ahead of him. He passes
through the stone archway, turns left down a bright white wing of doors, and
arrives at his patient’s, I mean girlfriend’s, cell. She falls asleep watching T.V.,
but he has not quite been able to shake the feeling that the little girls from
The Shining live down the hall, so he lies awake staring at a ceiling that was
made higher than normal so the person who used to sleep where he is laying
couldn’t hang himself from it.

Ray Loading Dock

1

The ultimate romantic ambience that this love Mecca brings comes at a
rare mystical fusion. On a starry winter night with not a cloud in the sky
and the moon light just so, a young couple may approach the Raymond
Hall loading dock just after the dish room has been rinsed out and the food
scrap-filled run-off trickles down the sidewalk. Hand in hand, the two
follow the trail to its source. They come across the silhouettes of a pair of
workers on their cigarette breaks leaning against a stack of wooden pallets,
leering at them. Mystified, the two continue down the hill, following the
steady stream of soapy food water. Looking back at the men, all they can
see is the faint cigarette smoke puffing into the night as the rotting stench of
the dish room seepage fills their nostrils.
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Valentine’s Day Cards from Tiffany & Earl!
Love and you shall be
loved. Cheat and you
shall be receiving a
very
disapproving
phone call from your
mother, who will
continue to lecture
you
for
three
hours about how to
respect women.

Roses are red, Violets
are blue, If you buy
me some sweets, I’ll be
your superficial friend
for a day.

The reason I didn’t
buy you chocolate
is because of the
racial undertones, not
because I forgot.
Happy Valentine’s
Day!

I enjoy your presence, <insert card
recipient here>! This message brought
to you by Pepsi-Cola©

Love is patient, Love
is kind, Love is when
your roommate shows
too much cleavage and
your boyfriend stares
determinedly at his feet.

My desire for you is
perfectly expressed
by the lyrics of popular
music artists and the
marketing divisions of
large corporations.

Romance is a dozen red roses, a box of
chocolates, a fluffy teddy bear. Romance
is not a candlelit dinner at Raymond Dining
Hall, you cheap fool.

Words cannot express the depths
of my love, and this card is my own
meager attempt to cope with that
inevitable failure.

Roving

Photography

What do you have in store for
Valentine’s Day?

“Road trippin’ to Florence!”
Danny Breen ’13

“Candlelit dinner at Li Li Wok, reservations pending.”
Michaela Murphy ’12, Patrick Fischer ’13

“Sixteen Candles and a night in.”
Matty Condon ’13
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“Going to The Capital Grille.”
Sarah Henry ’13

“Going to see The Vow by ourselves.”
Danica Lynch ’13, Hannah Garrity ’14

“Hanging out with our non-existent boyfriends!”
Liz Fitzgerald ’12, Kate Ryan ’14

“Kissing in the trash can!”
-Providence College Squirrels
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From the Desks of
Tiffany & Earl

What Would Be Your
Perfect Date?
My perfect Valentine’s Day would involve two people, and also at
least 40 girls. That ratio is pretty important. It turns out that you can
render a special lubricant from badger fat. So I would describe the day
as less of a “date” and more of an “activities itinerary.” The phrases
“obstacle course” and “rural campground” also come to mind. It’s fun
for the whole family, assuming that by family you mean professionals
hired to perform services.
Chocolate is traditional, which means the corporate world has told
you to buy chocolate for so long that you started doing it automatically.
Way to suck, America. Flowers are kind of the same, except they wilt
after a few days instead of melting after a few days. I think that says
a lot about relationships. Their most important symbols, on their
emblematic day, are transient. Fleeting. Like life.
So make the most of life! Hence the 40 girls and the badger lube.
All you singles out there, buy yourself some child-slave chocolate
and plaster a sincere smile on your face. Maybe you can achieve some
futile, meaningless pleasure. You can delude yourself into thinking
happiness is a real thing that actually matters. Good luck.
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If my conception of the perfect date was the same, simple, dinner-and-amovie date where I was presented with an abundant supply of chocolates
on which to gorge myself for the next three weeks, there would be no
purpose in writing this expose. So, throw all of your preconceived notions
away and allow me to paint you the portrait of an innovative Valentine’s
Day date that avoids all clichés and leaves your heart tingling with the
possibilities that your boyfriend will undoubtedly fail to live up to on this
very special holiday. In order to defy the norm, this date would occur on
the day AFTER Valentine’s Day. Maybe it seems ironic to avoid romantic
gestures on a day that is devoted to all things mushy-gushy, and do it
all a day later. But what better way to show that you really care than by
putting your heart on display on the one day that it really doesn’t matter?
The day after Valentine’s Day is generally considered the “day off” for
couples. Boys have already fulfilled their duties with some grand gesture
of appreciation, and now that their wallets have been emptied and their
lame gifts have been given, they feel like they can be the normal slackers
they always are. Think about it: guys love to brag about how expensive/
romantic/considerate they were on Valentine’s Day – the one day when
they absolutely are required to be sentimental. But when you go out to
dinner on V-Day, you have to shout to be heard over the loud droning
of other couples desperate to parade their love like shiny, gold medals.
You know, the ones who are practically shouting: AND THEN I FIGURED
WE’D GET SOME DESSERT, AND WATCH THE NOTEBOOK, BECAUSE
I KNOW IT’S YOUR FAVORITE (aka Look at me! I’m so utterly devoted
to you!). What could be more romantic than THAT? I think that February
15, the most underappreciated day of the year, is the best time to assess a
relationship. The boy who waits a whole extra day, despite his girlfriend’s
protests, who books dinner at that fancy Italian Bistro that is no longer
bombarded by love-crazed couples, is the real knight in shining armor.

Your buddy,

Your friendly advisor,

&Earl

T i ffany

Making PC an emotionally stable
place, one letter at a time
Dear Lonely Lover,
As much as I would like to take your
side in this Battle of the Besties, I
feel that you are being a teensy-bit
biased in your assessment of your exfriend and her beau. I remember my
freshman year, this really short girl
from my floor and this really tall guy
started dating, and my 5’7” roommate
who was in their Civ study group became really
jealous. “What is he doing with that midget?” she
would say. The truth is that you can’t determine what
makes a couple’s relationship work anymore than I
can determine how Earl has managed to avoid liver
damage all these years. Hypothetically speaking,
sometimes a boy who has the same classical taste
in films and books as you would rather take home
the blonde bombshell with fake boobs and crooked
teeth, who doesn’t even LIKE to read…Ahem, not
that I have any personal experience in the matter.
My point is that your interference with the dealings
of the heart is not a good idea. Look at Emma—she
nearly lost Mr. Knightley because of her botched
matchmaking. And don’t underestimate the powers
of Cupid—he has a lot of sway this time of year.
Haven’t you heard the story of Apollo and Daphne?
The girl begged to be turned into a TREE so that
she could escape the clutches of a crazy god who
was struck by a poisonous arrow from that diaperclad baby with wings. Satisfy your loneliness with
chocolate, instead of backstabbing, this holiday
season. Or, grapple for the affections of another
suitor, preferably one that isn’t already taken.
Yours Truly,

This Week:
I Used to be
Love Drunk

Dear Tiffany & Earl,
This year my best friend started dating a guy
that I used to really like. It was painful because
I not only lost the guy of my dreams, but also
my best friend.,The problem is, I still want to be
with him. I know they’re terrible for each other
because they fight all the time and have nothing in
common. He and I shared a lot of great memories
last year. I know he still thinks about me. I know
they probably have plans for Valentine’s Day but
I feel like I need to declare my love for him. How
do I do it?
Sincerely,
Lonely Lover

Dear Lonely Lover,
You thought you could get away with
this, but you couldn’t. This letter is
a thinly-veiled attempt to ask me to
solve your problems, Tiffany. Just
because you loved me and lost me
doesn’t mean you need to whine
about it in public like this. It’s so obvious that you
are trying to get me back with this transparent
ploy that I won’t even grace it with a real answer.
Instead, I’ll just ask the readers to stand with
me in a moment of silence for your credibility.
That felt good, didn’t it? Marinate in the various
fluids of your colossal failure. I’m nibbling at
the edges of your self-confidence, like Nidhoggr
chewing at the roots of Yggdrasil, forever eroding in
the edges of reality. Now you feel human finitude.
You have erred, and eventually you will die.
The end.

